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ABSTRACT

Increasingly competition in the financial services sector is forcing service providers
to develop and utilise alternative delivery channels (Daniel, 1999). Within the sector,
banking has always been a highly service intensive activity that relies heavily on
technology to acquire, process, and deliver services and information to consumers
(Tan & Teo, 2000). The emergence of the Internet has provided a way for bonks to
improve the efficiency of their service delivery and to gain a competitive advantage
by reducing the number of brick-and-mortar branches.
The study investigated the adoption oflntemet banking services in Thailand and is
based on the premise that consumers' perspectives have a greater impact on adoption
than those of banks who are the service providers. Data was therefore collected from
potential Thai consumers oflntemet banking services by using a questionnaire
survey. The response rate was high (84%) which resulted in 506 valid questionnaires
being collected. The study's key findings were presented to a groun of Internet bonks
in Thailand to establish their concurrence and to develop and recommend appropriate
strategies to thtm.
To gain insight into consumer behaviour, theories on the acceptance of innovation
were examined. This study is based on the Decomposed Theory of Planned
Behaviour by Taylor & Todd (1995) which was developed from Ajzen & Fishbein's
(1980) Theory of Planned Behaviour. TI!ese theories provide a well-accepted
intention model that has been shown to be successful in predicting and explaining
human behaviour across three domains: allitude, perceived behavioural control and
subjective nonns. Also considered in this study is the Innovation Diffusion Theory
by Rogers (1983). This theory explains that the rate ofinnovation adoption is
affected by an individual's perception of relative advantage, compatibility,
complexity, trlalability and observnbility.
Tile study found that the intention to adopt Internet banking by Thai consumers is
encouraged by altitudinal factors and impeded by a perceived behavioural control

factor, but not by subjective norms (i.e. the 'Culture' factor). The attitudinal factors
that were found to encourage the adoption of Internet banking in Thailand most arc
'Features of the Web Site' and 'Perceived Usefulness', while !he most significant
impediment to adoption is 11 perceived behavioural control, namely 'Extcrrt11l
Environment'. In relation to the lnnov11tion Diffusion Theory, only relative
adv1111W.ges (identified as 'Pen:eived Usefulness') and complexity ('ease of use', 1111
item of'Features of the Web Site') were found to be signific1111t to adopting Internet
banking.
The significant moderating factors influencing the 11doption of Internet banking by
Thai consumers are gender, educational level, income, Internet experience and
Internet banking experience, bnt not age. It was found, however, that the stand out
moderators are income 1111d Internet experience as they each affect the most
significant encouragement 1111d impediment factors.
As to what strategies Thai banks should adopt to facilitate Internet banking, both
supplier 'push' and market 'pull' strategies need to be implemented. As
encouragement factors are factors that banks can control, Internet banks should 'push'
consumers' positive perceptions of internet banking, thereby increasing the rnte of
service adoption. Potential impediments to Internet banking adoption should be
reduced although they cannot be directly controlled by banks. Banks should at!empt
ta influence the Internet banking market in order to enhance this service in Thailand
through market 'pull' strategies.
Previous research has mainly focused on innovation adoption in the CQntext of North
America and Europe and to some extent other developed countries such as
Singapore. This study extends tbe research on IT adoption to a develcping country.
The study is one of few that have applied adoption theories in an Internet
environment. in addition, the study is useful in the specific research domain. It was
successful in establishing key fllctors in the adoption of internet banking in Thailand.
Internet banks Cl1ll use this knowledge in their quest to increase their online
customers. Non-Internet banks can consider their abilities and readiness based on
these findings before moving into the Internet blinking arena.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

In contemporary economies, infonnntion technology (IT) plays 11 significant role in
improving business perfonnnnce and enabling organizations to develop a competitive
advantnge. Advances in IT are continually improving the effectiveness of
organizations mainly through improved infonnation for decision-making, faster
response to customer needs, and increased efficiency. Information is the lifeblood of
this new environment and it should be accurate and correct, easy to llSC, consistent
and avnileble when needed {Sivarnks et a!., 2000).
The advent of the Internet is the latest development in the evolution of information
and communication technologies since 1950s. The Internet has bel:omc a major
medium for businesses to succeed in new electronic markets by.providing innovative
access to goods and services and networking people through the use of
communication technologies. The Internet provides the convenience of access 7 days
a week, 24 hours 11 day. The adoption of internet tec!mo!ogy by businesses is now a
major strategy to attract customer attention from a wide audience at low cost (Hilt &
Frei, 1999; Sathye, 1999) due to its convenience, speed, and accuracy and because it
is not restricted by time zones or geographical limitations (Hennigan, 1998).
According to Netscape, UK: "It took the Internet five years to reach SO million users,
compared to ~8 years for radio wtd 13 for television" (quoted in Bell & Tang, 1998).
That is to say, the Internet is the fastest growing comm1.1.nications medium in history.
There have been significant increases in Internet users over the past 10 years. While
the rapid growth of the Internet has presented a new host of opportunities, it has also

brought about threats to business (Tan&. Teo, 2000). For instance, the convenience
of using the Internet empowers customers to search for the best value for their money
rather than loyalty to the products, particularly in the financial services se;:tor (Johne
&. Storey, 1998).

The increase in competition and change, co-operation, globalization and
convergence, as well as changing consumer preferences mean that new ~trategies to
attract and maintain customers are essential (Ka!jaluoto et al., 2002). The Internet is
therefore being comidered as a strategic weapon and will revolutioni:(e the way
businesses operate to seize opportunities and overcome threats.
The banking sector is no exception. The Internet is causing major delivery changes
and is bringing about a transformation of this sector (Jayawardhena & Foley, 2000).
This is because the financial sector is one of the most affected by technology
(Prendergast& Marr, 1994; Mols, 2000). Banking has always been a highly
infonnation intensive activity that relies heavily on technology to acquire, process,
and deliver the infonnation to all relevant users (Tan & Teo, 2000). Increasingly
competition in the financial services sector is forcing providers to develop and utilize
alternative delivery channels (Daniel, \999). IT and Internet technology is therefore a
revolutionary approach for banks to provide convenient, reliable and expedient
services to bank customers (Tan & Teo, 2000). The Internet provides a way for
banks to differentiate their products and services to gain a larger share of the banking
market by reducing the number of brick-and-mortar banks.
As a consequence, there has increasing interest from the banking industry to gain a

better understanding of the development of Internet strategies (Angehm &. Meyer,
1997). The reason for this is that the banking sector plays a central role in any
economy and indirectly affects the growth of other industries. As noted in Business
Week (quoted in Financial Times, I996, cited in Tan & Teo, 2000), "Banking is
essential to arnodern e<:onomy, banks are not". Likewise, the Booz Allen &
Hamilton report (Warner, 1996, cited in Tan & Teo, 2000) stated that the Internet is a
serious threat to the customer base of the traditional banking oligopoly and to its
profits.

2

In I994, the first Internet banking service was launched (Ezell, 2000) and one year
later, there were more than 800 Internet banking facilities on the World Wide Web
(Angehm & Meyer, \997). Banking over the Internet has therefore attracted the
attention of the banking industry as well as from others such as regulators and
lawmakero. For example, it has been estimated that 60 per cent of Australian retail
banking transactions will be online in ten years' time {Sathye, 1999). Moreover,
according to the Gartner Group's I999 report (cited in Barto, 1999), there bas been a
rapid growth in online personal computer banking in the USA; from just over I0
million adults in I999to a forecasted 35 million by the yenr2003. As mentioned,
information teclmology plays a key role in the banking industry as it enables
significant cost reduction, creates new business opportunities and contributes to
competitive advantage. Additionally, the Internet "changes the way that banks
interact with their customers and thus the way they initiate, develop and terminate
relationships with them" (Mols, 2000, page 7). Internet banking can affect the
patterns and processes of banking transactions both in the wholesale and retail
marketa in the long-term. It is believed that in the future, Internet banking will
become a strategic application to stay competitive by most, if not all banks (fan &
Teo,2000).
Internet banking makes it possible for banks to offer customers a variety of service
24-hours a day. These ~ervices include general and customer-specific inforrnation,
the ability to conduct transactions, access a variety of interactive financial calculators
and worksheets, as well as online banking advice via e-mail or video-based advisory
services. The advl!lltages to a bank can be explained as follows:
Cost-benefit is seen as the banking industry's rationale for using the Internet, The
costs for banking transactions delivered by the Internet are lower than other modes of
transactions {Sathye, 1999; Jaynwardhenn & Foley, 2000; Dasaneyavaja, 2001). With
Internet facilities, banks will be able to control the traditional set-up and operational
costs by transferring the transactions that have hitherto been performed by bank
employees to the bank account holders themselves. According to a study in the
United Kingdom (Jnyawardhena & Foley, 2000), Internet banks utilize their virtual
banking resources and operate more efficiently thl!ll physical banks where the cost of
a simple transaction for a non-cash payment at a branch is as much II times more
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than over the Internet. Another study in the USA (Ezell, 2000) found that the cost of

a full-service teller transaction is $1.07 compared to 27 cents for each ATM
transaction and one cent for an Internet-based transaction. Hence, by encournging
customers to use Internet banking facilities, bank can save considerable operational
costs (Sathye, 1999). According to Thai banks' recurds, it is said that transactions
performed over the counter cost Bllht 30, compared to Bllht S-6 via AIMs and much
lower when done through the Internet (Lertwiram & Pokechai, 2000).
Increasing the customer base is another benefit of providing of banking products
online (Jayawardhena & Foley, 2000).1ntemet technology enables banks to reach a
huge number of customers, both existing nnd new, uta low incremental cost. People
with Internet accessibility nre potential internet banking customers. This advantages
banks in acquirilll! new customers, as the number oflntemet users has been
increasing. Moreover, according to the several studies, sueh as Krujaluoto (2002) and
NECTEC (2003) on Internet user demographics, they are predominantly young,
well-educated, professional and affiuent Banks can reach this targeted segment by
using an appropriate marketing tool and thus increase their customer base regardless
of geography.
Mass customiZIItion becumes important for today's business (Jayawardhena & Foley,
2000). Internet delivery has lhe capubility to customize information to customers'
needs and uses (Dannesnberg & Kellner, 1998). With Internet banking services,
banks can tailor their products and services to individual eustomers and compete in

the cutTen\ financial market.
Development of non-.:ore business is another advantage of Internet banking
(Jayawardhena & Foley, 2000). With Internet technology and banks' existing
computing infrastructure, banks can expand their services to non-traditional banking
areas. An example ofthis is Electronic Bill Presentment and Payment (EBPP). By
providing non-financial infonnotion on banks' Web site, bank can also utilize their
resources and create new opportunities to enhance their competitiv•: advantages.
Internet banking offers more accurecy for customers (Dasaneyovaja, 2001 ). As
traru;actions are performed automatically, non-intentional human errors in
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transactions are likely to be reduced. Customers will also be better placed to control
their transactions.
Furthermore, speed and the ability to save time are among the imporlrult aspects that
customers are concerned with. The Internet is changing the delivery of financial
services and people who are busy can perform their banking transaction from their
own homes at their convenience (Jayawardhena & Foley, 2000). With n computer
and nn Internet gateway, users can perform any banking tmnsaction 24 hours a day,
365 days a year(Sathye, 1999). This would be seen by most participants as one of
the main advantages oflntemet banking (Dasaneya~ja, 2001 ).
In the Thai banking sector, commercial billlk.s are using the Internet as a new
distribution channel, and they appear to regard that the future of new e-service lies in
electronic banking. Moreover, with Thai government support in el~ctronic
commerce, endorsed as part of the Ninth National Economic and Social
Development Phm (Boonruang, 2000), it is believed that the growth of electronic
commerce will increase in the Thai economy. Internet banking in Thailand is used as
a delivery channel to connect with customers, to gain commercial advantages and to
survive in the highly competitive market in the aftermath of the Asian economic
crisis. It is also seen as a way for banks to position themselves strntegicaHy for the
future. Some 110alysts have argued that the participation of the commercial banks in
Thailand in Internet banking has a defensive, rather than an offensive purpose
{Kittikanya, 2001). If they did not adopt this strategy, they would likely loose
customers to other typeS of financial institutions.
The acceptance of new technology has not been consistent in all parts of the world;
Internet banking in Thailand is similar. In spite of government support of electronic
commerce, the limitation of bank working hours Wld poor traffic infrastructure in
8110gkok, Internet banking is still slow to develop. The question therefore exists a.s to
whether this banking service will succeed in Thailand or not. It is accepted that the
success oflntemet banking is determined not only by banks or government support,
but also by the customers' acceptance of it. The latter has a great influence on the
adoption oflntemet banking (Sathye, 1999; Mols ct a!. 1999).
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In order to gain more insight into customer behaviour, th~Jorics about the acceptance
of innovation should be examined. This study is based on the Decomposed Theory of
Planned Behaviour by Taylor & Todd (1995) which was developed from Ajzcn &
Fishbein's (1980) TheoryofP!IlliDed Behaviour. These theories provide a wellaccepted intention model that has been shown to be successful in predicting and
explaining human behaviour across three domains: attitude, perceived behavioural
control and subjective nonns. Also considered in this study is the Innovation
Diffusion Theory by Rogers {1983). This theory explains that the rate of innovation
adoption is affected by an individual's perception of relative advantage,
compatibility, complexity, trialability and observability.
The next section explains the definition oflntemet banking used in this study.

1.2

Definition

The tenn 'electronic banking' often refers to online banking or Internet banking.
However, 'electronic banking' has a broader meaning including telephone banking
WAP-banking and !Net-television banking (K:njaluoto el al., 2002).ln this study
'Internet banking' wns used interchangeably with the term 'online banking'. Internet
banking is defined by Furst et al. (2000) as banking services provided using Internet
technology as a remote delivery cblilll\el. Users with a computer and Internet
gateway can access the bank and undertake banking transactions (Sathye, 1999).
When first introduced, Internet banking was used mainly as an infonuation
presentation medium for banks to market their products and services on their Web
sites. With the development of asynchronous technologies and secured electronic
transaction technologies, banks promoted the use oflntemet banking as a
transactional addition to an infonuation medium (Tan & Teo, 2000). Thus, Internet
banking is a universal service facility to deliver bank services and infonnation into
the homes and offices of people.
Internet banking allows customers to perfonu a wide range of banking transactions
electronically and remotely via the bank's Web site. At tltc low end, a registered
customer has the ability to view infonnation about accounts while the more advanced
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level includes the ability to perform other types of transactions such ns stock trades,
receiving bills ("Bill Ptc:;entment''), or applying for finllllcial products such as credit
cards, insurance policies, or bank loans (Hitt & Frei, 1999}.

According to Jaynwardhena & Foley (2000}, Internet banking services are classified
into four levels, from the execution of the simplest transaction to the integration of
customer services, sales and marketing transactions as shown in Figure I. I:
Level4
Integration and
reconciliation
functions

Levell

;
Leve12

• ~~am CIS

'

• co~rtet•

'

Level I
View-only
functions
• View balancos
• Conduct
account queries
•Accoss
historical
aoeount data for
previous
transactions

1

~
'

'
stntemcnts
• Pay bilts
• Bill p~ntment
• Ordering cbequos
• Stop chequos
payments
• Send messagos

open new
occounts, e.g.
saving account,
cheque account,
mobile banking,
etc.
• Apply for loans
• Apply for credit

personot
Information
transfcr
• Financial
porto!

:~~·i.~

Figure 1.!: Levels of Internet Banking Servioos

1.2.1

Levell: View-only £unctions

Customers can view their account sumrnll!)' and inquire about statements of their
savings, cheques, ATM and credit card accounts. These are basic transactions offered
tluough the Internet clwnnel by all banks. The reason for this is an increased need for
customers to be more financially active and reconcile their bank balances more
frequently. The study of a bank support call center in the UK showed that more than
60 per cent of customer inquiries concern details about balances and the last few
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trnnsnctions made by the customers (Gandy, 1998). These activities mirror those
offered by ATMs, with the exception of cash disbursements, and thereby reduce the
workload of bank staff as we!\ as providing private, quick and efficient services for
customers.

1.2.2 Levell: Action/account ~X~ntrol functions

This level provides cuo;tomers with a broad range of access to and control over their
accounts, which includes the facilities of funds transfer, bill payment, bill
presentment, stop cheque payment and ordering a cheque book. This service level is
beneficial for bank customers becauo;e the ability to view and pay bill online enables
them to actively manage their cash flow.

1.2.3 Levc\3: Applying for new banking sei'Ylccs fund ions

To exploit the convenience of internet banking services, banks are providing
facilities to apply for a new account, loan, credit card, tete-banking and mobile
banking to be performed online. If the application process cannot be completed over
the Internet, the system should allow customers to feed in personal details via an
online application and submit their supporting documents to t~11.bank branch for
further evaluation.

1.2.4

Lcve\4: Integration and reconciliation functions

Banks provide integration and reconciliation functions to customers to enable them
to manage their finances. Ao example of this is personal cash management software.
Bank customers can reconcile their bank accounts by freely downloading
information from their bank accounts to their own financial management software.
As yet, very few banks have developed services to this ]eve\. Examples that have are

Citibank, First Direct and Natwes\ Bank in the UK.
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Currently Internet banking services in 1bailand offer only the first three levels of
services for individuals. That is, customers are able to view their balance, ll'ansfer
funds, pay bills and apply for new services online. Most banks offer similar services,
however, the difference is the extent of the service offerings. For instance, banks
vruy in the number of third party accounts that are able to. be registered 8.'1 the
recipient of funds transfers, suppliers of bill payments and bill presentments, fee
charges for each transactions, etc.

1.3

Research Questions

As the success oflntemet banking in Thailand is being examined and consumers'
acceptance has a great influence on the adoption of this service, the study focuses on
their attitudes towards the adoption of Internet banking services in Thailand.
Therefore, the research seeks to obtain answers to the following questions.
I.

What are the factors encouraging the adoption oflntemet banking in

Thailand?
2.

What are the factors impeding the adoption oflntemet banking in

Thaihmd?
3.

What are the factors moderating the adoption of internet banking in

Thailand?
4.

What strategies should Thai banks adopt to facilitate Internet

banking?

1.4

The Purposes of the Study

Internet banking was first launched in 1999 in Thailand and it is quite new for most
Thai consumers. Although data on the number of customers are not officially
available, the number oflntemet banks in Thailand has been increasing in the past
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three years. Tite mte of adoption will depend on consumers' acceptance of this new
tochnology-based service. This is accepted by researchers such as Sathye (1999) and
Mols et al. (1999). While research has been canied out on the feasibility and
successful implementation of new technology, there has been little research into the
consumer side. To understand Thai consumers' intention to adopt Internet banking
services, the research will establish the factors affecting the adoption of Internet
banking by Thai consumers, use the results of the study to suggest highlight key
features of Internet banking, and fonnulate appropriate strategies to banks for
moving customers to online banking.

1.5

The Significance of the Study

The emergence oflntemet banking has prompted many banks to revise their IT
strategies in order to survive and stay competitive (Sathye, 1999). IT bas always
shaped the production and delive'Y of banking services and bas molded the structure
of the industry. Infonnation is the essence of banking and banks are increasing their
reliance on technology (PrendergEISt & Marr, 1994). However, IT may well lead to a
standardisation of services (Ricard et al., 200 I) prior to the emergence of the
Internet. While the number of commercial banks offering their customers the facility
to conduct financial transactions on their Internet sites is increasing, customers are
demanding new levels of convenience and flexibility from their banking providers
(Tan & Teo, 2000). The Internet has the potential to play a significant role in the
success of emerging banking service.
Compared to previous research which has mainly focused on innovation adoption in
the context of North America and Europe and to some extent other developed
countries such as Singapore, this study extends th~ re.search on infonnation
technology adoption to a developing country, i.e. Thailand. It applies two wellknown theories in innovation adoption and consumer behaviours in this context and
the re~ults of this study will provide useful insights for other developing countries.
The results of this study, which show significant factors influencing and inhibiting
the adoption of Internet banking in Thailand from the Thai consumers' perspectives,
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will provide knowledge for improving the service. For example, it will enable
existing Internet banks to increase the numbers of online bank customers and nonInternet banks to decide whether or not to jump into the l:ntemet banking arena.

1.6

The Outline of the Thesis

Chapter2 discusses the adoption oflnternet banking and is divided into three parts.
The first part provides an overview of Internet banking services by describing
Internet adoption, the background of the Thai banking industry and cw:rent Internet
banking services in Thailand. The second part discusses the literature on technology
adoption based on the Theory of Diffusion Innovation (Rogers, 1983) and the
behavioural theory, namely the Decomposed Theory of Planned Behaviour (Taylor
& Todd, !995), From this review, potential factors influencing the adoption of

Internet banking in Thailand will be identified leading to the development of the
theoretical framework presented in the final part.
The research methodology to survey Thai consumers is outlined in Chapter 3.
Research hypotheses are described in the first section and linked to research method,
Philosophical perspectives of the research are discussed as well as the research
approach used in the study, A rationale for the combination of quantitative and
qualitative methods is provided. The re.seareh design is described in detail and
includes questiorumire design, the selection of the target population, the peer review
and the conduct of the questionnnire survey.
The analysis of the survey data is presented in Chapter 4. The chapter starts with the
demographic data ofre.'lpondents, followed by the establishment of data validity and
reliability. Hypotheses testing is conducted and the major factors found from the
survey are presented in terms of their role in encouraging, inhibiting and moderating
the adoption oflntemet banking in Thailand.
ChapterS provides a discussion of the survey findings. The outcomes of this study
are discussed and integrated with supporting literature and put into provide answer to
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the context of Thailand. This chapter highlights the most significant factors to the
research questiollll.
The survey's findings were discussed with three Thai Internet banks and are
summarised in Chapter 6. The discussions were aimed to con linn whether the
findings of the study are in accordance with the Internet banks' experiences.
Recommendations for Thai banks are developed to help them improve Internet
banking services relevant to the Thai environment.
The last chapter offers conclusions on the fmdings nnd presents the revised
theoretical framework fur the study. Limitations of the stu<iy and directions for future
research are presented.
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CHAPTER TWO

ADOPTION OF INTERNET BANKING

l.l

Background

The previous thapter introdu<:ed the emergence of Internet teclmology in the banking
soctor in tenns of Internet banking services. The mtionnle of the study including
research questions, purposes and significance of the study were explained. This
chapter outlines the research issues that are relevant to Internet banking services at a
global and country level, llS well as the gaps in the research that need to be
investigated.
Firstly, this chapter provides background infonnation on the diffusion of the Internet
in Thailand in order to give an understanding of Thai Internet circumstance.
Thereafter, an overview of the banking industry in Thailand including the effects of
the 1997 financin! crisis in Thailand is explnined. The development of electronic
banking services including Internet banking services and the current offerings of the
services are described.
The second section of this chapter identifies and describes the key factors that
influence Internet banking adoption in Thailand. A literature review discusses factors
!hat may influence a customer's intention to adopt an innovation and applying for
Internet banking services in Thailand. The factors are primarily based on Taylor and
Todd's (1995) Decomposed Theory of Planned Behaviour and R0gers' (\983)
Theory of Innovation Diffusion.
The research variables are thereby categorised into two groups based 011 the ability of
banks to facilitate the services: encoumgementand impediment. Alternatively,
encoumgement factors can be clnssed as 'Bank' factors, and impediment factors are
'Personal' factors and 'Other' factors. Based on these factors, a theoretical
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framework of the detenninants of Internet banking adoption is introduced to support
the research methodology presented in the next chapter.

2.2

Overview of Internet Banking in Thailand

2.2.1 Tlte Internet in Thailand

The Internet was fust adopted in Thailand in 1987 by academia and was introduced
commercially in 1995 with the nation's first Internet Service Provider (ISP).
Currently, there are 18 providers operating ~s commerciallSPs and four public
service pl'oviders (NECTEC, 2002). All theS<' commercial and non-commercial
networks are linked to the global Internet through a bandwidth speed of over 500
Mbps in both the inbound and outbound direction and are also domestically
interconnected through two public interchanges which are opernted by the
Communications Authority of Thailand (CAT) and the National Electronics and
Computer Technology Center (NECTEC) of the Ministry of Science Technology and
Environment {Tangkitvanich, 2002).
The Internet has become a crucial pnrt in the everyday life of many Thai people.
There were appf(lximately 928,000 com;Juters in use in 16.1 million households,
according to a house!;old survey by the National Statistical Office (NSO) in the first
quarter of2001 (Tangkitvanich, 2002). This is equivalent to 5.75 computers for
every I00 households or approximately 1.48 computers for every 100 people. The
same survey also identified that the Internet population was 3,54million of which
21.5 percent accessed the Internet from their homes and tlle remaining 78.5 per cent
accessed it from Internet cafes, schools, and the workplace. A penetration rate of
Internet users in Thailand as of JMuary 2001 is equivalent to 5.64 percent. This
penetration rate is, however, lower than the World average penetration rnte which is
8 46 per cent (fangkitvanich, 2002). Compared to those of neighbouring countries,
the penetration rntes of Singapore: 49.3 percent (ns of August 2001); Malaysia:
16.98 per cent (as of December 2000); Laos: 0.11 percent (as ofDecember20!lO);
and Cambrnlian: 0.05 percent (as of December 2000) (Mulaiwong, 2002). According
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to the swvey oflntemet users in Thailand (NECTEC, 2003), 52 per cent oflntemet
users in Thnihmd were lllCI!ted in Bangkok. This suggests the concentration of
Internet users is in Bangkok, rather than the other provinces in Thailand. Table 2.1
shows the Internet diffusion in Thailand ciBSsified by region.
Table 2.1: The Internet Diffusion in 'I'hnilnnd in 2001

Source: NECTEC, 2003

According to Rao (2002), many developing countries do not have a critical mBSs of
Internet users to justify significant investment by new Internet service providers,
advertisers or vendors. This is because Internet usage in these countries :s in the first
phase oflntemet diffusion, that is, the Internet is dominated by academics and
"tcchies". In the socond phase, Internet users include more teenagers and young
people, and in the third phase of Internet diffusion, there arc more young workers. In
Thailand, Internet adoption is currently between the second and third phase, since
Thai Internet users are mostly young ~}!Its under the oge o£39 years (NECTEC,
2003).

Although the nwnber oflntemet users in Thailnnd is dramatically increasing,
Internet popularity is dominated by employed people and full-time students.
Communication and searching are the '•1di'l reasons for usc, rather than other fonns
of electronic transactions (Kor-anantakool and Jantarapatin, 2001). Table 2.2
illustrates the activities of internet users in Thailand from a survey of the Internet
population in 2001.
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Table 2.2: Types oflnternet Usages in Thailand

Source: NECTEC, 2003

Table 2.3 shows a comparison of average Internet prices for dial-up and leased-line
services in seven Asian economies. It can be seen that the cost of dial-up Internet
service in Thailand is comparable to that of other Asian countries, whereas, the cost
of its leased-line Internet access is about 1.1 to 2.9 times higher (Tangkitvanich,
2002}.
Table 2.3: Internet Access Prices in Asian Economies (As at September 2001)

Source: Tangkltvanlch, 2002

The main reason for high leased-line p• ices in Thailand is the monopolization of the
state-owned enterprise. Most oflSPs operate under a bui\Hransfer-opernte (BTO)
concession. Under this scheme, ~:~ISP must transfer about one-third of its shares to
the concessionaire without any capital payment As a result, an !SP has to adjust its
price upward to achieve its financial profit which results in the high price
(Tangkitvanicb, 2002), Obviously, the growth of internet use in Thailand needs a
competitive and undistorted telecommunications market. One way to achieve this is
to deregulate and liberalize the Thai telecommunication industry which would meet
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its commitment to the World Trade Organization. Moreover, 115 Thailand is mpidly
moving to develop its infonnationeconomy, a new authority namely the Ministry of
Infonnation & Conunwtication Teclmology (ICT) has been set up to develop a
master plan for electronic conunerce, In order to support the growth of infonnation
teclmology in the country, the Ministry of ICT has attempted to enact pending ecommerce laws, which are Electronic Commerce Law, Computer Crime/Computerrelated Crime Law, Data Protection Lnw, Electronic Funds Transfer Law, and
Universal Access Lnw. Their implementation should increase the public's confidence
in participating in electronic commerce.
As electronic business can be a key driver in the growth oftoday's business and to
increase the computer literacy ofThai people, the MinistryofiCT recently launched
a speciBI. offer to the public of cheap personal computers (50% cheaper than market
price), associated with low interest loan. Another project is a very competitively
priced, Baht I per hour of Internet dial-up access. It is expected that these will create
a knowledge society 115 well115 promote Internet adoption in Thailand.

2,2,2 Background to the Thai banking Industry

Before the early 1990s, Thai financial markets were strictly regulated and dominated
by some of the country's most prominent business families and locally incorpomted
fimmcial institutions which were strongly protected from local and foreign
competition. Deregulation and new financial instruments and services were
introduced in 1992 in order to fncilitnte future development, create competitive
financial institutions and tum Thailand into a regional financial center in direct
competition with Hong Kong and Singapore (PWC, 2001). However, since the
recession in 1997 and the Thai Baht weakness increasing the foreign-debt burden,
many businesses have been UDII.b!e In service their debts to financial institutions,
including banks.ln mid 1997, the Bank of Thailand intervened by suspending a
number of finance companies and further forcing several Thai banks to merge with
either banks or finance companies. In addition, capital requirements were incrensed
for non-performing loans in the financial system. Foreign ownership rules were
relaxed resulting in the entry of major international bnnking groups into the mnrket.
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As a consequence, the number of commercial banks reduced from 15 to 13 for Thaiowned banks and state-owned banks; and increased from I to 4 for foreign
incorporated banks from \997 to May 2003 (BOT, 2003).
The majority of banking transactions in Thailand are perfonned over the counter
through the extensive branch networks of most major banks (PWC, 2001 ). They aim
to provide customer orientation by customizing banking products and services to
specific needs thereby making their services different from the others. This is
because Thai people prefer being served and having the privileges that resolt from
the hiemrchical structure of Thai society. Thai people maintain the characteristic of
extended families where personal relationships built by older gonemtions impact
upon the next generation. Therefore, most Thai merchants support a particular bank
because of their long relationships with it and would expect to continue business into
the future. Relationships between bank staff and customers can be relatively strong.
The Thai financial system is undergoing a period of substantial cilmgo due to
chMges in the competitive situation offinandal sector itself(see above) and the
emergence ofinfonnation technology, The significant impact of this is reflected in
the transformation of financial services delivery. Automatic Teller Machines (ATMs)
are a classic example of this chango. They were the first visible fonn of electronic
innovation in the Thai banking industry. Bank customers can access their accounts
and process transactions through comprehensive network of ATMs. The first ATM
was launched in Thailand in 1983 (Lertwiram & Pokechai, 2002) and released banks
from the constraints of time and geographical location as well as reducing the work
load ofbanktellers. The growth of ATMs in Thailand is shown as Table 2.4.
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Table 2.4: Number of ATM Cards and Machines from 1986 to 2002

Sourco: BOT, 200~

The increased capital and new technology introduced by fore!~n banks encouraged
Thai-owned banks to focus on the automated processingoftramactions to increase
efficiency and reduce costs. This led to aggressive competition h the banking
market Hence, nearly every bank has implemented early retiw:oent programs as wc!l
as branch closures or downsizing in an effort to refocus on profitability. This is
reflected in statistics which show that there were 3,632 bank branches as of July

2002 compared to 3,837 at the end of the first quarter of 1999 (BOT, 2003).
Other electronic banking chEUUle!s were recently made available to Thai bank
consumers. Examples of these chEUUlels are: telephone banking, mobile banking,
automatic passbook update machines and automatic deposit machines. Like other
banks in the world, commercial banks in Thailand are now in a position to use their
knowledge and experience in infonnation technology to serve their customers more
conveniently and efficiently than by traditional ways. Further advances in
telecommunications and information technology have culminated in banks being able
to offer their services through the Internet.
Telephone banking was introduced in Thailand by the Siam Commercial Bank Pic in
1984. This service became increasingly sophisticated to the e~~:tcnt that it uses
Automated Voice Response (AVR) Technology to deliver banking services
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(Lertwimrn & Pokcchai, 2002). Mobile banking was launched in 2000 by the
Knsikom Bank Pic:. (fanner name- Thai Fnnner Bank Pic).
Micro-branches relying on ATMs and automatic passbook update machines can be
encountered increasingly in high-traffic !<X:ations such as shopping malls and
universities. This off-hours banking setVice is another bank channel aimed to handle
routine withdrawals and account services. It has increased convenience for bank
customers and enabled them to become familiar with the eleclronic means of banking
services. This channel is offered by most bll!lks, for example, "K e-Banking Center''
of the Kasikom Bank Pic, "Express Banking" of the Bangkok Bank Pic and "SCB
Easy Bank" of the Siam Commercial Bank Pic. In addition, most ofbanks in
Thailand have established a 24-hour call center. Not only is this a new way to contact
the bank, this channel also increases customers' confidence in the other emerging
banking services, including Internet banking services.

2.2.3 Internet banking Mrvlces in Thailand
As a result of high competition in the banking industry, banks nre continuously
looking to better use teclmo!ogy by forcing low-value transactions away from the
branch counter to ATM networks and to the Internet, mobile banking and other
electronic services (Chudasri, 2002). As u consequence, most commercial banks in
Thailand have launched Web sites and offer online services to bank consumers in
nddition to other banking channels such as ATMs, telephone banking and mobile
banking. it is hoped that the Internet will reduce customer reliance on personal
attention provided to them at the brnnch.
Internet banking in Thailand was first introduced in 1999 by the Siam Commercial
Bank Pic (SCB), the first commercial bank ofThailand. The service is named 'SCB
Easy Net' and is currently provided to both individual and corporate bank customers.
This was followed by the Bank of Asia Pic (BOA), n member of ABN AMRO bank,
who offered their Internet banking service in late 1999 as 'Asia Cyber B@nking'.
Next, the Kasikom Bank Pic (TFB) launched its 'K e-Intemet banking' service in
2000, followed by the Thai Militaty Bank Pic (TMB) with 'TMB Direct Internet
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BMking', the Krung Thai Bank Pic (KTB) with 'KTB Sm@rt BMking', and the
Bank of Ayudhaya Pic (BAY) with 'Knmgsri Online;' in 2001, Md the latest, the
BMgkok Bank Pic (BBL) with 'BualuMg iBanking' in 2002 (HomkrajMg, 2001).
Table 25 summarises the current Internet banks in Thailand and the total assets held
by these banks.
Table 2.5: Internet Banks in ThailMd

Source: Internet soorohes

There is no the public information on the number of internet banking users present!y
available. According to the commercial banks themselves, it is claimed that as of
September 2002, the SCB has 80,000 Internet banking customers, while the BOA
and the TFB have 40,000 and 10,000 nsers respectively {Lertwirem & Pokcchai,
2002).
As discussed in the previous chapter, Internet banking services offers diverse
functions at four levels: view-only functions; action! account control functions; new
service functions; and integration! reconciliation functions.lntemet banking services
in Thailand are currently offering functions up to the third level. These functions are
provided across seven of the thirteen Thai banks as seen in Table 2.6.
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Table 2.6: Current Internet banking services in Thailand

Soun:o: Lortwiram &

Pokcchal, 2002 ond lntcmetscarohes

The table shows how Internet banking services have been expanded by getting
service providers to cooperate with the Internet banks. By extending their online
services with various suppliers, banks are tUrning to attract Thai customers and serve
more activities. For instance, the bill payment service has- been expanded to public
and private organisations and universities. Non-financial services are also provided,

for exwnple, the Bank of Asia Pic collaborated with Grammy Entertainment Pic, one
of the biggest entertainment companies in Thailand when it launched am~~tketing
contest program to their customers.
The Bank of Thailand (BOD. as the central bank, plays an important regulatory role
in the electronic bnnking sector. The BOT has provided the financial infrastructure to
serve business 1111d financial sectors such as with a new payment system. In recent
times the BOT has become more supportive in facilitating the growth of the financial
sector. With regard to Internet banking, the BOT has revised the uotificntion
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requirements for commercial banks on their use of the Internet for commercial
banking business and has expanded the areas of permissible use of the Internet for
undertnking banking business. Being aware of the importance of electronic
transactions in the future economic development of the country, commercial banks in
Thailand have been allowed, since November 9, 2000, to provide the swne kinds of
transactions that they do in branches (BOT, 2003).

2.3

Literature Review orJnternet Banking Adoption

As indicated in earlier SCI}\ions, the advantages of using the Internet to conduct
banking transactions are clearly apparent. Essentially, Internet banking provides
numerous opportunities for banks to increase their market share, and for customers to
conduct bank tmnsactions conveniently and efft:etively. However, although Internet
banking was launched in 1999 in Thailand, this service is stiU in the early stage of
development and it is, therefore, vital to understand the factors that facilitate and
impede the adoption of this innovation.
As traditional banks have been moving to the Internet (Jun & Cai, 2001), they have
been seeking to improve the quality of their banking services in order to shift their
customers online. However, as mentioned before, it has been argued by severn\
scholars (Sathye, 1999: Mols et al., 1999) that the diffusion of electronic banking is
determined more by customer acceptance than by online bank offerings. That is to
say, to be sucoossfu\ in providing Internet banking service, customer acceptance is a
key determinant. Therefore, this study Is aimed at exploring customers' perceptions
about the adoption oflntemet banking.
Factors imluencing the use of Internet banking in this study me derived from Rogers'
(1983) Innovation Diffusion Theory and Taylor and Todd's (1995) Decomposed

Theory of Planned Behaviour. The following sections outline these theories.

2.3.1

Innovation Diffusion Theory
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The adoption of new ideas is often very slow even when there are obvious
advantages. TI1is is due to r• wide gap between what is known and what is actually
happening. Therefore, many innovations require a lengthy period to be adopted after
their initial availability.
Rogers (1983) explains Innovation Diffusion Theory {IDD as an individual's
perception which affects the rate of innovation adoption. The tenn "innovation" is
defined as "an idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by an individual or
another unit of adoption" (p.ll ). Diffusion is defined as ''the process by which an
innovation is communicated through certain channels over time among the members
of a social system, in that the messages are concerned with new ideas" (p.5).
Adoption is the acceptance and continued use of a product or service or idea (Sathye,
1999).

Hence, understanding the characteristics of innovation as perceived by individuals
can help to clarifY diffusion problems and explain different rates of adoption as
shown in Figure 2.!.
Perceived Allrlbutes of
Innovation

.
.••
•

Relative

Rat~ of Adoption of
Innovation

advantage
Compot!bllity
Complexity
Trialablllty
Observabili{)l

Figure 2. 1: IMO\'ation Diffusion Thoory (Rogers, I983)

The reviewed attributes of innovation are explained as follows:
•

Relative advantage: the extent to which au innovation is perceived by
individuals as better than the idea it supersedes. The greater the perceived
relative advantage, the more rapid the rate of :adoption.
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•

Compatibility: the extent to which an innovation is perceived as being
consistent with the existing values, exp!lriences, and needs of potential
adopters. In general, an idea that is not compatible with the current
values and norms of a social system will not be accepted as rapidly as an
innovation that is compatible.

•

Complexity: the extent to which an innovation is perceived as difficult to
understand and use. Generally, new ideas that nre simpler to understand
will be adopted more rapidly thllll the ones that require new skills and
understandings.

•

Trialability: the extent to which llll innovation may be experimented with.

•

Observability: the extent to which the results of an innovation are visible

New innovations that cannot be tested, lend to the slow rate of adoption.
to others. The easier the results nre to see, the more likely they are
adopted.
In summllf)', innovations that nre perceived by receivers 1.!5 having greater relative
ndvantuges (e.g. convenience), compatibility (e.g. to life style), trialability (e.g. try
before buy), observability (e.g. visibility) and less complexity (e.g. ease of use) will
be adopted more rapidly than other innovations. These factors are included in this
study except for observability since Internet banking is not generally visible to

others.

2.3.2 Decomposed Theory of Planned Behaviour
The decomposed Theory ofPII!IUled Behaviour was developed by Taylor lllld Todd
(1995).\t is based on the traditional Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) of Ajzen &
Fishbein (1980) which is a well-accepted intention model that has boon successful in
predicting and explaining human behaviour across various domains (e.g. attitude,
individual ability) by decomposing it into a specific dimensions. Compared to the
Technology Acceptance Model {TAM), introduced by Davis (1986) for predicting IT
usage, and traditional TPB models, it was found to have betler predictive power, as
Taylor and Todd noted (1995):
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"In comparing the two versions ofTPB, we believe that there is value
added as a result of the decomposition, in terms of increased
explanatocy power Wid a better, more precise, understanding of the
WJtecedents ofbehaviolll. Thus, in Olll view, the decomposed TPB is
preferable to the pure form of the model." (p.\69)
Furthermore, Taylor Wid Todd (\99.5) compared their model to TAM, Wid claimed
that, if

"The sole goal is the prediction of usage, then TAM might be
preferable. However, !he decomposed TPB provides fuller
understanding of usage behaviour Wid intention and may provide more
effective guidWJce to IT managers and researchers interested in the
study of system implementation." (p. 170)
This decomposed TPB constructs the innovation literature (e.g. relative advantages,
compatibility) as well as subjective norms and perceived behavioural control more
completely a; when derived from the traditional TPB. The fundamental concepts of
this theocy are also bnsed on the assumption that human beings are usually retional
and make systematic use of information available to them in their actions. Hence,
identifying and measuring the factors detetmining an individual's behaviour leads to
the understanding WJrl prediction of such behaviour. Figure 2.2 shows the conceptual
framework of the decomposed TPB.
Atl.itudc

"'-

Percei.,..d Belmvioural

Control

Subject!.,.. Nonns

f-----t

Behaviournl

Intention

f--1

Adoption

v

Figure 2.2: Dooompost:d ThoocyoFPianned Bohavlour[faylor& Todd, 199S)

According to the decomposed TPB model, there are three main factors influencing
human behaviour. These are: attitude, pen:eived behavioural control and subjective
norms. Firstly, attitude describes an individual's positive or negative pen:ertion of
behaviour. Attitudes are functions of beliefs. That is, a person who believes that
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performing a given behaviour will lead to mostly positive outcomes will hold a
favorable attitude toward performing the behaviour, while a person who believes that
performing a given behaviour wil! lead to mostly negative outcomes will hold an
unfavorable attitude.
The second factor, perceived behavioural control, describes beliefs about having
necessary resources and opportunities for an individual's intention to perform.
According to Tan & Teo (2000), this defmition consists of two components. The first
one is self-efficacy which is defined by Bandura (1977) as an individual's selfconfidence in his or her ability to perform a behaviour. The second one is facilitating
conditions which refers to the availability of resources, i.e. the technological
resources and infrastructure needed to engage in the behaviour (Triandis, 1979).
The last factor, subjective norms, describes the social pressure that may affect an
individual's intention to perfonn. Subjective norms are also a function of beliefs, but
are of a different type. That is to say, it is the person's beliefs that specific
individuals or groups think he/she should or should not perform such behaviour.
Therefore, the intention toward a target behaviour can be explained by factors
affecting the target behaviour.

2.4

Facton influencing Internet Banking

Factors having the potential to influence the adoption of internet banking were
developed from previous studies, Innovation Diffusion Themy and the Decomposed
Theory of Planned Behaviour. According to the Innovation Diffusion Theory,
perceived attributes to the rate oflntemet banking adoption can be identified as
relative advantage, compatibility, complexity and trialability of the service. That is,
the more relative advantages, compatibility and trialability, and the less the
complexity of the Internet banking; the higher rate of internet banking is.
In terms of the Decomposed Theory of Planned Behaviour, Internet banking can be
detennined by adopter's attitude and perceived behavioural control as well as
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subjective norms he/she holds. The positive of these three main factors could
promote his/her adoption of Internet blll1king setvices.
Therefore, based on the above Innovation Diffusion Theory (perceived usefulness,
trialability, ease of use and integrotion with life style), the Decomposed Themyof
Planned Behaviour (3ttitude, perceived behavioural control and subjective norms)
and other factors related to the circumstances in Thailand, potentia! influ~ncing
fnctors -seven factors and four sub-factors of each, could be identified as show in
Figure 2.3.
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figure 2.3: Tree Dlagnun of Factors Influencing the Adoption oflntemet Banking
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2.4.1 Attitude

As noted, attitudes are functions of beliefs. Different dimensions of attitudinal beliefs
towards Internet bnnl\ing can be identified as follows:

•
•
•
•
•

Perceived usefulness
Adoption
Features of !he Web site
Risk and privacy
Personal preference

Each ofthese factors, and the sub-factors of each, will be described below.
2,4.1.1 Perceived usefulness
Perceived usefulness of internet banking is a significant factor in its adoption
(Sathye, 1999; Tan & Teo, 2000), According to Rogers' (1983) Theory oflnnovation
Diffusion, the perceived relative advantage of an innovation is generally positively
related to its rate of adoption. Therefore, it is necessary that Internet banks make
consumers aware of the availability 11f such services and their value. The expectation

is that conswners wha perceive Interne! banking as advantageous would olso be
likely to odopt the service. There lire several advantages of social and econ~mic
value arising from Internet banking adoption. These advantages are thus sub-factors
of perceived usefulness.
The sub-factors are as follows:
•

Information availability

•

Convenience

•

Time saving

•

Lowcost

These sub-factors will now be discussed in tum.
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2,4,1.1.1

Information availability

Customers' interest in Internet banking is created by providing a wide range of
financial and non-financial information at just one click. Customers can select the
infonnation they want by searching the bank's Web site. The banks themselves now
view the Internet and related technologies as strategic tools for enhancing the value
of customer relationships through cross-selling and tailoring their products (Hitt &
Frei, 1999). This increases customers' satisfaction liS banks are offering non-core
produds and services, like non-financial information, to a greater extent than
traditional banks. In Thailand, most banks provide a wide range ofinfonnation on
their Web page including entertainment, grunes and property for sale.
2.4.1.1.2

Convenience

Rather than access the physical bank, Internet banking services allow customers to
cany out their banking from any location, at any time of a day, 365 days of the year,
leading to greater convenience for customers (Tan & Teo, 2000; Suganthi &
Suganthi, 2001). The Internet is changing the delivery of financial services and
people who are busy Cllll perfonn their bankit.g transactions from their own places at
their convenience without the !imitation of bank working hours. Because ofthe poor
transportation infrastructure of Thailand and limited bank opening hours, the
convenience oflnternet banking would be an attractive determinant for this service.
2.4.1.1.3

Timesaviag

As customers are busier and more time-poor than ever before, they can manage their
time effectively by doing banking transactions 24 hours/7 days. This enables them to
save time and to avoid the need to wait in service queues (Polotoglu, 2001). Hence
customers who join Internet banking services now Cllll spend their time doing other
functions that need to be done more effectively. The advantage of time saving would
be an attractive influence to adopt Internet banking.
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2.4.1.1.4

Low cost

Gener:ally, there are two types of costs involved with Internet banking: the costs
essociated with Internet access and connection, and bank charges. As online banking
reduces the cost of bank operations, banking fees are likely to be cheaper than
banking over the counter. Thus, cost saving is cited as another advantage of using
Internet banking (Polatoglu, 2001), especially when there is no Internet access cost.
In Thailand, Internet banking service is new and most banks render this service
without extm cost In order to persuade their customers, particulnrly in the promotion
period of this service. However, if customers had to pay more !Or their switching
costs from existing banking channels, the acceptance of this new service may not be
as attractive from the standpoint of customers (M!!Zursky et al., 1987; Suganthi &

Suganthi, 2001).
2.4.1.2 Adoption

Internet banking itselfis affected by a number of factors associated with its adoption.
If these conditions are unacceptable or unsuitable. potential customers will likely
ignore the service. These condiUons nre therefore sub-factors of adoption which
iuclude:
•

Internet acces&ibility

•

Trialabi!ity

•

Acceptnb!e tellllB and conditions

•

Docwnentacy evidence

These sub-factors will now be discussed in tum.
2.4.1.2.1

Internet accessibility

The primary factor determining the level of demand for Internet banking services is
the number of people connected to the Internet (Suganthi & Suganthi, 2001). As
Internet banking refers to the banking services provided through Internet technology,
n low number of internet users is seen as an inhibitor to the growth of electronic
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commerce (Kor-nnantakool & Janr:.rapatin, 2001; Rno, 2002). Valdez (200!) argues
that people will not access the Internet because they want to use Internet banking
only; they will participate in Internet banking because !hey are currently Internet
users. Thus, adopting Internet banking requires the ability to access the Internet,
2.4.1.2.2 Triaiability

Trialing before commencing this new banking service can increase customer's
confidence (Tan& Teo, 2000). When a customer can trial doing a transaction Md
has a satisfYing experience, the decision to apply for the service may be

strengthened. Rogers' (1983) Theoryofbmovation Diffusion states that trial ability is
a factor in the adoption of new tecltnology as potential adopters will feel more
comfortable with the innovation. Consequently, fears oftl1e unknown in using the
new service may be minimized (Tan & Teo, 2000). In thecontex:t of Thai Internet
banking, most Internet banks provide a demonstration application of services on their
Web sites.
:Z.4.1.2.3 Acceptable tenus and conditions

Terms and conditions of use established by Internet banks have to be acceptable to
users. Unreasonable or unclear conditions of usc Cllll ob.!lruct the willingness of
potential adopters to use this service. For elliiiilple, they may not highlight solutions
to problems should they occur and therefore cause customers to hesitate or even
refrain from adopting the service.
2.4.1.2.4

Documentary evidence

Compared to tmditional banking, where all transactions have documentary evidence
such as bank receipts, and customers are assured that their transactions have been
performed, the Internet does not necessarily provide hard evidence of transactions.
As a consequence, not providing automatic printable evidence of transactions
performed can be nn inhibitor in adopting Internet banking. It is therefore essential
fcrbanks to consider customers' desire for documentary evidence of transactions
completed if this is their preference.

2.4.1.3 Features ofthe Web site

Traditional banks deliver their services to custcmern In a physical environment where
banks staff and customers interact, and tangible facilities support performance or
communication of the services. Gamet (1996) suggests th11t the physical environment
plays an important role in the customer's assessment of quality Wid service levels.
The expansion of the branch network Wid the size of the branch are therefore
effective strategies to increase perceptions of good service. They provide assumnce
that the bank has substantial resources Wid offers se;:urity of their savings. In the case
of online banking, features ofbauk's Web site become the determinant for
customers' satisfaction with the service. These features are as follows:
Reliability
• Ease of use
•

Socurity evidence

• Quick response
These sub-factors will now be discussed in tum.
2.4.1.3.1

Reliability

Reliability oflransactions performed using Internet banking is significantly in
building a customer's confidence Wld lnlst (Polatoglu, 2001). As !-losmcr{\995)
concludes, trust is difficult to enforce Wld once it is broken, the loss will be much
greater thWl the gain when trost is maintained. internet banking is signifiCIIIItly
different in the way that customers deal with banks which. requires greater attention
being given to having adequate levels of reliability {Fink, 2000). Reliability is
obscured in the avoidWJce ofbrenkdowns in Internet transaction processing
(Suganthi & Suganthi, 2001) and avoidance of errors.
2.4.1.3.2

Ease or use
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Web pages which are complex and hard to fol!ow ClU1 reduce customers' attraction to
online services (Tan & Teo, 2000; Suganthi & Sugnnthi, 2001). Therefore, case of
use or user friendliness in respect of accessing and llllvigating Web pages is an
important determinant of the u.se of online transactions. An example of a feature that
promotes ease of use is the site indeK which makes it easy and fast to arrive at the
desired location. This will encourage new users to continue their connection to the
bank's Web site (Jayawardhcna & Foley, 2000). Consideration should also be given
to product information content, the wnount of product information, product
information format, language and layout features (Suganthi & Suganthi, 2001).
2.4.1.3.3

Security evldcucc

Security concerns can cause considereblc apprehension nnd has attracted much
attention (Hennigan, 1998; Snthyc, 1999; Tnn & Teo, 2000; ?olatoglu, 2001;
Suganthi & Sugnnthi, 2001; Valdez, 2001). This is because it is difficult to convince
people tlw.t online banking is really safe (Valdez, 2001). Accordingly, security is
perhaps the most importnnt factor influencing the perception of customers who are
considering to conduct financial transactions over the Internet (Sathye, 1999;
Jayawardhena & Foley, 2000). Good security requires a number of approaches,
including: identification lltld authentication; authorization: maintenance of
confidentiality; integrity; non-repudiation; availability; privacy; and auditnbility
(LIIbuschagne, 2000; Hutchinson & Warren, 2003). Recent technological
developments such as Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), firewalls, encryption, digital
signatures, however appear to have improved the perception of security (Fink, 2000).
Internet banks can choose from a multitude of security features but most stay olert
because they continue to evolve. Security evidence presented on the bank's Web site
would cnse customer concerns and build a customer's conlidence to become
involved in online banking.
2.4.1.3.4

Quick response

Responses from bank Web sites llUIY affect customers' decisions to adopt online
service (Po\atoglu, 2001). Since cu.stomers e)l:pel:t quality of service and speed from
electronic banking (Jun & Cai, 2001) when compared to traditional banking
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processes. Banks need to balance their endeavour to make their sites allrnctive
through high-resolution grnphics which can slow download times with their desire to
provide quick responses to customers' requests.!\ must however be acknowledged
that download speed also depends on the user's own computer hardware and method
of connection (Suganthi & Suganthi, 2001).
2.4.1.4 Rbk and privacy
Cooper(1997) identified 'the level of risk' as an important issue from a consumer's
perspective for the adoption of an innovation. This is in line with Hutchinson &
Warren (2003), Labuschngne (2000) and Sathye (1999) who argue that risk and
privacy can be identified as an Internet banking requirement. The level of risk and
privacy concern is thus sub-factors of risk & privacy factor which arc:
•

Reputation and size of banks

•

Logo of security guaranteeing organisation

•

Less incomplete transaction risk

•

Personal privacy

These sub-factors wH! now be discussed in tum.
2.4.1.4.1

Rcpntnlion and size of banks

Reputation and the size of the banks arc important sources providing trust assunmce
in the online market (Hennigan, 1998). The reason is that traditional reputable banks
have developed longstanding relationships with theircustC">mers. Particularly in
Thailand, after the financial crisis, the reputation and size of banks was one of the
major concerns for customers considering with which bank they should den! with.
Several Thai commen:ial banks were forced to discontinue their operations, causing
increased levels of uncertainty among bank customers about banks' assets. Since
Internet banking is perfonned electronically, customers' awareness about the safety
of their investments is linked to the reputation and size of banks.

2.4.1,4,2

Logo or security guaranteeing organlsatian

The presence of a security logo advising customers of the site's security is another
important factor in deciding to use Internet banking services. The third-party
guaranteeing organizations, e.g. Verisign, Web Trust, etc. provide assurance that the
interests and rights of the parties doing business on the Web are being protected
(Fink, 2000). It is argued by Hutchinson & Warren (2003) that a security
guaranteeing logo can increl!se customers' confidence because there is no other
tangible way for an everyday users to gain this information. For example, the
Bangkok Bank Pic and the Bank of Ayudhya Pic in Thailand use Verlsign to provide
external evidence of their online security to customers.
2.4.1.4.3

Less incomplete trnnsaction risk

Internet banking relies on Internet technology which may fail during transaction
processing. Furthennore, it is not unknown in Thailand that bank stoffmoy
manipulate transactions in their positions in trnditional bank branches. Thus, the
failure of sophisticated Internet technology and the frnudulent behaviour of staff may
corrupt transactions. This risk should be minimized and effectively ameliorated by
banks. Customers should be able to expect that they are dealing with a reliable
banking system and mechanism to avoid risks have to be provided for customers
(Hutchinson & Warren, 2003).
2.4.1.4.4

Pcnonnl privacy

As identified by Hutchinson & Warren (2003), privacy refers to the ability to prevent
the unlawful or unelhical use of information or data. The presence ofa privacy
statement on the bank's Web page is essential because it will overcome the trend that
consumers are becoming increasingly concerned about how personally identifiable
information is being used. The lock of customer privacy has been shown to be an
impediment to the widespread acceptance of electronic commerce (OCC, 1998).
2.4.1.5 Penonal prefcrcn(C
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Compatibility with customers' personal chamcteristics has been found to be
important in the adoption oflntcmet banking services (Tan & Teo, 2000; Suganthi &
Suganthi, 2001). Customers are comforted if the chamcteristics of internet banking
are consistent with their existing values, past experiences and needs {Rogers, 1983).
Compatibility with personal chlllllCteristics can be seen in various areas as its sub·
factors which are:
• Self-service
• Satisfaction with current bnmch service
• Technophobia
• Integration with life styles
These sub-factors will now be discussed in tum.
2.4.1.5.1

Sclf-!ei'Vice

In banking, customers can now choose between being seJVed or servicing
themselves. As Internet banking is self-service, people wbo prefer being served may
not consider shifting to this type of service. However, according to Ricard et al.
(200 I), self-service technology has achieved considerable popularity among
customers. Largely due to the independence it provides, compared to Ole \faditional
bnnki.ng processes, bonk customers may prefer this approach.
2A.1.5.2

Satisfaction with current bl'l!nch sei'Vice

Strong satisfaction with current bank services could stand in the woy of customers
adopting Internet banking. That is to say, customers wil! be reluctant to change their
habits if their needs are adequately fulfilled by the current service {Suganthi &
Suganthi, 2001). By way of contrast, dissatisfaction with a current bank branch can
persuade a traditional bank customer to shift to online services as an alternative mode
of conducting banking business. Dissatisfaction can be catJsed by a range of factors
such as queuing and poor customer service received within bank branch.
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2.4.1.5.3

Tcchnophobla

Technophobia or being afraid of new technology is seen as a factor discouraging
some consumers from opting for Internet banking (Suganthi & Suganthi, 2001)
because technology can create particular problems and consequently lead to a
negative impact on the customers (Jaya.wardhena & Foley, 200(); Ricard eta\., 2001).
That is, some may not have the necessary knowledge or confidence to internet with
computers and therefore rely on human beings more than on computers, Internet
banking has been seen as a delivery channel that is compatible with the profile of the
modem banking customer who is likely to be computer-literate Wld familiar with the
Internet (The Straits Times, 14 September 1997, cited in Tan & Teo, 2000).
2.4.1.5.4

Integration with life styles

The modern life style includes a comfortable daily-life, a supportive working
environment and a preference for technological devices such as Internet teclumlogy
and mobile phones. Tbis environment tends to encourage people to adopt Internet
banking services (Suganthi & Suganthi, 2001). For those used to a traditional
lifestyle such as manual work, the absence of technology usc and conservatism,
Internet banking would not be as desirable to ndopt.

2.4.2 Perceived behavioural control
As discussed earlier, perceived behavioural control has two components: selfefficacy and facilitating conditions. In this study, perceived behavioural controls
reflected in conditions that potentially facilitate Internet banking exist in the external
environment and ignored individual's self-efficacy. This is because a low nwnberof
computer literacy in Thailand may dominate Thai people to ignore Internet blinking
services. In the context oflntemet diffusion readiness, the Thai Internet population is
still low, compared to the neighbouring countries such as Malaysia and Singapore
(Malaiwong, 2002).
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2.4.2.1 External envirnnment

External support can be seen as a potentia11y powerful inhibitor if there is a lack of
outside support by the fol!owing sub· factors:
• Government
• Regulator
• Collaboration
• Infrastructure
These sub· factors will now be discussed in tum,
2.4.2.1.1

Gnvcrnmcnt

The legal approach ora countcy is an important factor affecting the growth of
Internet banking services. Properly constituted Jaws will enable people to conduct an
Internet transaction with confidenee, and likewise, the absence of Internet banking
laws can be a barrier to its adoption. Consumers need to know the government's role
in ensuring they are legally protected in this fonn ofbusiness-to·consumer electronic
commerce (Hennigan, 1998).
2.4.2.1.2

Regulator

Industry regulators arc responsible for monitoring the transparency and security
pertaining to technologically related risks to bank customers (Hennigan, 1998). Their
involvement covers consumer rights and responsibilities (Treaswy, 1996), and if
absent, the resultant uncertainty will be an obstacle to tl1e adoption ofintemet
banking services.ln Thailand, the key regulator is the Bank of Thailand (BOT).
Being a regulator, the BOT has issued Internet banking regulation for protecting
participants who have done electronic transactions by implementing security
tel:hnology, risk management and emergency plan for Thai financial market.
2.4.2.1.3

Collaboration
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Alliance between companies is an important phenomenon in today's business world.
Whatever the duration and purpose of business alliances, being n good partner has
become a key corporate asset or provide a collaborative advantage (Kanter, 1994).
Success in collaboration is based on the creation of new value for both partners,
rather than the exchange itself (getting something back for what having put in)
(Kanter, 1994). Similarly, collaboration among banks can play a significlllll role in
increasing online banking because of the resultant expansion of finllllcial services.
The synergy of financial and non-financial services cnn motivate customers to
participate in Internet banking due to the 'one-stop' service they would receive.
2.4.2,1.4

Infntstructure

An efficient Internet-based system requires the availability of adequate Internet

bandwidth and network reliability, speed and access. Deficiencies in the current
infrastructure such as low speed oflntemet access, slow el:ecution of transactions,
can inhibit consumers from shifting from traditiono! banking to Internet banking
(Hennigan, 1998). Low speed in particular causes dissatisfaction to customers and
uncertainty that transactions are being completed.

2.4.3 Subjective norms

Subject nonns refer to "the person's perception that most people who are important
to him think he should or should not perfonn the behaviour in question" (Fishbein &
Ajzen, 1975, p.J02). Previous studies (fay lor & Todd, 1985; Hartwick & Blll'ki,
1994) have found that subjective nonns nre more import011t prior to, or in the early

stages of, innovation implementation when users have limited direct experience from
which to develop attitudes, Subjective nonns applicable to Thai people include:
• Culture
2.4.3.1 Culture
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Culture has found to have an impact on the adoption and transfer of technologies
(Straub et aL, 1997). It is refleeted in the following sub-factors:
•

Group-orientation

•

Socialisation

•

Personal relationships

•

Uncertainty avoidance

These sub-factors will now be discussed in tum.
2.4.3.1.1

Group-orientation

As stated by Rogers {1983) the nature of diffusion demands some degree of
homophily, Lie degree to which pairs of individuals who interact are similar in
certain attributes such as beliefs, education, social status, etc. Tha: is, the tmnsfer of
ideas develops most frequently betwetiD individu6]S who are alike or similar. This is
because, when they share common meanings, a mutual sub-cultumllnngunge, and
are alike in personal and socinl characteristics, the communication ofideas is likely
to have greater effect in terms ofknowlcdge gain, attitude formation and chnnge.
Therefore, an innovation will be adopted if it is consistent with individual's and

group's values or beliefs in order to encourage participation (Polatogh. . , :1.001).
According to Hofstede (1991), an important RSpect of Thai culture:, ~ol\eetivism in
thlt the interest of the group prevails over the intere.~t of the individual. In other

words, group-orientation is important in decision making (Pompitakpan, 2001)). The
popularity of commercial products, including financial serYices such as Internet
banking, is therefore affected by the perceptio:1 of groups in the Thai society.
2.4.3.1.2

Socialisotion

Socialization, including tilce-to-face conversation, is important for a collectivist
society (Pompitakpnn, 2000). The vast majority of bank customers ln Malaysia, for
example, would still like to have personal interaction when doing their bank
transaction3 (3uganthi & Suganthi, 2001). T1aditional banking is performed by the
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interaction between customers and bnnk tellers, while Internet banking involves nonhuman interactions between customers and the online bank infonnation system (Jun
& Cai, 200 I), Thns, the lack of social interaction in eleetrooic commerce activities

may be an obstacle in the adoption ofintemet banking for Thai people.
2A.3.1.3

Personal relationships

Suganthi & Suganthi (2001) assert that a vast majority of bank customers prefer the
personal touch of officers and llUUlagers because they perceive that this adds value to
each transaction.As Ricard et al. (lOOI) state "In the relationship conteKI, personal
eKchanges are critical (Wynant & Hatch, 1991; Shani & Chalasani, 1992) 11t1d more
importantly, during such eKchanges it is the reinforcement of the relationship per se
that is more valuable than the exchange" (p.300). Internet banking can have a
negative impact en existing relationships between customers and banks because it
diminishes yersonal relationships by using self-service le\:hnology and it tends to
standardize the products and services.intemet bnnking is provided by bank machines
instead of bank staff, making some cust.::ners feel uncomfortable with this
enviroument and prefer to interact with the bank staff rather than save a few minutes
(Ricard ct al., 200 1).

2.4.3.1.4

Uncertainty avoidance

Hofstede (1991) identified uncertainty avoidance as the extent to which people feel
threatened by dubious situations. This may also explain resistance to change. For
customers to change their present ways of operating and to take up new tlll:hnology,
the technology mt1llt 'fulfill a special need', unless, such a need is fulfilled by the
present ways of operating (Suganthi & Suganthi, 2001). It is argued by Quinn &
Mueller (1982) that humans ''tend to be resistll!lce to change" (p.62). Thus,
uncertainty avoid11t1ce in tenns of reluctance to change is a potentia[ inhibitor to
adopting innovation. The ndoptionoflntemet banking has suffered from resistance
to chll!lge from the present way of contacting Wid doing business with banks.
Table 2,7 summarises the operationalisation of the above variables (seven factors28 sub-factors (items)).
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2.5

Development of a Theoretical Framework

'The above research variables can be categorised into three gl"'lups based on the
ability or inability of banks to facilitate Internet bllllking services. These groups are:
• Bank factors: These influence the perceptions of customers towards
Internet banking and include items IIDder the control of the bank, namely
perceived usefulness, adoption, fea~s of the Web site, nnd risk and
privacy.
•

Personal factor: These reflect compatibility with customer's personal
preference which is not under the control of the bank.

• Other factors: These are not under the control of banks and reflect the
external environment and Thai culture.
This study perceives that only bank factors are able to be controlled by banks when
they attempt to gain more online customers. The other factors are dependent on the
customers themselves and the Thai environment. For this reason, bank factors are
potential facilitators oflntemet banking adoption from the perspective of the bank
and the bank is able to influence the perceptions of customer towards online banking
benefits and services by offering attractive Web site features, Conversely, personal
and other factors, not under the control of banks, are viewed as potential barriers to
Internet banking adoption. The identification of facilitators will enable banks to
develop strategies that would directly influence the adoption of Internet banking,
while knowledge about potential barriers will provide banks with a way to influence
Internet banking in an indirect way such as persuading government to improve the
current Internet infrastructure.
This study also investigntcs the impact of moderating factors on adoption factors.
These moderating factors are age, gender, educational levels, income, Internet
e)[perience and Internet bnnking experience. These factors have been prominent in
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previous research on Internet banking (Daniel, 1999; Sathye, \999; Jayawardhena &
Foley, 2000; Karjaluoto et al., 2002). For example, n s\UVey oflntemet banking users
in the United States has found that Internet banking was likely to be used by males
(55%), with anavemge aged of37 years who had completed a col!ege degree (NUA,

200 1). Although it is found that males have dominated in the Internet business
(Burstein & Kline, 1995), recent research has discovered !hat the numbers of females
are increasing (Kwjaluoto eta!., 2002; NECTEC, 2003). Previous literature (e.g.
Gattiker, 1992; Harrison & Rainer, 1992) suggest a strong relationship between age
and the acceptance of innovation. That is, older consumers were found to have
negative attitudes with new teclmologies. Prior experience with technologies also has
an impact upon consumer beliefs and attitudes which increases the likelihood to
adopt new technologies (Hirschman, 1980; Karjaluoto et al., 2002). Examination of
these factors wi!! enable banks to focus on their market groups more effectively.
A theoretical framework, therefore, was developed as shown in Figure 2.4.
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Independent Variables
Encouragement: 'Bonk' Factors
Attitudes
P<:n:<:lved usefulness
lnfomtation avallabll!ty
Convenience
T!rne saving
lllwcost
Adoption
Internet a=ssiblllty
Trlalabllity
Acceptable tenns &. conditions
Documentary evidence

Moderating f'BctotS

A~

Gender
Educational level
lnoome
Internet experience
Internet banking experience

Features of the Web site
Reliability
&so ofw;a
Security evidence
Quick response

Risk and privacy
Reputation & size of bank
!.Alga of security guarnnteeing
orsanisation
Less Incomplete transaotion risk
PCfSOnal privacy

D
O.pcndent Varlablos

Impedimenta: 'PctSOnal' Factor
Personal Preference
Self-service
Satisfaction with current branch
service
Teohnophobia
Integration with l!fe 'tyle

Intention to use
Internet bmklng in
Thailand

Adoption of
Internet
bnnking by
Thai
oono;umers

moe d'tments: 'Oth 'FnctotS

"

Perceived behavioural control
External environment
Govcmmont
Industrial Rgulator
Collaboration
lnftastructure
Subjective nonns
CUlture
Group-crientation
SCX:iallsot!on
Personal relationships
Uncertainty avoidance
Figure 2.4: The Theoretical Framework for the Adoption of lntcmcl Banking in Thailond
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2.6

Summary

This chapter has provided an overview oflntemet technology in Thailand. Internet
technology was first introduced in Thalland in I987 by academics and is now mainly
used by employed people and full-time students. According to the National

Electronics and Computer Technology Center (NECTEC) (2003), Thai Internet users
are mostly young adults under the age of39 years. The main Internet uses are
communications 110d searching, mther than for electronic tmnsactions. Although
there have been several projects to improve computer literacy for Thai pecple, the
Internet population and penetration rate of the country are still !ow, compared to
neighbouring countries such as Singapore 110d Malaysia.
The situation in the banking industry was examined in relation to traditional and
current electronic channels in Thail110d. In order to survive and stay competitive in
the market nfter the financial crisis, most Thai banks have reduced the number of
their branches and now offer various electronic banking services including Internet
banking services to attract customers. The domination of banks' over-the-counter
services and long relationships between customers and bank branches provides a
challenge for banks to shift their customers online.
Internet banking was first launched in Thailnnd in 1999 by the Siam Commercial
Bank Pic. Currently, seven of the IJ Thai commercia! banks are offering Internet
banking. The functions of services provided are view-only functions, action/account
control functions and applying for new service functions. The most adv~mced of the
services, in:egration and reconciliation, is not being provided in Thailnnd,
Previous studies suggest that customers' perspectives have a greater impact on
Internet banking services than banks. Literature on innovation diffusion (lnnov11tion
Diffusion Theory) and an indiviUua\'s behaviour towards innovation adoption
(Dccompostld Planned Behaviour Theory) was applied in this study to determine
potential factors influencing Internet blinking adoption by Thai consumers. The
theoretical framework was therefore based on customers· perceptions of the services
consisting of attitude, perceived behavioural control and subjective norms.
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These three factors were considered in terms ofthe ability of banks to facilitate them.
Factors under banks' control are known PS encouragement factors, otherwise they are
ca!led impediment factors. Specifically, the encouragement factors are termed
'Bank' factors, and impediment factors consist of'?ersonal' factors Wld 'Other'
factors. In other words, to encourage Internet banking services, Internet banks have
to facilitate 'Bank' factors and indirectly influence the potential 'Personal' and
'Other' factors.
User characteristics were identified as moderating factors impacting on the adoption
ofinternet banking services, The predominant characteristics are age, gender,
educational level, income level, Internet experience and Internet banking experience.
Relationships between moderating factors and encouragement and impediment
factors will be examined. The results will enable banks to develop effective strategies
to directly influence Thai consumers to adopt Internet banking services and indirectly
affect the other factors.
The ne~t chapter will establish research hypotheses for the adoption of Internet
banking in Thailand. Philosophical perspective of the research will be discussed to
fonnulate an appropriate research methodology. Research will be carried out to

examine the significance of those encouragement factors, impediment factors and
moderators in order to answer the research questions.
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CHAPTER THREE

SURVEY OF THAI CONSUMERS

3.1

Background

As mentioned in earlier chapters, the growth oflntcmet technology has had a
significant effect on several industries including banking. This study aims to explore
significant deteiTTiinnnts that facilitate and impede the adoption oflntemet banking in
Thailand. The reasons for restricting this study to Thailand are as follows. First, it is
imprnctical to undertake a worldwide survey even though the pool of internet users is
worldwide. Second, if the survey is done worldwide, the study would be too complex
because there are seveml issues to consider, for example, differences in the sieges of
existing Internet banking in each country, and the various level ofinfrnstructure that
may make access to the Internet difficult. Third, the researcher is from Thailand and
thus there was a pnrticulnr interest in what was hnppening in Thailand and to provide
guidelines for commercial banks to improve the adoption of this service. Finally, the
approach of focusing solely on Thailand leads to greater insight for researchers and
practitioners.
In this chapter, research hypotheses are developed based on potential adoption
factors identified from the literature and applied in the context ofThailand. These
potential factors arc alternatively categorised into two main groups based on banks'
ability to directly control them. That is, a factor that can be controlled directly by
banks is identificfl as an encouragement factor, whereas one that cannot be contro!led
directly by banks is identified as nn impediment factor. Philosophical perspectives of
business research are discussed to provide the basis for the research methodology
used in the study. The next section covers the development of the research
instrument for the survey which includes the design of the questionnaire and survey
conduct.
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3.2

Development of Hypotheses

The factors influencing the adoption oflntemet banking were identified in the
previous chapter and were derived from three domains: altitude, perceived
behavioural control, and subjective nonllll. They are described from the customers'
perspoctives which, aceording to a number of research studies, have a greater impact
on banking service adoption than those of banks who are service providers. Seven
factors were identified; four facilitators and three impediments. A brief explanation
of those factors is in the following seetion together with the research hypotheses that
were tested in the study.

3.2.1 Facilitators

As previously identified, facilitators are able \0 be directly controlled by banks. In
the Thai banking sector, these factors include 'Perceived Usefulness', 'Adoption',
'Features of the Web Sit~' and 'Risk and Privacy', which are all derived from
examining attitudinal domains. Fishbein & Ajzen (1975) define attitude as an
individual's positive or negative feelings about performing a target behaviour. This
at!itude is related to behavioural intention because people intend to cnrry out
behaviour when tOOy have positive attitude (Tan & Teo, :2000). Therefore, if banks
can create a positive attitude towards Internet banking for their customers, it is likely
that customers will intend to migrate their bank account to an online account.
Tornatz.ky & Klien (1982) suggest that relative advantage is an imporumt factor in
determining adoption of innovations. This is supported by Rogers' (1983) Innovation
Diffusion Theory, which found that the Perceived usefulness of an innovation is
positively related to its rote of adoption. As Internet banking services allow users to
control their accounts from anywhere at their own convenient time at a lower cost, it
provides numerous advantages to the user in terms of price and convenience
(Polatoglu, 2001). As a consequence, the greater the perceived usefulness of using
Internet banking services, the more likely that Internet banking will be adopted.
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Before engaging with a new service, several issues related to the adoption need to be
considered by bank customers. An example of this is the bank's terms and conditions
applied to the service. Only reasonable bank terms and conditions would 00
accepted. Ability to try is another one of the issues preceding adoption. To be even
more assured, a provision of docwnentary evidence would be essential for all
banking transaction in Thailand as it will lessen uncertainty for the adopter (Rogers,
1983). Accessibility to the Internet itself is a fundamental requirement to an adopter
because the lack of internet accessibility will cause a potential adopter to ignore
Internet banking services and maintain his/her attaclunent to the traditional branch
bank or other channels. Therefore, the lesser the uncertainty of adoption, the more
likely that Internet banking will be adopted.
Features of a bank's Web site are important in determining the intention to adopt
Internet banking since they define the media of service delivery. There are several
features of a Web site that can be considered. Reliability of accessibility to the Web
site regardless of banking hours is essential so that users can perform their bank
transactions at their own convenience. Perceived ease of use of the Internet banking
service is also positively related to the rate of adoption (Rogers, 1983).1t would be
essential for banks to provide user friendly features to assure the user's adoption
(Suganthi & Suganthi, 2001). Effective response time from the bank's Web site is
anolherdetenninant to faeilitate the adoption. Similarly, security evidence presented
on a bank's W cb site can help ease customer concerns and increase confidence to
make use ofthe service.
Risk and privacy are potential major factors influencing the adoption of Internet
banking. The introduction oflntcmet banking services is facilitated by the bank's
reputation in terms of size, awareness and trust (Po!atoglu, 200 I). Associated with
the perception of good security is the presence on the Web site of a third party
guaranteeing security and the appearance ofa privacy statement that promise the
minimisation of risk Wld personal privacy breaches to potential Internet bWlking
users.
The aforementioned facilitators impact adopters differently since adoption is
dependent on attitude towards the Internet banking services. Consequently, one
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would expect that one or more factors facilitate the adoption of Internet bllllking in
Thailand to a greater extend thllll others. This leads to the first hypothesis.
Hol:

There will be no slgnlj/cam differences between the factors that

encourage Internet ban/l:ing adoption in Thailand.
HAl:

There will be significant differences between the factors that

encourage Internet banking adoption In Thailand.

3.2.2. Impediments
There are three barriers derived from prior studies that apply to the Thai context
They are from all three domains: attitude, namely 'Personal Preference'; perceived
behavioural control, ruunely 'External Enviromnent'; and subjective norms, namely
'Culture'. Compatibility of the new service with personal characteristics is positively
related to innovation adoption since this lessens uncertainty to the potential adopter
{Rogers, 1983; Tan & Teo, 2000). Compatibility, based on attitude, includes the
preference of self-service, technology, lifestyle as well as current bank branch
services. According to the study by Tan & Teo (2000), Internet users who feel that
using Internet banking is compatible with their Vftlues ftboutliving and working are
more inclined to adopt such servLes. The degree of fear of new te;:hnology, from
general to a phobia, becomes a factor causing the consumer's reluctance to opt for
Internet banking. Preference of being served at the current branch is a possible
discouragement for adopting Internet banking services.
With regards to the external enviromnent, as a perceived behavioural control,
government and industry regulator support seems to be major driving forces in the
adoption of internet banking (fan & Teo, 2000). They can give potential participants
assurances that Internet banking takes place in an orderly and well managed
environment. This can take the fonn of government support for conducting online
business as reflected in the Thai government's intention to encourage ele;:tronic
commerce. Other environmental factors include a suitable technological
infrastructure and adequate Internet bandwidth without which Internet banking could
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not function. Once in place, banks are likely to form alliances and enter into co·
operative arrangement such as being able to transfer funds e!ettronically between
bllllks. The absence of these developments is likely to impede the adoption of
Internet banking.
Titai culture, 8S 11 subjective norm, can be a barrier to the adoption ofinnovation.

Personal relationships when conducting banking transactions can add value to 11
customer dealing with banks, particularly in Thailand. Reference groups also impact
on cot1sumer behaviour because people try to surround themselves with people and
things that are consistent with their own identities (Tan & Teo, 2000; Karjaluoto et
al., 20(}2}. This is a collectivism characteristic of Thai culture {Pompitakpan, 2000).
Face-to-face conversation is impor!Wlt in the Thai context; since Internet banking
tends to reduce face-to-face conversation, it is therefore seen as one of the barriers to
the adoption oflntemet bllllking in Thailand. In Thai culture, personal relationships,
collectivism and socialisation are important; uncertainty avoidance is moderately
high {Hofstede, 1991), hut nevertheless can discourage the move towards the digital

<ro.
One would eKpect therefore that the aforementior:~d impediments imp~ct the Internet
adoption in banking sector differently in the Thai environment. It depends upon the
user's attitude and perceived behavioural control and the subjective norms of the
society. Therefore, the second hypothesis is proposed as follows:
Ha2: There will be no s/gnificonl dljftrences between the factors that
impede Interne/ banking adoption in Thailand.
HA2:

There will be significant differences between the factors that impede

Internet banking adoption in T11ailand

3.2.3 Moderators

With regards to individual customer' characteristics, it has been found that a typical
online banking usercWl he described as a male, highly educated, relatively young
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and wealthy, and a person with computer literncy, especially Internet technology
(Polatoglu, 200 I; Suganthl & Sugan!hi, 2001; ~aluoto eta!., 2002). Thus, one
would expect that demographic factors have a significant great impact on consumer
attitudes and behaviour regarding online banking. The th[rd hypothesis is therefore
proposed:

Ho3: There will be nGsign!flcan/ dljferences between thefac/Grs I hat
moderate Internet banking adGplion In Thailand.
HA3:

There will be significant differences. between the factors that maderate

Internet banking adopi/Gn In Thailand.
Table 3.1 shows a summruy of the hypotheses developed for the study and variables
involved in each hypothe·ds.
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Table 3.1: Sumrnllr)l of Hypotheses, Vmiables and Measurements
Ooo

Variables
Encouragement factor.;
Perceive usefulne"

MeasurcmeniS
Information availability
Convenience
Tim~SIIVing

Low cost
Internet Accessibility
TMlabllity
Terms and conditions
Do-c:umental)' evidence
Reliability to access
Ease of use
Security evidence
Quick I'C>ponse
Reputation and size of banks
Logo ofseourity guoranteelng organisation
less Incomplete transaction risk
Pri-.cy s!ll.tement

Adoption

Features of the Web site

Impediment factor.;
Personal preference

Self..scrl'lcc
Satisfaction witlt curRnl bmnch mvie<

Te.:hnophobla
Integration with lifestyle
E~tcmalenvlronment

Government

Industry regulator
Collaborntlon
lnlnstruclure
Cui!U.~

Group-orientation
Sociolisation

Personal relationships
Uncenainty avoidance

Throe

Modemting factors

,,,

Gender
Ed~catlon

Income
Internet Cl<perience
Internet banking experience
In order to test these thr ~ itypotheses, the following research paradigms and
approaches were evaluated.

3.3

Perspectives or Research

Philosophical perspectives can be seen in different schools

or thoughts or paradigms.

The tcnn ·paradigm', whi~h has been credited to Kuhn (1962), is widely used among
business and social researchers in recent years. Ticehurst & Veal (1999) stated that:
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"A P.llfndigm reflects a basic set of philosophical beliefs about the
nature of the world. It provides guidelines and principles concerning the
way research is conducted within the paradigm. The methods and
techniques used in the research should be in sympathy with these
guidelines and principals" (p.25, cited in Cavanaet al., 2001).
There lire three paradigms in business resenroh which are positivist, interpretivist and
critical research (Cnvnna eta!., 2001).

3,3.1

Positivist re.o;eareh

Positivists generally assume that there is a set of reality in both physical and social
worlds, waiting IQ be discovered (Myers, 1997; Williamson, 2000; Cavanaet nl.,
2001). This re»~;;y can be explained by precise and objective measures which are
independent of the researcher and research instruments (Myers, 1997). Mostly,
positivist research is associated with quantitative methods 1. According !Q Cavnna et
al. (2001), positivist researchers try !Q test theories by using a "linear strntegy of
formulating a hypothesis (a statement of the relationships between the observed
phenomena)" (p.8). This aims to increase the "predictive understanding <Jf
phenomena from the sample to a stated population" (Myers, 1997, p.4). That is to
say, positivist research is based mainly on deductive reasoning beginning with a
theory and models, and eventually, generalisations are from empirical evidence
analysed by statistical methods (Wtlliamson, 2000; Cavnna et al., 2001). Cavana et
al. (2001) state that, "the hallmark of good positivist research is replicability, that is,
another researcher should be able to conduct the same research in the same way and
come up with the comparable results" (p.S). However, some researchers argue that it
is superficial to quantifY nil aspects of human endeavour. FUrthennore, statistical
samples are not able tu express all specific social groups or able tu all<JW to
generalise or comprehend indivklual cases. Further criticism is made on the failure of
interpreting the mWJing ufpeuple and the way they think and feel as well as the
researcher's invulvement (Cavana eta!., 2001).

1
Althou&IJ the survey ls, almost by dcr.nttian, posltivlslto, Interview would be at leost somewhat
interpretivistic research, still n survey.
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3.3.:Z Interpretivist research

While positivist research views reality in both physical and social worlds as
governed by causal laws, interpretivist research is based on the assumption that
reality is socially constructed {Myers, 1997; Cavana et al., 2001). Williamson (:ZOOO)
slates that, ''the social world is interpreted or constructed by people and is therefore
different from the world of nature" (p.JO). As a coru;equence, ~the interpretivist
researcher is interested in understanding the lived eKpericnces of human beings and
identify what is meaningful to individuals" (Cavana eta\., 2001, p.9). They focus on
human beings' beliefs, feelings and interpretations and recording these perspectives
as accurately as possible (Williamson, 2000). Dependent and independent variables
are not predefined, but the full complexity of human sense under certain specific
situations is concentrated (Kaplan & MPXwell, 1994, referenced in Myers, 1997).
Although this allows the understanding of the subjects being investigated, some
criticisms against interpretivist research nrc it is too subjective and focuses mainly on
specific events and does not create change (Cavnna et al., 2001).

3.3.3 Critical research

Critical research starts with the assumption that people have a great deal of
unrealiscd potential and have an ability to adapt and transform themselves against
various conditions such as social, culture and political domination (Myers, 1997;
Cavana et al., 2001). As Myers (1997) states "socinl reality is historically constituted
and that it is produced and reproduced by people" (p.4-5). Critical research is
therefore aimed at empowering people to better change thdr world by uncov~ring
myths and hidden meanings (Cavana et al., 2001). On the other hmd, criticisms of
critical research are firstly, it may force people to change before they are ready.
Secondly, it concentrates on eliminating current social circumstance without
providing processes for creating a new 1ea!ity (Cavana eta!., 2001).
While these three paradigms are philosophically distinct, in practice, they are not
clearly separated (Myers, 1997). There is considerable disagreement as to whether
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these paradigms are opposed or can be accommodated within one study. Comparison
of these three paradigms is summarised in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Comparison of the three Research Paradigms

Source: Lincoln & Ouba (2000), Gephm (1999)

3.4

Research Approach

The present study adopls "positivist" thoughls which includes empiricism,
epistemology, and quantitative methodology. The reasons why this approaches were
adopted are
•

Rdevanl prior studies used empirical approach lo gnlhcring dnln.
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•

Research constructs and variables used in this study are objectivity
measured and quantified.

•

Factors influencing the adoption oflntemet banking in Thailand are
established by deductive reasoning.

•

The aim of !he research is to develop strategies for Thai banks based on
the knowledge gained.

According to Jarvinen (2000), a research approach is defined as "a set of research
methods that can be applied to similar research objects and research questions"
(p.124). The selection of an appropriate resenroh method is fundamental to any

research design to achieve the research objectives defined in the theoretical
framework (Falconer & Mackay, 1999; Cavana eta!., 2001). Although as a general
rule, a method used previously sl1ould be followed, a new methodological approach
can sometimes be more suitable (Brewer & Hunter. 1989). Previous research in this
area has tended to use survey methods. For instance, a study of Malaysian Internet
banking by Tan & Teo {2000) used an online survey to capture Malaysian users'
attitudes. Another example is the survey of Australian banking customers by Sathye
(1999). Another study oflnternet banking in the UK and Republic of Ireland

involved a mail survey to managers in electronic banking departments and IT
departments of companies. On the other hand, a study of Turkish consumers'
ncceptance of Internet banking services by Polatoglu (2001) s!arted with an in-depth
interview with a bank executive to identify the key elements of online banking usage
from the bank's perspective nnd then conducted a survey with the bank's customers.
Falconer& Mackay {1999) state "quantitative research design is based on an
objective view of the world and follows the positivist model of controlling vnriables
and testing pre-specified hyPotheses" (p.288). Generally, tile quantitative research
method starts with reviewing the literature in this context. Assessment of established
theoretical frameworks are then carried out and justified if they arc strong. Paradigm
or theoretical conjecture is drawn up and hypotheses nre thereby fonnulated. Figure
3.1 shows the steps required in quantitative r<:search.
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Lilemture review

Assessment of eslablished
lheorelical framework

No

Grounded tbcol)'

Strong?

Paradigm:
Thoorelleal conjeclure

Paradigm:
Hypolhesos I cmplrl<:al
genemliscd fonnulation

Source: Romcnyi elal. (1998)
Figure 3.1: Steps required in Quantilllllve Research

Generally, it is obvious whnl evidence is required in quanlitative research nnd this
evidence is likely to collect within n tight structure of research (Remenyi et al.,
1998). In particular, information system research as one of the social sciences, often

involves evidence collection by using a questionnaire. The approach is part ofn
group ofmethll{!s which concentrate on quantitative analysis by using statistical
techniques, where data. for a large number of organisations is co!lected as a
representative sample (Gable, 1994). The evidence collected by the survey is used to
test data reliability and validity and to make generalisation across organisations,
ll1ereby underpinning the theoretical conjecture arrived from the findings.
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According to Gable (1994), the survey method is relatively superior in deductibility
to other field methods. Supported by Jick (1983), survey research also contributes to
greater confidence in the genemlisability of the results. However, this method may
not include all variables of interest. Moreover, it is inflexible to change during the
data collection. That is to say, once the survey is conducted, there is little one can do
upon realising that some mistakes have occurred or some crocial item was omitted.
To conclude, Attewell & Rule (1991) suggest that, "Traditional survey work is
strong in ...areas where field methods .are weak" (p.313). Table 3.3 sununarises the
strength of survey methods.
Table 3.3: Strengths ofthe Survey Method
M=d!um
Medium
M=dlum
High
M=dium
Medium

Controltablllty
Deduclibility
Repeatability
Generalis.ability
Discoverability (exp lm11bi Iity)
Represcntability (polentlol mod~l complexity)
Source: Gable (1994)

Qualitative research, on the other hand, investigates things in their natural settings
and attempts to interpret phenomena in tenns of the meanings that people bring to
them. Since the social world is constructed by people, the access to their experience
is the conversation process which is controlled to a certain de~:~ree. The interview
process is applied to this approach. According to Cllvnna et al. (200 1), interviews can
be c~tegorised as highly structured and highly unstructured being at the poles ofn
continuum. In an unstructured interview, the interviewer starts with a general, open
primary question 1111d relies entirely on his or her interview skills to manage the
process and direction of the interview. The advantage of this is that there is less
interviewer's bins and so more truly reveals the interviewee's experience. However,
the unstructured interview is time-consuming and may transgress from the obje;:tives
of the research. In other words, no two interviews are the same. On the other hand, a
structured interview is conducted with a list of predetermined and standardised
questions in the same order, which ensure the specific areas of questions. However,
the interview direction is heavily biased by the predetermined questions and also
limits the opportunity for the interviewee to provide furtlter infonnation.
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Taking the above considerations into account, a combination of quantitative and
qualitative methods can be viewed as complements rather than as competitors
(Gable, 1994), Further, Jick (1983) suggests that the mixing of methods overrides the
strengths and weakness found in single method design. Further rationale for n
combined approach is discussed in the next section.

3.5

Combination of Research Approaches

In this study, n triangulation of research methods was used. Triangulation is defined
as n combination of methodologies in a study of the same phenomenon (Jic~:, 1979)
and is classified into two major types: methods and sources (Williamson, 2000).
Methods triangulation is the use of different data-collection methods to confiml the
consistency of findings while sources triangulation is the cross-checking for
consistency of the information at different times and from different people.
The advantage of triangulation is that the data is likely to be more reliable because it
is collected by more than one method and from more than one source, which ensures
that any bias inherent in the data source and the investigator is neutralised
(Williamson, 2000). A3 Bnbbie (1979) advises "In the best of all possible worlds,
your OWl\ rcselll'Ch design should bring more <han one research method to bear on the
topic" (cited in Brewer & Hunter, 1989, p.28). Vi sal a (1991) agrees that combiuing
methods within a positivist pWlldigm is a valid approach to research design.
Likewise, Green et al. (! 989) assert that the combination of methods iD a sin~ Je st.udy
>:rtpands the scope and breadth of that study.
Because of the neWJ\ess of!Dternet banking in Thailand and the lack of current
research, this research was conducted using a triangulation in both methods and
sources. A stroctured questioiUlaire survey was conducted liS a quantitative research
method to investigate bflllk consumers• attitudes towards the adoption oflntemct
banking. A structured interview method, applied to three commercial banks in
Thailand was used after analysis of the quantitative data. The study followed the
advice of Brannen (1992) who states that "If the purpose of the qunlitntive fieldwork
is to clarifY or extend a survey finding, then it m·..st be conducted after the survey"
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(p.23). In-depth insight on internet banking services in Thailand frr.m the ba.1ks'
perspectives was gained as well as allowing the researcher to eKplore their plan to
achieve a greater conversion of customers to online banking.
The integration of research methods is summarised in Figure 3.2. In the flow
diagram, rounded hoKes represent processes or stages of the study, whereas,
information flows are represented by square hoKes. The figure shows that the
positivist paradigm and quantitative method were applied in this study after
identification of the research context and research questions. A review oflitemture
provided potential important variables to ascertain the factors affeeting the adoption
of internet banking in Thailand. A theoretical model was developed and hypotheses
were thereby established. The research instrument was designed and a peer review
was conducted before a survey was undertaken. Data was gathered and used to test
the research hypotheses. Interviews were conducted to gain a beuer understanding of
consumers' perspectives on Internet banking services in Thailand. The results of
qualitative and quantitative research will enable commercial banks to refine their
e!Tons to increELSC the number of customers changing to online banking.
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Figure 3.2: lnteglilting Survey and Interview M<1hods: A Flow Dlngrnm
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Secondary data from other rese&ch was also used to establish the impactoflntemet
growth and consumer attitudes towards Intemet banking services. The findings li"om
this study were compared to the results of previous resear<:h and interpreted.

3.6

Survey Design

A combination of quantitative and qualitative research approaches was used in this
~tully

and research instruments were developed in two phases. The first stage was

lliJ.ned at capturing Thai consumers' attitudes towards Internet banking through a
questionnaire survey. In the second phase, findings were presented to Thai Internet
banks, to verify whether the data from the survey agreed with their perceptions. The
following sections detail the development of the survey instrument, whereas the
interview process wil! be presented in Chapter 6. Below is a discussion of how the
survey was designed.

3.6.1

Qucslionnair.~

design

The quantitative research consisted of a questiormaire survey. As argued by Seaman
(1987),
"A major advantage of the survey is that data are gathered from a more
natural setting. The variables are examined as they are found in the
existing social milieu. A large amount of data can also be gathered at a
fairly reasonable price. Surveys using the questionnaires are likely to
cover a wider geographical area, reach many people, ensure
respondents' anonymity, and require less skill to administer" (p.l2S).
The questionnaire can also used to generalise current public opinion (Creswell, 1994;
Remenyi eta!., \998).1t is the fastest and most feasible way to get opinions on a new
service (Cavana et al., 2001) and it is suitable for probing relationships among the
research variables.
A funnel approach, which starts with general and easy to an.swerquestions and
moves to more specific and difficult questions was adopted in this study. General
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questions included demographic and socio-economic infmmation. Demographic
questions do not usually offend a respondent but lead them well into the
questionnaire. This approach facilitates an easy and smooth progress in answering
the questionnaire, making it more difficult to withdraw from the questionnaire
(Burns, 1997; Cavi!IIa eta!., 2001). This is also supported by Remenyi eta!. (1998)
who state that, "It is generally agreed that the best way in which to order the
questions is to place general questions first, followed by specific questions and then
attitudinal questions." (p.\56). Therefore, the questions in this study began with the
respondent's personal background, such as age, gender, education background,
working sector, and income range. Wmm-up questions about the respondent's length
oflntemet experience and Internet banking experiences then followed.
Subs:·quent questions were attitudinal questions esking respondents about their
perceptions on the adoption of internet banking, which was the main objective of the
study. Seven key factors consisting of 4 facilitators and 3 inhibitors were included.
To maintain symmetry, and to not make questions too lengthy, each factor consisted
of4 items. Altcgether, respondents were asked the extent to which 28 items covering
7 factors facilitated or inhibited the ~doption oflntemet banking services.
A Likert scale was u.<ed to examine how strongly each item encouraged or
discouraged the respondent in becoming an Internet bonking customer. In this study,
a seven-point response scale was preferred to a five or three-point scale since it is
more sensitive. Sensitivity refers to the ability ofinstnunent tc accurately measure
variables in responses. As Zikmund (1988) asserts the sensitivity of a scale is more
importi!IIt when attitude constructs are under investigation.
On the seven-point scale, I indicated that the item would offer 'no encouragement I
discouragement' at all, while 7 indicated thnt the item would be of'maximum
encouragement f discouragement' in adoption the Internet banking. In addition, it
was aimed to make questions highly stroctured, predominantly closed-ended, clearly
stated, unambiguous and easily understood. Elo:amp]es for answering two different
types of questions (encouragement and discouragement) were also given in the
questionnaire. Once these were intorporeted, the questionnaire was peer reviewed.
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3,6.2 Sample design

Sample design consists of three key aspects: sampling frame, sample size and S!llllp!e
selection criteria (Fowler, 1993). These three are interrelated in that a decision in one
affects decision in the others.
3.6.2.1 Sampling frame

This study concentrated on Internet users who were office workers in large
companies who had a greater potential to adopt Internet banking service than other
groups, such as workers in small and medium sized businc:sses, students and self·
employed people. This is because most office workers have computer literacy and
Internet accessibility which are the basic requirements for Internet banking adoption.
Furthermore, free-of-charge Internet access is provided by large organizntions ns a
nonnal practice in Thailand making the Internet banking service easy to adopt for
those working in large organisations. Students, on the other hand, have fewer
bEmking service requirements Emd other electronic banking meEms such as Automatic
Teller Machines (ATMs) can fulfill their banking requirements. Self·employed
p,~ople are

perceived to have fewer time constraints thllll office workers; so they

would therefore continue to access local bank branches.
The decision to restrict the survey to Bllllgkok, the capital ofThailand was made for
four reasons. First, the greatest pool of internet users is located in Bangkok.
According to the survey oflnternet use in Thailand in 2001,52% oflntemet users
were located in Bangkok (NECTEC, 2002). Secondly, Bangkok offers the most
reliable Internet technology in Thailand, and is therefore also likel;.r to have more
sophisticated and active Internet users thll!l provincia! cities. Thirdly, traditional
banking services are more accessible to people in provincial cities because there are
fewer traffic problems, and fourthly, the lifestyle of provincial cities is less hunied
than in Bangkok.
3.6.2.2 Sample '[ze
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Alreck & Settle (1985) suggested that in research that has a population of 10,000 or
more, experienced researchers would consider a sample size of between 200 and
1,000 respondents. Furthermore, in other research in the Internet banking area, the
number of questionnaires sent out Wll5 usually between 300 and 1,686 with useable
responses of 114 to 589 (as shown in Table 3.4). For example, an empirical
investigation of internet banking in Malaysia was conducted online with two groups
of300 respondents: Internet bank users and non-Internet bank users. This study
explored the various psyclmlogical and behavioural issues which appear to impede
the growth of Internet banking in Malaysia. An online survey was also conducted in
Singapore by Tan & Teo (2000) which received 454 responses from 1,686. In
Turkey, customers' acceptance ofinternet banking servkes was investiF~Ied by
sending out 724 requests and analyzing 114 replies. Another example is a survey of
Australian consumers in which 1,000 questionnaires were sent to individual and
business firms (500 each) by mail survey. Some 589 questionnaires were returned
providing opinions on the 'idoption ofinternet banking.
Table 3.4: Sample of Studies in Consumers' Perceptions ou Internet Banking
Research Tit[e

NoofMa!ts
sent

Internet Banking Pa~rono.ge: An l!mpltlcat Investigation ofMolaysio
(Sugontbl & Sugantbl, 2001)
Factors lnnuencing the Adoption of Internet Banking
{Tnn & Teo, 2000)
An Empirical Investigation of the Turkish Consumers' Acceptnm:e cf
Internet Bonking Sorviccs
(Pototogtu, 200 I)
Adoption of Internet Banking by Australian Consunlers:
An Emplr!callnvest!gation
(Sathyo, 1999)

No of

·=
'"" "''""
1,686
"'
'M

'"

t,UUO

"'

Taking the above into account, sample size in this study was determined at 600
which was achieved by sending questionnaires to IS people in each of40 large
companies.
3.6.1.3 Sample ~election crilerin
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The selection oflarge companies was based on the provision of Internet accessibility
to their employees. Large companies in Thailand are defined as companies that have
totnl fixed assets of more t.\m Baht 200 million ar.d have over 200 employees,
according to the Small and Medium Enteq:rise Fromotion ofThnilnnd (SME, 2002).
Io this study, compar.ies were selected on the basis of nwr.bcr of employees (i.e. over
200) because of the need to have Internet accessibility for

thcirempb~..:es.

At the time of the study, there were about 225,700 businesses incorporated io
Bangkok (BBD, 2002). Stratified sampling was used to determine tbc number of
organisations for each business categocy as shown in Table 3.5. Ofthe 40 large firms
selected, 5 were from manufacturing. 4 from construction, 19 from retail, whoksnle,
restaurant and hotel, 2 from transportation, storage and telecommunications, 8 from
finance, insurance and real estate, and 2 from service organisations. Fifteen people
for each of the finns tha! make up the nwnber of firms for each business categocy
who indicated thntthr.~ had ncc:t·ss to the Internet funned the sample population. The
conduct o!' the survey itselfis dis.cussed ln a Inter se~tion.

,._

Table 3.5: The Range of Business Activities in Bangkok as at December 31, 2001
D01iom

"'

'

''

',

•
'
•
•
•

Typ<o ofD"'I'"'
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huolln! .. d l1<hlns
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Moouf«lorina
El«<li<i<y,G118<Wot01
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Rdoil,l'/llol...ro,
ll<>Uolllll 4

""~
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Flnon<e.l•'""""' .rc Red

~~""'
~~
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4d<quotdydacrib<d

'~'

No or
D"'io<U<S
e>tabli1hcd
1,912

'"

i'<:«o~oof
Puslne>~

No of

No of

Ou!lfi<U"
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•
•
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'"
'""

9.!710
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11,(1'/l

"'"
12,7&1.

•

Ul,700

O.OS%
46.69%

·-·4.91.%

o.m111

100.00%

•'

"

Por«OIOj;<of

"•
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Source; The Seotion ofDotn Anolysi• and Stotistlcs, Bur<au of Bush1ess D~ ,, •nllltlon,
Ministry of Commerce, Thallnnd (BBD, 200~)

A summi!J)' of the questionnaire sam~Je design is j'.>rovidcd in figure 3.3
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1
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F1gure 3.3. The Qucstlonmun: Survey Des1gn Flow Chart

3.6.3 Peer review

The main purpose in conducting the peer review is to strengthen the content validity
of!~,e

instrument (Cnvana et nl., 2001). Another purpose is to eliminate confusing or

problematic questions in the questioiiiUlire. Therefore, a peer review was used to
check for poor or innpp:-;;priate questiolls, twofold questions, vague word~,
instruction clarity, time use and fonnaL
A group of 10 mdividuals considered similar to the target population was selected
from different offices to pre-test and ~o.Jmmenton the questionnaire bef'lre the
fieldwork begnn. The feedback from the peer review recommended tmnslation into
Thai in order to attract the responden:. · : tterests and en·;•J•e accuracy of results. 11
was reasoned by the peer review group that unfamiEari;y with English may

discourage participation in th~ quc.stionnaire survey, as well as cause
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misunderslllnding. The researcher therefore decided to trnnslnte the qu<.:Stionnai;e to
Thai in order to make the respondents feel comfortable, thereby enhancing their
participation. As agreed by Berry et a\, ( 1992), in cross-cultural research the problem
is that every culture should be studied in its own context.
However Sekanm (2000) warns that:
"Certain special issues need to be addressed while designing
instruments for collecting data from different countries. Since different
languages are spoken in different countries, it is important to ensure that
the translation of the instrument to the local language is equiv~Jent to
the original language in which the instrument was developed" ,:P.242).
Therefore, the questionmtires were translated to Thai using the back-translation
technique. This tcclmique is prut of what Brislin {1973) defines as etic-cmic analysis
and as decentcring. The ctic and ernie distinction is from linguistic terminology.
While etic is meant to be a general system which can describe all sounds in nil
languages, emic is meant to describe sounds that are meaningful in a given culture.
In terms ofdecentering, Brislin (1973) asserted that:
"Decentering refers ton translation process in which the source and the
target langunge versions are equally importa.nt and open to modification
during the transaction procedure. One language does not contain content
that must be translated witho1:1t. change into the other. That is, the
res.!MCher does not ~enteron one of the languages. For instance, a
standlll'dised personality test might be modified after translation to and
back from anothlU' language. Such modification might be based on
knr;wledge of what terms will not translate well. Colloquial terms (such as
"take advantage or' and ''playing sick") might have to be changed. In
decentering, both the source and the target versions contribute to the final
set of questions, b.>th being open to revision. Back-translation is the basis
of decentering" (p.37-38).
In this study, the translation and the two versions of the questionnaire (i.e. English
and Thai) were carried out by the researcher and n PhD ~tudent majoring in Bnglish.
Both are native Thai and fluent in the use ofBnglish. An example of the
effectiveness oflhis process is where q~estions on discouragement factors originally
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led to the confusion which was overcome when the questions were translated into
2
Thai .

3.6.4 Ethics permission

According to Edith Cowan UniVt:rsity guidelines, student and staff engaged in u
research work should obtain ethical clearance before commencement of their
research. In this study, the survey involved in human subjects, and hence practices
acceptable to Edith Cowan University were followed. In this context, respondents
were informed of the aims and nature of the study in the covering letter which
accompllllied the survey, a copy of which is shown in Appendix I (The
QuestiolU!aire). Subjects were informed that they had the right to choose whether or
not to participate in the research. Anonymity of the respondents was ensured with the
exception of the option a respondent's name being supplied to receive a copy of the
result. In this case, the name wru; immediately separated from the questionnaire.
Participants were advised of their right to privacy and it was confirmed that !his right
would be maintained at all times. Confiden6lity of the data obtained was maintained
and only aggregated data was to be published.

3. 7

Conduct of Survey

As the study focused on people who have Internet ~ccess, it considered the use of an

e-mail based survey sino:e this would have ensure<. 'l.\ the respondent has Internet
llCCCSS.

An e·mail survey is both very ec-.nomical and fast and several thousands o!

responses can be gathered within a few days. However, an e·mail survey requires a
list of e·mail addresses to mail to and cannot eliminate multiple responses from the
same respondent. Furthennore, many people dislike unsolicited c·mail even more
than unsolicited regular mail. Most importantly, in the context of Thailand, an e·mail
survey would have been less suitable since personal relationship is essential for
dealing with Thai people.

• See funhcr te•t• in the next ehopter.
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A mail survey is inexpensive and in spite of taking longer than other kinds of survey,
it allows the respondent to answer at their leisure, rntber than at the ofien

inconvenient moment they are contacted for a phone or personal interview.
To comply with the Thai context, the questionnaire was distributed through
coordinators who lead cotulections with office workers in the selected organisations.
Since the target population were groups of individuals, group administration was
seen as appropriate to capture data in this study (Dane, 1990). A high response rate
tends to result from this approach (Cavana et al., 2001).
A coordinator in each organisation was contacted by the researcher based on the
researcher's network of business contacts which had been established over time in
her capacity as a Professional Service Provider. Briefing was carried out to explain
the nature of the study and clarifY some possible questions that may be asked by
respondents. Questionnaires were then distributed to the target population during
November and December 2002 through the coordinator in the selected organisations.
The questionnaires were left with respondents for a week. The sclf-completim:
method was used t(1 allow respondents to complete questionnaires privately at his or
her own leisure. This ensured that the responses were free from possible interviewer
influence and researcher's self·presentation. Anonymity ofthe respondents was also
assured by returning questionnaires in unmarked envelopes attached to the
questionnaire to the coordinator in their company.
In order to persuade potential participants to complete the survey, the covering letter
attached to the questionnaire explained the aims and nature of the !tudy. This may
lead to a considerable inducement to reply. Seaman (1987) sugge·;ted that
highlighting the good the study may accomplish and the contribution participants
would make seem to be an appeal to the respondents' altruistic nature. Free copies of
results of this resenrch were also offered to respondents who were interested in the
re& .reb. This section wns separated from the questionnaire immediately upon return
to maintain anonymity of the respondents.
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Minor problems were encountered during the conduct of the survey. One was the
specific characteristic oftbe target population to be selected that employed n number
of internet workers. For example, it was quite difficult to find a number of
construction compll!lies lhnt employed the JS Internet workers required. A possible
reason for this is the majority of employees in the construction company are
engineers and foremen who do not need to be online. Another case was rete.il,
wholesale, reste.urant and hotel businesses which normally employ less than 200 and
do oot provide Internet access to employees. A problem did occur with the que.1tion
regarding whnttype of business the respondents were involved with. Some
respondents answered with the functiorn of their jobs instead of the type of business.
Therefore, this question was nnswered differently by people who came from the
same organisation. The resenrcher ha.d to edit the nnswers and coJTeC\ the types of
businesses they worked for.
The 528 from 600 responses received represented a response rate of88 per cent. This
high level of response was mo:pl!\:ted because of a continuous follow-up of
questionnaire return by the coordinators in the selected organisations. The
questionnaires return was completely by December 2002. Among the returns
rel:Cived, 22 responses were discarded as they either answered the demographic
questions only or we-re blank in all questions or significant questions. l11e remaining
506 questionnaires that were used for dntn onalysis represented a response rate of84
per cent. The returns shown as a percentage of participation arc shown in Table 3.6.
Table 3.6: Perc~ntnge of rarticipation
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These responses were from !he targeted types ofbusiness as follows: 73 answers
from mnnufacturing which represented 14.43%; 48 from construction or 9.49%; 229
from retail, wholesale, restaurant and hotel or45.26%; 27 from transportation,
~1orage

& communications or 5.34%; 101 from finance, insurance Ellld real estates or

19.96%; and 28 from setvice organisations or 5.53%.

3.8

Data Analysis

A statistical s.nalysis of !he data captured on the completed questio!Ulaires was
conducted using SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Science) software. The data
analysis included frequency analysis, mean score, !-test, Pearson correlation and
ANOVA test, in addition to basic tests for data validity and reliability. Th~ data
analysis is presented in the following chapter.

3.9

Summary

This chapter discussed the reseer~h philosophy, methodology and design of this
study. By fonnulating three related hypotheses, the study aimed to answer the first
three resellTch questions stated in Chapter l. The hypotheses of the study were
Hl:

There will be significanl dlfferences betweM the factors that
encourage Internet banking adoption in Thailand.

HZ:

There will be signlflcanl dijfcrences betwtelt the Jacwrs tho/ impede
lntermt banking adopllon in Thailand.

HJ:

T11ere will be significant dijferences betwccn the/actors that moderate
fnlernet banking adoplion in Thailand.

The study adopted the "positiviRt" thoughts which include empiricism, epistemology
and the quantitative mcthodotogy.ll asons are provided on why this approach was
applied.
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The chapter then provided information on how the research approach was developed,
how the peer review was conducted and how the questionnaire survey was carried
out Since the survey was conducted in 'f1.1ailand, the questionnaire was translated to
Thai to encourage respondents to participate. The back-traruda.tion technique was
used to assure the quality of the translation, and the smooth and natural sounding of
the questions.
Data were coHceted from 600 office workers in 40 ln.rge organisations representing
various types of businesses established in Bangkok. The selection of organisations
and individual respondents was based on convenience access. A total of 506 from
600 questionnaires were returned which represented a response rate of84%. The next
chapter will present the data analysis. The 506 sets of data collected will be tested for
validity and reliability, and then analysed for significance of the differences and
correlations by statistical analysis.
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CHAPTER FOUR

DATA ANALYSIS

4.1

Background

The previous chapter described the methodology used in this study. This chapter
examines the 506 sets of data collected in the questionnaire survey and uses statistics
to analyse the data and to test the hypotheses established in the prior chapter.
The chapter begins with descriptive statistics to assess the demographic profiles of
respondents. Secondly, the validity and reliability of the data are examined to ensure
the accuracy oft he measurement in~truments. The distribution of data is investigated

to see how much it varies from a nonnal distribution, prior to further statistical tests.
Thirdly, an analysis of encouragement factors and impediment factors is presented.
Items within key encouragement and impediment factors are also analysed as well as
associations between them. Finally, the modemting factors are analysed to establish
their impact on the detenninants oflntemct banking in Thailand.
4.2

Demographic Profile

The survey questio!Ulaire captured background data for study participants. The
following table provides dct11ils of the 506 respondents in respect of their gender,
age, education level, range of income, Internet experience and Internet banking
experience.
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Table 4, I; Demographic Profile of Respondents
N
Gender

A"

Highest education
attained

Male
Female
Under20
20-29
30-39
40-49
0Ver49
Vocation or lower
Bachelor'• Dogrce

"'

'"'
"''"
"•
'""

Mru;ter'•De~

Income

Internet exporience

Internet banking
exl"'rience

!22

,,.'
"'"
"
,.""
"

Docto!llle De~
Bahi1S,OOO or less
BahiiS,OOl-30,000
BahllO,OOI-50,000
Bahl50,001 -70,000
Bahl70,001 - 90,000
More dum Baht 90,000
Less lhllii 1 yeor
I -2 years
2-3 years
More th!UI l yeors

17.5

.

MO

"'

Not use
Les• thllii l year
l -lye=
More thllll 2 years

""

Pen:enl

35.8
~.2

100.0

'·'
,,

45.7
46.6
0,7
Q~

JOOQ

67.2
24.1
0.3
24.7
37.5

,,
,..

IOQ Q

10.5

H

11.7
20.9
18.2
49.2
66.4

l!l:(!2

100.0

17.6
11.3

n

IQQ2

As shown in above table, 325 from 506 or 64% of respondents are female. Although
it had been found in other research (for example, Tan & Teo, 2000) that most of
Int~met

users are male, the percentage of female Internet users has increased over

time. For example, in e survey of the Internet population of Thailand in 2001 by
NECTEC, the ratios of male to femnle Internet users in Thailand were 35:65,49:51
and 51:49 in 1999, 2000 and 2001 respectively. The respondents in this study were
young adults, with 45.7% between 20-29 years old and 46.6% between 30-39
years old. This is consistent with the survey by NECTEC (2001) that the majotity of
Internet users in Thail1111d (80.1%) are young adults (under 39 years old).
In tenns of educntion,· about 8.5% of respondents had attuin~'<.! a vocation or lower
educntion, 67.2% had attained a bachelor's degree, 24.1% had attained a master's
degree, and 0.2% had attained doctorate's degree. This is also consistent with
previous research (Karjaluoto, 2002; Polatoglu, 2001), which found that Internet
users are highly educated because it required computer awareness and Internet skill.
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For monthly income, 24.7% of respondents earned less tha.n Baht 15,000,37.5%
earned between Baht 15,001 and Baht 30,000,22.1% earned between Baht 30,001
and 50,000, 10.5% earned Baht 50,001 and 70,0(}(), 2.4% earned between Baht
70,001 and 90,000 and 2.8% earned more than Baht 90,000. By comparison the
average monthly income in Bangkok is Baht 15,000.
Regarding Internet experience, 249"respondents or49.2% had more !han 3 years of
Internet ell:perience, 9:! respondents or 18.2% had 2- 3 years, I06 respondents or
20.9% bad I -2 years and only 59 respondents or 11.7% had less !han I year of
experience in !he lntemet arena. Thus !he group can be regarded llS key Internet
literate.
When asked about their Internet banking ell:perience, 336 respondents or about two·
third indicated that they had no ell:perience oflntemet banking, while 17.6% had
ell:perience of less than one year, 1!.3% bad ell:p!lrience of I -2 years and only 4.7%
had ell:pericnce of more than 2 years. Table 4.2 shows !he types oflntemet banking
services used by these respondents who had Internet banking service experien~e.
Table 4.2: Ell:p!lrience and Type oflntemet Banking Services Used
Length oflntemet B1111king
Expcrlen~~ (Number)
Less !hon 1 year (89)
1-2years(S7)
Marc thon 3 yea" (24)

""""'
•
I

'

Types of Internet Banking
V!IIW
Actian I occaunt
Only
Control
56
38
40
32
19
19

Apply for

new sewle<!s

"13
'

The above table indicates multiple response~ in that more than one type of service
are being used. The view only service wllS the most popular among users who bad
less than two years ell:(l!lrience. The more Cll:p!lrienced usern used the view only
facility and the action/ account control facility. Interestingly some indicated that
although they had registered for Intemet banking services, they had not used this
service.

4.3

Validity and Reliability or Data
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It is important to make sure that the instrument developed to measure n particular

concept is indeed accurately and actually measuring the variables. Therefore,
assessing the effectiveness of measured variables in terms of the validity and
reliability of data is necessary in research. Acccrding to Graziano and Raul in (1997)
''The reliability of a measure is an index of how consistent the measure is while the
validity of the measure is its effectiveness in tapping the characteristic measured"
(p.91, cited in Shoeib, 2000, p.75). Also Sekaran (2003) states that "Validity is
concerned with whether we measure the right concept, and reliability with stability
and collSistency of measurement" (p.203). The reliability and validity of this study
are described in the following section.

4.3.1 Validity
As validity is concerned with whether the research measures the right concept, it can

be established in tenns of content and constrnc!. Content validity is "a function of
how well the dimensions and dements of a concept have been delineated" (Sekn.ran,
2003, p.206). Establishing content validity in a study ensures that the measures
include an adequate and representative set of items that relate to the conceptual
variable of interest. To do so, Cavana eta!. (2001) suggest identifying specific points
from the literature that describe the concept. An alternative way to achieve content
validity is to be evaluated by a group ofjudges (i.e. profcs.sional speech therapists)
(Sekn.ran, 2003). fn this study, the content validity of the questionnaire was
established by reviewing existing literature. This l"nsnred that the major aspects of
the topic were adequately covered by the items in the survey. The details of the
literature reviewed to operationalise the research variables have been include!:' in
Chapter3.
Construct validity refer.> to "the Clltcnt to which a measured variable actually
measures the conceptual variable (that is, the construct) that it is dr•igned to assess"
(Stangor, 1998, p.87). Put it differently, "construct validity involves determining the
elltentto which a measure represents concepts it shou!J represent and does not
represent concepts it should not represent" (Dane, 199(}, p.259). According to
Cavana et al. (20(}1), a questionnaire shonld be pre-tested wi!h respcndents who
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closely resemble the tnrget population and then modified as necessary. This is
supported by D1111e (1990) who claims that ~no survey data can be trusted unless you
can be sure the respondents understood the instrument and provided appropriate
responses" (p.J27). In this study, a pre-test of the English version was undertabn by
a group of 10 office-workers in Bangkok who have Intern-et accessibility. On their
recommendation, the questionnaire was translated to the Thai language (refer to
Chapter 3 for a discussion of the L."11I1S\ation prceess).

4.3.2 Reliability

Although validity is a necessary condition for quality measurement, it is not
sufficient alone (Dane, 1990). Reliability concerns the degree to which the
que~tionnaire supplies consistent results

1111d requires examination of the consistency

ofwspondents' answers to oil the items in a measure. Cronbach Alpha values were
computed to establish the intemal reliability of the quc'!tiOilf'gire re~~onses, that is, to
examine the degree to which independent measures of !he same concept correlated
with one another (Covana et a!., 200 I). The internal consisteL; y reliability found in
this study is shown in Table 4.3
Table 4.3: Validity oflndependent Variables
Alpha
Entourogement facton
Perco!ved Usefulness
Adoption
Fenlure.s of the Web Sltc
R!sk&Priwcy

5.25

4.85

"'
4.96

tmp<dimen! fuctcrs .
PcrsoiUili'Plfcn:nce
Extornal Environment

·"·".
·"

~.85

4.52
3.14

CUlture

Results from tbe above table indicate that the Alpha coefficients for the 7 factors
·influencing the adoption oflntemet bankiL;g in this study ranged from .77- .90. This
is acceptable because, in genernl, reliability Jess than .60 is considered to be poor,
those in the .70 range acceptable, and those over .80 good (Sekaran, 2003).
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4.3.3 Distribution of data

Before further statistics tests were conducted, a measure of distribution was
necessary to investigate how much the data distribution varied from a nmmal
distribution. This is because many statistical tests assume that the data are normally
distributed. Therefore, it is useful to ensure that data colle-cted achieve such basic
characteristic of distribution which would suggest that the errors are also normally
distributed (Remenyi et al., 1998). Histograms were produced and are contained in
the Appendix: 2, Furthennore, a skewness measure of distribution was compiled
(Table 4.4} which indicated that with the exception of one item (time saving),
skewness values feU within the acceptable range of distribution, namely 0-1 (Cavana
et al., 2001), For this reason, it was decided to apply pa.ametric statistical tests to the
data as overall the data was reasonably distributed. As Bll'llS (1997) argues "For a
parametric test, data should be nonnally distributed or closely so. Extremely
asymmetrical distributions should not be the basis to parametric te~ting" (p.l32).
Since parnmetric tests are more powerful than the "distribution-free non-parametric
tests" (Bums, 1997), it was preferabie to use the former.
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Table 4.4: Skewness oflndcpendcnt Variables
FoolOrS

Moon

Skewness

'-~~

·MO
·.401

Encauragemenfjac/ars
Perce!~ Usefulnoss
lnfonnollon
Avollablllty oro ~·Ide ron~ ortnform>tion is only "one click"
owoy.
Convonlon«:
Convonicnt '"""'to b""klng SCf'II«:S through lhe tomputer
IUnylinlt.
Time SBVIng
1nercas!ngthe o!f«:tlvo use of lime, for
by not hovlng to
woltln line.
Low cost
Reducing b""king coots, such"' redoced bonk chorg.. ""d
lronspo!Wion oosl.
Adoplfon
Ae=sibllity
M ability lO a= lhe lnl<mel al any time ot work and 01
home.
Being able 10 !rial doing bonking tniiSIIotion online b<fon:
Trioloblll<y
regl<~ering forlhe S<f'lice
Condillon
The bonks providing ace<pUlble eondilion• ond lorms ofscrviee.
Documontocy
Documoo!Uy ovidcm:c ;, providod fot olllmnsnctions
porfom>ed onllno.
Feolurc< oflhe Web Silo
Roliobilily
The bOllk's Wcb silo can be ~~«os:s<d when ncedod • ~4 hom>!
doy,7 doy>lwcck
Tho bank's Wob doslgn Md navigation makos II conduCI n
tomfon.blc to rransa<~ion.
Security evld<n<O Thore Is c•id<nce 1hot Cur~<nl security provided b)' bonk"• Wcb
Silcissuffioi011t.
Quick JOSfiOOse
The bonk's Web site c•e<utos tnm,.,llons ~uickly nnd
efficionlly.
Rlskond Prl .. oy
Rtpulllllon
The repullltion !llld size of bonk nro•ldcs "'"ronco oflntemcl
banking inl<grity.
Seeurily logo
ll1e bank's Web silo displays lhc logo of on lndepondenl
sccuri<y gullflllltedng party.
Problems
There is 0/l obsenoc ofpmblems during pert"orm:ng an online
bankingtmnSilCiion.
Pri.aoy
A pri.acy suuement on bank's Web pngo guarnntm privooy
Oli><fSOnol dOlo.

'"""'PI<.

4.11

5.2l

·.192

S.6B

·1.209

5.40

·.896

4.8,

•.477

4.47

'"

•. ~80

4.S4

''"

,.29

s.so

·.80l
·.987

S.J~

•.855

S.l~

·.651

'-~4

•.712

4.96
S.ll

·.722

4.74

·.346

~.05

·.S19

4.94

-.379

s.os

-.898

·.688

•.488

Jmpedimemfactors
Porsonoi Prcfer<11CC
J.8S
Self-service
Being !ajul:cd to perform self-sor~loe lntcmCI banking
3.78
lndcp<Odont fmm o bonk Idler.
Bmnoh
Being oble to bo Silllsfiod by the quoilty ofcum:nl bonk ~rtlllch
4.19
service.
Technophoblo
Being !ajUired to l'f out and usc o new tochnology. btiSCd
3.80
prcduCI.
Life Slylc
llolng ~«juircd to inlegmtelnterml bonking with lifostyie ond
3.6~
working en•imnment.
ExtemoiEn•lmnmenl
02
Oovornmonl
Ab""" ofcloor govcmment suppon foroonduoting onlino
4.40
buslnoss trnnst~<lion•.
Regulotor
Ab..-.flce of on lnduslcy "'gulotorsuch oslho Bonk ofThoilnnd
4.40
for ln!Om<l bonking.
Collobomlion
Luck ofeollobomtors orolllon .. , in lntemCI bonking 10
4.67
coopemlo Olld oxpand ,.rvice..
lnfrostruelurc
Oc:nctency in lntcrnCI infruslruciUJO and fo<illtlos such os b•ndwldlh. 4.59
Cuirure
3.14
Oroup·oricntolion lla.ing few friends oreolleo&'Jes 1hot oonductlntanol
.l.(lf>
bnnking.
Sociali,.tion
Lessening off,....lo-fococontocl wllh boots.
3.17
P•=""l
Gi•ing up P'"""'l rei;Uan,.,ips wllon dealing with bo11k~
J.O~
Un,.nalnly
Ch..,glng the way to esrobl~h coniO<I with banl;s.
3.29
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.JS1

.182
·.O~S
.i~4

.114
·.177
·.135
·.148
•.2S4
•.241
.473
.484
. 6(17
.~69

.47l

4.4

Significance Level

There is no pre<:ise rule for selecting the significance level; however, the most
frequently used values in business and social reselli'Ch are the I per cent, 5 per cent
and 10 per cent levels {Cavana etnL, 2001). A significance level indicates the
percentage of sample means that would be outside the critical value based on chance
alone. The higher the significance level is, the loYrer the confidence level 'ecomes.
Therefore, a significance level of 5 per cent which is conventionally accepted
{Cavana et al., 2001) or the usual level (Huck et al., 1974), was applied in this study.
As Dane (1990) argues "In the behavioural sciences, the accepted role of thumb for
concluding that something occurred at a rate or degree beyond what would be
expected by chance alone is a probability less than .OS" (p.207).
The three hypotheses outlined in the previous chapter are tested in this section.

4.5

Hypothesis One: Encouragement Factors
Hoi:

There will be no difference benveen 1he jac1ars that encourage

Internet banking adapt/an in Thailand.

HAl:

There will be difference between the factors thai encourage Internet

banking adoption in Thailand

4.5.1

Ranking offacton

This section provides descriptive statistics of the data for encouragement factors
influencing the adoption oflntemet banking in Thailand. A measure of central
tendencies, the mean, was used to describe the dnta collected during the
questionnaire survey. The scale uocd to record responses was I to 7 where !
indicated 'no encouragement' and 7 indicated 'maximum encouragement'. Table 4.5
shows the mean scores of encouragement factors ranked in descending order.
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Table 4.5: Encouragement Factors ranked by Mean Scores
Encoumgement Facto"
Mean Std. Dev.
Features of!he Web Site
5.29
uo
Reliability
The bank's Web site can be accessed when needed- 24hoursl 5.50
1.64
day, 7 dnys/w.ek,
Ease of use
The bank's Web design and novigotion makes It comforlllble
1.58
to conduct a transaction.
tjuick re:~ponsc The bank's Web aite executes transactions qukkty and
!.68
efficiently.
Security eoidonccThcre Is eoldcncc that clll'll!nt security prooided by bank's
5.12
1.86
Web site is sufficient.
Perceived Usefulness
5.25
1.33
Time saving
Increasing the effective u>e of time, for example, by not
5.68
!.54
hoving to walt in line.
Low cost
Reducing banking costs, such as reduced bank charges and
SAO
!.60
lraruportotion cost.
Convenience
Conv.niont access to banking services through the computer
5.23
1.67
ot ony time.
Information
Avallobiltty of n wide range oflnfonnntion is only "one click~ 4.71
1.15
nwny.
Risk and Privacy
4.96
1.44
Reputation
The r<putntion and size of bank providos assurance of
5.1 t
1.61
Internet banking Integrity.
Problems
There is an absence of problems during porforrning on online 5.05
1.77
banking transoctlon.
Privocy
A priVIlcy statement on bank's Web poge guarantees privocy
4.94
1.70
of peTiOnal data.
Security togo
Tile bank's Web site displays the logo of on independent
4.74
1.71
soourity guaranloeing pa.ny.
Adoption
4.85
t.JO
Accessibility
An ability to ooccss the lntemct at any time nt work and at
5.34
1.65
home.
Documentary
Documentary evidence b provided for all ti"IU\Sactions
s.os t.BS
perfonncd online.
Con~:tions
1l1e banks providing occeptoble conditions and tenru of
4.54
t.S9
service.
4.47
Trio lability
Being able to trial doing banking trnnsaotion online I><: fore
1.65
regislering for lhe service.

'"'
'"'

Table 4.5 shows the ranking of encouragement factors as follows: 'Features of the
Web Site' (5.29), 'Perceived lJsefulness' (5.25), 'Risk and Privacy' (4.96) and
'Adoption' (4.85). Within 'Features of the Web Site', 'reliability' in accessing the
bank's Web site when needed had the highest mean (5.50). 'Time saving' had the
highest menn (5.68) in 'Perceived Usefulness'. In relations to 'Risk and Privacy',
'reputation' had the highest mean (5.1!). 'Accessibility' was detennined as the
highest encouragement item (5.34) in 'Adoption'.
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Standard deviations for encouragement factor, i.e. a distance of each of the mean
scores, ranged between 1.30 and 1.45 for the factors, and between 1.54 and 1.86 for
the items within factors.

4.5.2

Difference!! between encouragement factors

A \-test was conducted to assess whether the means of any two encouragement

factors that influenced the adoption of Internet banking were statistically different

from each other. Results are shown as Table 4.6.
Table 4.6: Differences between Encouragement Factors
features or
lhe Web Site

Pertoloed
Usefulne"

(Meon 5.29)

(Mun 5.25)

Risk and
Privocy
(Mean 4.96)

Adoption
(MOIU14.8S)

features oflhe Web Site

Perceived Usefulness

·.739

(.461)

Risk ond Privacy

7.361'

Adoption
'p<.OS

(.000)

5.177'
(.000)

-9.858'

8.506"

-2.220'

(.000)

(.000)

(,027)

()Significance

The obove toble shows that there was no statistically significant difference between
the two fnctors rated the highest, 'Features of the Web Site' and 'Perceived
Usefulness'. A statistically significant difference did occur between the two factors
above and the third fnctor, 'Risk and Privacy' and also between the third, 'Risk and
Privacy' and the fourth factor, 'Adoption'. Therefore, the null hypothesis has to be
rejected. In other words, there are differences between factors that facilitate Internet
banking adoption in Thailand. The following can be regarded as the most significant
encouragement factors:

•

Features of the Web Site, and

•

Perceived Usefulness
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4.5.3 Differences between items in key factors: 'Features of the Web Site' &
'Perceived Usefulness'

Two factors were found to be the key factors cncournging the adoption of Internet
banking. It was therefore nccessruy to focus on these factors further by comparing
items within them. Table 4.7 shows the mean scores and differences of mean scores
between items in 'Features of the Web Site'.
Table 4.7: Differences between Items within 'Features of the Web Site'
Reliability
{Mean 5.50)

Ease of use
(Mean5.32)

3.055'
(.002)
3.879'
(.000)
4.653'
(.000)

1.530
(.127)

Qukk response Security eviden~
(Mean 5.24)

(Mean 5.12)

Reliability
Ense of use

Quick rcsponse
Security evidence

'p <.OS

-2.421'
(.016)

3.175°

(.002)

()Significance

The above table shows that 'reliability' in accessing a bank's Web site when needed
(5.50) is roted the highest, followed by 'ease of use' (5.32), 'quick response' (5.24)
and 'security evidence' (5.12) respectively. There is a sllltistically difference between
'Reliability' and the other items. While there i~ no statisticolly difference between
the second and the third {'case of use' and 'quick response'), there is significant
differenc,. between these two items and the fourth ('security evidence'). This means
that the following item can be regarded as the most significant item in 'Features of
the Web Site' factor:
•

Reliability

The following table provides mean scores and differences of mean scores between
items within 'Perceived Usefulness'.
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Table4.8: Differences between Items within 'Perceived Usefulness'
Tlmesa~lng

low<OSt
(Moan 5.40)

(Menn 5.68)

Convcnicnce
(Mean 5.23)

lnfutmatlon
(Meon4.71)

Timesaving
Low Cost

4.552°
(.000)
•7.918°
(.000)
·13.286'
(.000)

Convenience
1nfonnation
0

p<.OS

·2.237'
(.026)
-8.320°
(.000)

·7.581°
(.000)

() Slgnlfl<an<e

Within 'Perceived Usefulness', the table indicates that 'time saving' (5.68) provides
the highest encourogement, followed by 'low Cost' (5.40), 'convenience' (5.23) and
'infonnation' (4.71) respectively. The table also shows that all means of items IU'C
statistically different from each other. This means that the following item can be
regarded as the most significant item in 'Perceived Usefulness':

•

Time saving

4.5.4 Correlations between encouragement factan

further analysis was conducted to determine the statistically significant relationships
between encouragement factors of internet banking adoption. To test the strength of
these associations, Pearson correlation co~fficients were computed. These arc shown
together with their significance in Table 4.9.
Table 4.9: Correlations between Encouragement Factors
Features of
the Web Slle
(Mean S.29)

Perceived
Usefulness
(Meun5.2S)

Risk and
l'rivocy
(Mean 4.961

Features of the Web Site
Perceived Usefulness

,646°

Adoption

(.000)
.748°
(.000)
.735°

.668'

.689'

(.000)

(.000)

(.000)

'p<.OS

.56S'
(.000)

()Significance
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Adopllon
(Mean4.8S)

Table 4.9 indicates that aU encourngement factors, i.e. '?erceived Usefulness',
'Adoption', 'Features of the Web $i1e' and 'Risk and Privacy', are associated with
each other to a significant extent. Moreover, aU these correlations are in a positive
direction. That is to say, as responses for one factor increase, so does the response for
the others.

4.6

Hypothesis Two: Impediment Factors
Ho2: There will be no difference between the factors that impede Internet

bankingodaptlon In Thailand.
HAl:

There will be difference between the factors that impede Interne/

banking adoption in Thailand

4.6,1

Ranking offaclors

Similar to encouragement factors, the mean was calculated to measure central
tendencies of the data. The scale used to record responses was 1 to 7, where 1
indicated 'no discouragement' and 7 indicated 'mnximwn discouragement' to
Internet banking adoption. Table 4.10 shows the discouragement factors that
influence the adoption of internet banking in Thailand !lUlked by their means.
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Table 4.10: Impediment Factors ranked by Means
Impediment factors
Mom Std. Dev.
Extemol Environment
4.52
1.41
Collaboration
Lack of collaborators or all!anecs In Internet banking to
1.63
4.67
coor.ratc and expand service.
lnfmlnlcture
Deficiency in Interne! infrastructure nnd facll!tlcs such as
4.59
1.60
bandwidth.
Government
Absence of cl.. r government $Uppcn for conducting online 4.40
1.6)
business transactions.
Regulator
Absence of an indus!!y regulator such as the Bank of Thailand 4.40
t.S9
for Internet banking.
Personal Preference
3.8S
1.39
Branch
Being able to be sn!lsfied by the quality of current bank
4.19
1.67
lmmch .. rvicc.
Trlalability
Being required to l!y out and use a new t.chnolog)"·based
3.80
1.78
product
Sclf·servicc
8clng required to perfonn self·servlcc Internet banking
3.78
1.89
independent from • bank teller.
Lifestyle
Being required to integn~te Internet banking with lifestyle
3.6S
1.74
and working environment
Culture
3.14
1.40
Unecnainty
Cfmnglng the way to establish oontact with banks
3.29
1.80
Socialisation
Lessening off•ce·to·facc contact with banks.
3.17
1.62
GrouP"orlcntotion Having few friends or colleagues that conduct Internet
3.06
1.63
banking.
Personal
Giving up personal relatiMshlps when dealing with banks.
3.02
1.61

According to Table 4.10, impediment faclors nre ranked as followed: 'External
Environment' (4.52), 'Personal Preference' (3.85) and 'Culture' (3.14). Within
'External Environment', 'collaboration' (4.67) is the highest impediment while
'branch' (4.19) and 'uncertainty' (3.29) were the highest discouragement in
'Pcr~onal

Preference' and 'Culture' respectively.

The standard deviations for ench of the impediment factors were approximately 1.40
and ranged between 1.59 and 1.89 for the items. The deviations of items were highest
within the 'Personal Preference' faclor.

4.6.2 Differences between Impediment facton

The !-test ~hown in Table 4.11 was conducted to examine the significant differences
between any two discouragement factors.
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Table 4.11; Differences between Impediment Factors

""'='

Ellvironmcnt
(Mean 4.52)

Pe,.<>nol
Prefcrcncc

Culture

{Meon J.8S)

(Mconl.14)

Exl<mol Environment
Pc,.onal Preference

-8.968• (.000)
18.o38°

Culture

(.gOO)
0

12.0]7"
(.000.)

0 Significanoc

p<.05

The above table shows that all factors are statistically significantly different from
each other. Therefore, alternative hypothesis two should be accepted. This means the
factor that was regarded as providing the most significant discouragement is:
•

EKternnl Environment

4.6.3 Differences between items in the key factor: 'External Environment'

Further analysis to establish significant differences among items for the 'EKternal
Environment' factor was carried out. Differences are sho-wn in Table 4.12.
Table 4.12: Differences Between Items within 'External Environment'
Ccllabnl"hlion
(Mean 4.67)

lnfhlslnlcture

Government

(Mean4.59)

(Mean 4.40)

-3.106°
{.002)
-3.199•

.046

(.001)

(.963)

Regulator
(Mean 4.40)

Collobomtion
lnfrustructure

1.393
(.164)

Government

-4.674°
(.000)
-4.975°
(.000)

Regulator
•p<.05

0 Significance

The above table indicates that within 'External Environment', 'collaboration' {~.67)
is the highest factor that impedes the adoption oflntemet banking, followed by the
'infrastructure' which had mean score of4.59, and 'government' and 'regulator'
which bad the same mean score of4.40. There was no statistically significant
difference between the two items rated highest, 'collaboration' and 'infrastructure'.
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A statistically significant difference did occur between these two items and the third
item, 'government' and the fourth item, 'regulator'. This means that the following
items can be regarded as the most signifieant impediment factors:
•

Collaboration

•

lnfras!nlcture

4.6.4 Correlations between impediment facto!"ll

To test the strength of the association between impediment factors, Pearson
correlation coefficients were calculated and are shown in Table 4.13.
Table 4.13: Correlations between Impediment Factors
Extemal
Environment
{Mean 4.s.l)

l'crscnal
l'refen:nce
(Mean 3.8S)

.294'
{.000)
.2S0'
(.000)

.S37'
(.000)

CUlture
(M=l.l4)

External Envimnrnent
Pei'S()nal Pn:Fen:nee
CUlture

'p<.OS

QSignlflcance

It can be seen from the above table that all impediment factors, i.e. 'Personal
Preference', 'External Environment' and 'Culture' are significantly related and the
COITt' :ations arc in a positive direction.

4.6.5 Correlations between Impediment and encouragement fadors

Pearson correlation coefficients were computed to examine the association among all
factors. Table 4.14 shows the correlations.
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Table 4.14: Correlations between Encouragement and Impediment Factors
Encouragement
Tmpodimems
Features of Perceived Risk and Adoption Extemal Personal Culture
the Web Site UsefulncssPrivncy
Environment Preference
Featurescfthe Web site
(Mean5.29)
Perceived Usefulness
(Mean 5.25)
Risk ond Privacy
(Mean 4.96}
Adoption
(Mean 4.85)
Extemnl Environment
(Mean 4.52)
Personal Preference
(Mean 3.85]
Culture
(Mean3.14)

•p<.05

.646°
(.000)
.748°
(,000)
.135°
(.000)
.223°
(.000)
.048
(.281)
-.111'
(.008)

.565°

(.000)
.668°
(,000)
.136°
(.002)
.~.

(.321)

-.tos•
(.018)

,689°

(.000)
.209°
(.000)
.064
(.t48)
-.038
(.390)

.139°
(.002)
.054

(.223)
·.098°
(,027)

.294°
(.000)
.250°
(.000)

.537'
(.000)

OSignificanoe

It can be seen from Table 4.14 that all encouragement factors correlated significantly
with the impediment factor of 'Extenm! Envirorunent', but there was no significant
correlation with 'Personal Preference'. For 'Culture', the !able shows that, with the
exception of one encouragement factor, 'Risk and Privacy', the correlations between
'Culture' and the remaining factors were significant at p < .05. Interestingly, Table
4.14 also indicates that there is a significant negative relationship between the
impediment factor, 'Culture' and the encouragement factors, 'Features of ,;,e Web
Site', 'Perceived Usefulness' and 'Adoption', while there is an insignificant negative
relationship between 'Culture' and 'Risk and Privacy'.

4.7

Hypothesis Three: Moderating Factors

Ho3:

There will be no difference between the factors that moderate Internal

bonking adoption In Thailand.
HA3:

There w/ll be difference between thefacwrs that moderate Inrernet

banking adoption in Thailand
To examine the impact of moderating factors, respondents were classified into
various groups based on gender, age, education, income, Internet experience and
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Internet banking eKpcrience. The significance of differences due to moderating
factors was examined by the Annlysis of Variance (ANOVA) test.

4.7.1 Gender

The ANOVA te.st was conducted to investigate mean differences between males and
females. The result is shown in Table 4.15.

Table 4.15: AN OVA: Differences in Mean Scores by Gender
Sum of
Squ.,...

"

BeiWcen Groups
Widtin Groups
Total
Between Groups
Wilhin Groups
Total
BciWe<n Groups
Wilhin Group!
Tolal
Between GroUp!
Within Group•
Total

.543
888.010
888.552
2.615
850.345
852.960
5.151
1057.977
1063.128
8.416
1032.961
1041.378

'"'
'"''
'"
'"'
,.,
,.,'

Between Groups
Willlin Groups
Total
Between Groups
Wllh!n Groups
Between Groups
Wilhln Groups

11.385
957.428
965.$13
6.260
991.183
997.444
1.563
990.897

Tom\

992.460

E~co~rogememfac/crs

Perceived Usefulness
Adoption
Features of lhc Web Silc
Risk nnd Privocy
lmpedimontfac/ars

Personal Preference
Exlcmol Environment

Total

Cullure

•p<.05

'

Sfg.

Square
.543
1.762

.308

.579

2.615
1.687

1.550

.214

5.151
2.099

2.454

.118

8.416
2.050

4.107

.043*

'

11.385

5.993

.on•

'

6.260
1.967

3.183

.o75

1.563
1.966

.795

.373

'
'"
'"'

'"
'"'
'"
'"'
'"
'"'

M•oo

!.900

The above tnble indicates that the only stntistically significant differences between
males and females were with 'Risk and privacy' and 'Personal Preference'. Mean
scores of these two encouragement and impediment factors as rated by males and
females nrc shown in Table 4.16 (A table showing means for aU factors is provided
in AppendiK 3).
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Table 4.16: Mean Scores by Gender
Fac1ors

Malo
(N~181)

Enco=gomen1 -Risk and Pr!VIICy
Jmpedimen1 - Personal Prere.,nce

5.13
4.06

Female
(N-325)
4.86
3.74

It ean be seen from the above li!ble that th~ mean scores of'Risk lli!d Privacy' and
'Personal Preference' were higher for males than for females. Following
encouragement and impediment factors ace influenced differently by the two
genders. These differences will be discussed in Chapter 5.

4.7.2

•

Risk and Privacy

•

Personal Preference

Age

The three different age groups (less than 30 years old, 30-39 years old and more
than 40 years old) were used to investigate significant differences. An ANOVA test
was conducted to investigate the differences in mean scores as shown in Table 4.17.
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Table 4.17: ANOVA: Differences in Mean Scores by Age
Sum of

df

"""

F

Sig.

1.736
1.760

.987

.374

.495

.m

.747

2.801
2.!02

1.332

.265

1.501

.730

.482

2.681
1.91S

1.400

.248

.154

.078

,925

.908

.404

S uare

S UIU'<S

Enctlurog•m•rrt foctors
Percel~ed

Usefulness

Adoption
features of the WebSite
Risk and Privacy

Between Groups
WitbinGroups
Total
Betwocn Groups
Within Groups
Total
Betwocn Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

3.472

8BS.080
888.552
.991

851.969
8S2.%0
5.602
1057.526
1053.128
3.015
!038.353
1041.378

fmpedlmentfoctors

I'OI'$Ona\ Prefuence
Externul En•ironmenl
Culture

Between Groups
Within Groups
Tolal
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

5..163
963.450
968.813
.307
997.137
997.444
3.569
988.891
992.460

'
'"'
'"'
'"'
'"''
'"'
'"''

'"'
'"'
'
'"'
'"''
'"'
'"'
'
'"'
'"

1.694

2.064

1.982
1.785
1.966

•p<.OS

The resulls from Table 4.17 indicate that there were no statistically significant
differences between the three groups. However, for the purposed completeness, the
following provides the mean score of age group.

Table 4.18: Mean Scores by Age
foetor.;
L:ss thon 30
(Nr232)
Encourogemcnt factors
Perceived Usefulness
Adoption
f'e•ture• of!he Web Site
Risk and Priwcy
Impediment f110tors
Preference
External 10nvironmen1
CUlture

Age {)'em old)
30-39

More !bon 40

(N..Z36)

(N~Js)

5.20
4.80
5,26
4.92

S.33

3.89

3.88
4.S3

4.S1
3.16

4.89
5.38
5.02

3.16

5.o7
4.89

4.98
4.74
3.49

4.43
2.84

Table 4.18 shows that respondents in the 30 ~ 39 age group rated the highest mean
score for all factors with the exception of one discouragement factor, 'Personal
Preference', which was rated highest by those in the under 30 group.
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'•.? l

Education

Levels of education were categorised into three groups: vocational or lower;
bachelor; and mEtSter & doctoral. Significant differences in mean scores for the
various levels of education were established by the AN OVA test as shown in Table
4.19.

Table 4.19: AN OVA: Differences in Menn Scores by Level of Education
Sumcl
S uores

df

4.102
884.450
888.552

'
'"
'"'
"''"
'
'"''"
'

Encauragemontfactors

Perc<iV<d Usefulness
Adoption
Featuresofthe WebSite
Risk ond Privacy

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Wilhin Groups
Total
Between Groups
Wllhln Groups
Toto!
Be(Wcen (Jroups
Wilhin Groups
Total

3.843

849.tt7
852.960
t3.182
t049.946
t063.128
t7.503
t023.87S
t04L378

fmpedimcm factor<

Person•! Preferenoc
External F.nvironmcnl
Culture

Between Groups
Wllhln Groups
Toto!
Between Groups
Wilhin Groups
Total
Between Groups
Wllhln Groups
Tom!

20.743
948.071
968.813
2.861
994.583
997.444
6.880

985.580
992.460

"'"'

'
'"'"
'

'"'"''
'"'

Mo•

'

Sig.

2.051
1.758

1.166

.312

1.922
1.688

1.138

.32t

6.59t

3.157

.043"

8.75t
2.036

4.299

.Ot4•

10.371
1.885

5.503

.004•

1.431
1.977

.723

.486

3.440

1.756

.174

'•m

2.0~7

1.959

505

• o<:.OS

The above table shows that there were significant differences between education
levels for the factors 'Features of the Web site', 'Risk ami Privacy' and 'Personal
Prefe:ence'. The mean scores of these are as shown in Table 4.20 (A table showing
means for nil factors is provided in Appendix 3).
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Table 4.20: Mean Scores by Level of Education
Foctors

Vocation!

Level cfEdU<~t\on
Bachelor

LOW<r

Encoumgemenl facto"
Features of the Web Site
Risk und Prlv•cy
Impediment factors
Personal Preferen'e

Mo;ter&
Doctoral

(N'"43)

(N•340)

(Nml23)

4.89
4.53

5.26
4.91

5.51

4.40

3.88

3.60

5.23

Table 4.20 indicates that respondents who had attained a master or doctoral degree
rated the encouragement factors, 'Features of the Web Site' and 'Risk and Privacy'.

Whib the discouragement factor, 'Personal Preference' were rated the highC.'lt by
those who had attained a vocational/lower degree. Therefore, the following factors
are seen to be influenced differently by educational level. They will be discussed in
Chapter 5.
•

Features of the Web Site

•

Risk and Privacy

•

Personal Preference

4.7.4 Income
Income levels were classified into four groups as followed: less than Baht 15,000;
Baht 15,000- 30,000; Baht 30,001 -50,000; and more than Baht 50,001. Table 4.21
shows the differences between income groups using an AN OVA test.
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Table 4.21: ANOVA: Differences in Mean Scores '•y Income
!'•mof

:>guares
£ncouragement/oelor.

Perceived U1<:fulnoss
Adopl!on
Features of !he Web Site
Risk and Privacy

Be~nGr~~ro

Within Groups
Toll!!
BII!Ween Groups
Wllhln Groups
Total
Betww1 Groups
Wllhln Groups
Totul
Bo~nGroups

Wilbin Groups
Totul

22.212
866.341
888.552
27.426
825.534
852.960
34.249
·1028.878
1063.128
23.170
1018.208
1041.378

Impediment factors

Poi'S!lnal Prcfcnmcc
External Envinmmont
Culture

Between Groups
Wllbln Groups
TO!al
Bmvcen Groups
Wllbln Groups
Total
Between Groups
Wllbln Groups
TolD I

6.192
962.622
968.813
19.660
977.784
997.444
17.571
974.889
~92.460

'p<.05

"
'
'"'
'"''
'"'
'"
'

'"'
'"
'
'"'
'"'
'
'"'
'"''
'"'
'"
'

'"'
'"'

"'"

'

Sig.

7.404
1.726

4.290

.005*

9.142
1.644

5.559

.001•

11.416
2.050

5.570

.001*

7.723
2.028

3.808

.lllll'

2.064
1.918

1.076

.359

6.553

3.364

.019'

3.016

.o30'

Sguare

1.948
S,8S7

1.942

It can be seen from Table 4.21 that, with the exception of the impediment factor,
'Personal Preference', there were statistically significnnt differences between income
groups in a!! encouragement and impediment factors, that is, 'Perceived Usefulness',
'Adoption', 'Features of the Web Site', 'Risk and Privacy', 'External Environment'
and 'Cullure'. Table 4.22 shows the mean score of the aforementioned significnntly
different factors by different levels ofincorne (A !able showing means for all factors
is provided in Appendix 3).

Table 4.22: Mean Scores by Income
Factors
< 15,00015,001-

Level of Income (Baht)
30,001> 50,001
50,000

31•,000

Encouragement foctors
Perceived Usefulness
Adopllon
Featur•s of the Web Site
Risk •nd Privacy
Impediments foctors
External Environment
Culture

(N~125)

(1'1~(90)

(N~II2)

(N•79)

5.00
4.57
4.92
4.74

5,18
4,74

5.39
5.12

5.63
5.16

5.24
4.83

5.54

5.23

'.M

4.23
3.45

4.49
2.98

4.67
3.11

100

w

4.81

'·~

According to Table 4.22, with the exception of'Culture', the higher the level of
income, the higher the rating. Interestingly, 'Culture' did not vruy consistently with
levels of income. Thus, the following factors were mted statistically different by
different levels of income.

•

Pereeived Usefulness

•
•

Features of the Web Site

•

External Environment

•

Culture

Adoption
Risk and Privacy

4.7.5

Interne! experience

Internet experience was classified into four groups: less than 1 year, 1-2 years; 2-3
years; and more than 3 years. An AN OVA test of differences between groups with
varying Internet experiences is shown in Table 4.23.
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Table 4.23; ANOVA: Differences in Mean Scores by Internet Experience

..

Sum of
~

Encauragemem[aoum:

Perceived Usefulness

Between Groups
Within Groups
Tow

Adoption
fea!llres cfthc Web Site
Risk and Privacy

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

30.416
858.137
888.552
27.018
825.942
852.960
27.802
l035.32S
1063.128
34.802
1006.576
1041.378

lmJN!dlmentfaclors

Personal Preference
EK!emol Environment
Cullllro

0

Betw<en Group•
Within Groups
Torol
Bc:twcen Groups
Wirhin Groups
Tcral
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

5.905
962.909
968.813
17.436
980.008
997.44~

9.042
983.419
992.460

f

Sig.

10.139
1.709

5.931

.001°

9.006
1.645

5.474

.00!.

3

9.267
2.062

4.494

.004°

3

1!.601
2.005

5.785

.oo1•

3

1.968
1.918

1.026

.381

3

5.812
1.952

2.977

.031°

3

3.014
1.959

l.SJS

20<

Mo~

"

S uore

3

'"

'"

3

'"

'"
"'
'"

'"
'"
'"
'"
'"
'"
'"
'"

p<.OS

As shown in Table 4.23, with the exception of'Personal Preference' and 'Culture',
mean scores were significantly different nmong groups of various Internet
experience. Table 4.24 shows the mean scores for these factors for the different
groups oflntemet experiences (A table showing means for all factors is provided in
Appendix 3).

Table4.24: Mean Scores by Internet Experience
lntem~t Experi~nce

Facto"
<I yr.
(N~59)

I -2yn.
(N•ll)(i)

2-Jy...

> 3 yrs.

(N~Z)

(N~249)

S.l6

Encoumgem~nt

factors
Pcm:lved Usefulness
Adoption
Feolllre• of the Web Site
lUsk •nd Privocy
Impediment factor
Extcm•l Environment

•m

S.19
4.88

5.28
4.75
5.39
4.91

5.36

4.26
4.71
4.32
4.39

4.28

4.36

4.70

4.58

4.97

5.44
5.16

It can be seen that the greater the respondents' lntem~t experience, the higher
'Features of the Web Site' and 'Risk and Privacy' were rated, whilst 'Perceived
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Usefulness', 'Adoption', and 'External Environment' were not consistently affected
by levels oflntemet eltperience, This mellD.'l !hat the following encouragement and
impediment factors are influenced by levels of Internet eltperiencc; they will be
discussed in the next chapter.
Perceived Usefulness
Adoption
Features of the Web Site
Risk and Privacy
•

External Environment

4.7.6 Internet banking experience

The length of Internet banking experience that respondents possessed was classified
into four categories: not used Internet banking at all; Less than I year experience; 1-2
years experience; and more than 2 years experience. The different mean scores by
levels of Internet banking experience were eltamined for significance using the
AN OVA test, as seen in Table 4.25.
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Table 4.25: ANOVA: Differences in Mean Scores by Internet Banking Ellperience
Sum of
s~

EnccJmJgementfactors

Perceived Usefulness
Adoption
Feolures of the Web Sit•
Rlsk Blld Pri-.cy

Betw"n Groups
Wilhin Groups

Within Groups
Total
Betw"n Groups
Within Groups
Toto!
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

8.715
879.778
888.SS2
2.356
850.604
852.960
.805
1062.322
1063.128
8.260
1033.118
1041.378

Botv.·"n Groups
Wllhln Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Bctwocn Groups
Wtlhln Groups
Total

24.952
943.862
968.813
36.574
960.870
997.444
15.242
977.219
992.460

••w
Between Groups

lmf"'dimom[actcrs

Persono\ Preference
Extemol Environment
Cu\rure

'p<.OS

"
'

'"'
'"''
'"'
'"''
'"'
'"''
'"'
'"'
'"'
'"''
'"
'"
'

'"
'"'

'

Sig.

1.669

.173

.785
1.694

.463

.708

.268

.127

.944

2.753
2.058

1.338

.261

8.317

4.424

.004'

12.191
1.914

6.369

.000'

5.081
1.947

2.610

.051

MOM

··~
2.925
1.753

2.\16

1.880

As shown in Table 4.25, tltere were no signific1111t differences among the groups of
Internet banking experience, with the exception of the discoumgement factors,
'Personal Preference' and 'External Environment'. Table 4.26 shows mean scores of
the above factors for the various levels of internet bonking e~pe~enee (A table
showing means for all factors is provided in Appendix 3).

Table 4.26: Mean Scores by Internet Banking Experience
Faetgrs
Nm used
(N~336)

1mpcdlmenr factgrs
Personal Preference
External Environmont

3.98
4.66

lnlomet Ban~ing Experience
<I yr.
t-2yrs.
(Ng57)
(N~S9)

,,,..

3.68

3.05
3.77

4SO

3.70
3.99

(N--24)

The above table indie11tes Ibn! the ltigh.est mean scores were for those wlto hnd no
Jntemet banking experience. In addition, within these two factors, the grearer the
Internet banking experience, the lower the mean score, with the exception of the
rating for 'Personal Preference' by those who had 1-2 years experience. Therefore,
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the following impediment factors are influenced differently by different levels of
Internet banking expe' 'ence:
• Personal Preference
• External Environment
The above lllllllysis indicntes that the null hypothesis three cannot be accepted. This
means that the alternative hypothesis should be accepted. With the exception of the
age factor, there are significant differences between encourogement and impediment
factors brought about by moderating fhctors. Table 4.27 summarises the impact of
moderating factors.
Table 4.27: Factors Significantly Influenced by Moderating Factors
lmpodlme~~t

Encou111gomcnt Factor:s
Mod<r~~ting

Footor:s

Fealures

oftbc
WobSI!<

Pmol•ed
Usofuln""

Rlskond
PliiiOOY

Adoption

Exu:mol
En~Tronmont

'

GOI140l

r..r.,..,••

Cullure

'

E<luootion

'

lnoomo

'

Internet
'"pc:rionco

'

'

lntomot

'

=?&
. '"""
4.8

Foetor>

rorwnnl

Summary

In this chapter, the backgrounds of participw1ts were described and the data was
verified for reliability and validity. Tests indicated satisfactory levels which allowed
the research hypotheses to be tested by statistical analysis. This enabled the
idemificntion ofsigoificant facilitators and impediments influencing the adoption of
Iotemet banking in Thailand. The results of hypothesis testing are summarised in
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Table 4.28. It revealed that there were significant differences between the factors that
facilitate and impede Internet banking adoption in Thailand.
Table 4.28: Resulls of Hypothesis Testing
Results
Hoi:

There wlll be no diiTe!Once between the factors that
encou111ge Internet banking adoption in Thailand.

HAl:

There will be difference between the factors that
cnooumge Internet banking adoption in Thailand.

Ho2:

Therl! will be no dlfl'erl!ncc between the factors tloat
impede Internet banking adoption in Thailand.

HA2:

There wit! be dlfference between the factors thot
Impede Internet banking adoption In Thailand.

Ho3:

The"' will be no difference betwten the factors that
moderate Internet banking adoption in Thailand.

HA3:

There will be diiTerl!nCe between the filotors that
modcrntc Internet banking adoption in Thailand.

The uull hypothesis is rejcctcd.

The null hypothesis is rejected.

n 1e null hypothesis Is rnjected.

It was found that 'Features of the Web Site' and 'Perceived Usefulness' were
regarded as the most significant encouragement factors, while 'External
Environment' was the most significant impediment factor. Within the encouragement
faclorn, 'reliability' and 'time saving' were regarded as the most significanl items in
'Features of the Web Site' and 'Perceived Usefulness' respoctively. With regard lo

the impediment foetor, 'collaboration' and 'infrastructure' were regp.rded as the most
significant items.
The most significant moderating factor is income. That is lo say, wilh the exception
of one impediment factor, 'Personal Preference', levels ofincome significantly affect
all factorn influencing the adoption of internet banking. Also important was the level
oflntemet experience that influenced all the encouragement factors and impediment
factor with the exception of'Personal Preference' and 'Culture'. Regarding
educalionallevel differences, this moderating factor impacts two encouragement
factors, 'Features of the Web Sile' and 'Risk and Privacy', and one impediment
factor, 'Pernonal Preference'. Gender affecls one of encouragement factor, 'Risk and
Privacy' and one ofimpediment factors, 'Pernonal Preference'. Levels oflntemct
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banking eJCperience have an effect only on impediment factors, namely 'External
Environment' and 'Personal Preference'.
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CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSION OF SURVEY FINDINGS

5.1

Background

The data analysis in the previous chapter provided assurance for the measured
variables in terms of validity and reliability. The chapter also showed how the data
was annlysed. It was apparent that some encouragement and impediment factors
stood out from others. This chapter discusses these survey findings io the context of
the 11tai environment.
The first section explains the characteristics of respondents that provided the data for
this study. This will lead to a better understanding of respondents' intended
behaviour towards the adoption oflntemet banking. Secondly, the Theory of
Innovation Diffusion by Rogers (1983) and the Decomposed Planned Behaviour
Theory by Taylor & Todd (1995) are applied to explain the findings. Third,

discussions are provided on the key encouragement factol1l, namely 'Features of the
Web Site' and 'Perceived Usefulness', and the key impediment factor, the 'External
Environment', that most influence Thai consumers' Internet banking adoption.
Next, modemting factors are discussed together with their relationships to
independent variables (encouragement and impediment factors). This wi\l provide a
greater understanding on how moderating factors impact on those factors and enable
Thai banks to strategize their services effectively.

5.2

Characteristics or Participants

The particip8111s in this study were office workers in large organizations in Bangkok.
The majority, namely 92%, were aged between 20 and 39 years which indicates a
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group of youngish to middle-aged workers. It should be noted that in Thailand, most
people start working at the age of 18 and retire at 60. The reason why only 8% was
under20 or over 39 may be due to the fact that office workers who are under 18 are
mostly employed in positions that have no Internet access and those who are over 40
tend to be in management position and may have been toc busy to be involved in the
survey.
There were more female respondents (64%) th£111 male respondents (36%). One
possible reason for this is that the selection of participants was based on convenience
sampling. Anyone who was in the office ut the time the questionnaires were
distributed could be part of the sample group. Since work duties of female workers
are likely to be in the office rather than outside, may have 011used more females being
involved in this study than males. Moreover, the nature ofThni females is that they
are unlikely to refuse a request, therefore they may have been more willing to be
involved in the survey. Although it has been found in previous research (Tan & Teo,
2000; Polatog\u, 2001; Kmja\uoto et al., 2002) that the majority of internet users are
males, the percentage of female Internet users has increased over time.
Most of the respondents had attained at least a bachelor's degree and it is assumed
that such people possess the Internet or computer literacy necessary for using
Internet banking services. Although office workers who have attained vocational or
lower qualifications are also employed in large offices, they may be employed in
work positions that have no Internet access and therefore did not participate in this
study. Thus, most respondents were people who had attained a bachelor's degree or
higher. This is in line with previous research that Internet banking users are
university graduates (Polatoglu, 200 I).
Generally, one's income level is dependent on educational background, professional
status, past experience, nature of the business and location of the work place. As
respondents of this study were people who had attained at least a bachelor's degree,
one could expect that an approximate income for this group would be over Baht
15,000. In Bangkok, the monthly income of Baht 15,000 is the average wage for
office workers who have a working experience ofless than one year. This is
sufficient to live in Bangkok. Most of the respondents (37.5%) in this study earned
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betwl:lln Baht 15,001 and 30,00(), giving them moderately strong financial status and
providing the potential for being Internet banking customers. Previous research has
found that the Internet banking users are "upscale" people (Polatoglu, 2001;
KaJjaluoto et al., 2002), and therefore, the higher the income they earn, the greater
the potential of being Internet banking users.
About halfofthe participants (49.2%) had Internet experience of more than 3 years
and only 12 percent had less than one yearofthis experience. This means that most
of the respondents had sufficient Internet literacy. Although the main uses of the
Internet in Thailand are communication and searching, the greater one's experience
with the Internet, the more likely that he/she would adopt Internet bllllking services.
Approximately one-third"ofthe office workers in this study had experience in
Internet bllllking. However, this experience was low, less than 2 years. The
remaining two-thirds of respondents had no experience in Internet banking services
even though Internet banking in Thailand bas been available since 1999. Hence, the
findings of this study can be used by banks to develop appropriate strategies to
enhance the balance between the existing branch customers and new online
customers. That is to say, the potential for Internet banking services in Thailand is
high, particularly for office workers who have limited access to bank branches during
working hours.

5.3

Factors influencing the Adoption of Internet Banking

This study classified factors influencing the adoption of Internet banking in Thailand
into two groups: encouragement and impediments. Encouragement factors consisted
of'Perceived Usefulness', 'Adoption', 'Features of Web Site' and 'Risk and
Privacy', whereas impediment factors included 'Personal Preference', 'External
Environment' and 'Culture'. As shown in the previous chapter, the survey revealed
that encouragement and impediment factors influenced Thai consumers differently
when they were considering tl1e adoption oflnternet banking as shown in FigureS.!.
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Figure 5.1: Factors influencing the Adoption of lntcmcl Banking In Thailand

Figure 5.1 shows the seven factors ranked by their mean scores with the maximum
positions on the seale showing the highest discouragement or encouragement factors
respectively. All encouragement factors were rated higher than the scn!c mid-point,
which was 4. Ofthc impediment factors, the 'External Environment' was rated the
highest impediment to Internet banking adoption, followed by 'Personal Preference',
and 'Culture' respectively. Only the 'External Environment' was rated over the mid·
point of4 for impediment factors.
The findings renected in Figure 5.1 therefore highlighted attitudinal factors (i.e.
'Features of the Web Site' and 'Perceived Usefulness') as significant facilitators; and
the perceived behavioural control factor (i.e. 'Elctemal Environment') as the most
significant impediment, but not subjective norms (i.e. 'Culture') (see theoretical
frameW<Jrk in Chapter 2 for a discussion of these factors). This is consistent with the
study of factors innuencing Internet banking in Singapore by Tan & Teo (2000)
where only attitudinal factors and perceived behavioural control factors were found
to have an impact on the adoption of Internet banking.
As indicated in the literature review in Chapter 2, attitudes are a function of beliefs

which affect individual behaviour. Krech et al (1962, cited in Ajzen & Fishbein,
1980) argue that wMan's social actions -whether the actions involve religious
behaviour, ways of earning uliving, political activu!', or buying and semng goodsare directed by his attitudes" (p.l39). Thus, it is not surprising that attitudinal factors
have a significant influence on the adoption of Internet banl-dng. More specifically,
bank customers who hold a positive attitude towards the 'Features ofthll Web Site'
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and 'Perceived Usefulness' oflntemet banking are likely to adopt the services. On
the other hand, !hose who do not nold these values are unlikely to shift to Internet
banking services but remain attnched to their existing banking channels.
Perceived behavioural control, which describes beliefs about having the necessary
resources and opportunities for the intention to perform, was seen as an impediment
to perfonn the target behaviour, i.e. Internet banking adoption. This is because it can
enhance an individual's abil!ty and comfort to perfonn the behavi<Jur. If the 'External
En·;ir<Jnment', such as supporting techr.o!<Jgical infrastructure, is readily supportive
to adoption, electronic commerce will become more feasible (Tan & Teo, 2000). As
a consequence, Internet users would be likely to adopt Internet banking services. In
this c<Jnte~rt, since Internet banking is a new product for Thai banking consumers, the
provision of the 'External Environment' is essential to enc<Jurnge bank consumers to
adopt Internet banking services. The absence nfanndeq;~atL environment in
Thailand, therefow, impedes the adoption ofJmemet banking services.
Subjective nonns are defined by Fishbein & Ajzen (I 975) as "the person's
perception !hat most people who are important to him think he should or should not
perform the behaviour in question" (p.302). In this study, the subjective norms ofthe
Thai culture were found to be an insignificant factor for tile adoption oflntemet
banking by Thai consumers, It is argued by Hartwick & Barki (1994) and Taylor &
Todd (1995) that subjP.ctive norms are more important in the early stages of
innovation implementatiorJ when users have Jess direct experience from which to
develop attitudes towards such innovation. Furthennore, for a consumer-oriented
servi~e.

it is likely that consumer-relevant groups such as family members, friends,

col!eagues or peers will Influence the adoption.
However, Tan & Teo (2000) have shown the insignificance of subjective nonns in
the adoption of Internet banking. A possible reason is that infonnation about the
Internet is readily available from the banks or bank Web sites. For example, it is elll!y
forpot~ntial

adopters to acquire in!Ormatfon via "Frequently Asked Questions"

(FAQ). This mnkes the potential adopters less reliant oo the information provided by
their relevant peers or family groups. In addition, people who are tim>.:-poor look for
activities !hot they can adopt to use their time more effectively. This would include
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potential Internet banking adopters and especially Bangkok people. Hence,
subjective nonns have less significant effects on the adopti~n oflnternct banking
services particularly in Thailand.
This study showed that the 'Features of the Web Site', an attitudinal factor, is the
primary factor that potential online bank customers take into account when they
consider this service. Features swh as good interactivity, navigational possibilities,
security provision and speed would encourage respondents to take on this service. On
the other hand, problems with poor interactivity, poor navigational possibilities,
insufficient security provision and slowness within the service would lead
respondents to give up on this service and develop a negative response. The
significance of this factor can be explained by the characteristics of the study
participants. They.were relatively young, familiar with the Internet and had obtained
a bachelor's degree. Hence, one can assume that they had some level of computer
literacy and would have recognised the importance of the Web site features. Being
one of the most important encouragement factors, a comprehensive discussion on the
items of this factor is presented in the next section further on this chapter.
The study also revealed the significance of another attitudinal factor, namely
'Perceiwd Usefulness'. Users will participate in innovations when they are aware of

the advantages, ncoording to Rogers' (\983) Innovation Diffusion Theory and other
research on innovation adoption (Tomalzky & Klicn, 1982; Holak & Lehmann,
1990). The current results are in keeping with previous research on Internet banking
which found that 'Perceived Usefulness' has a significant and positive influence on
its adoption (fan & r.~. 2000). As Guiltinan & Donnelly (1983, cited in Sathye
1999, p.325) claim "inf~nnation about the benefits ofuaing a product/service (is
regarded) as an essential product/service promotion strategy'' {parenthesis,added).
The participants in this study were office workers in Bangkok wbo were relatively
young, educated, and had Internet experience of more than 3 years. It would be
expected that they were aware of advantages of using the Internet, and would
therefore have rated 'Pen:eived Usefulness' as an important encouragement factor
for the adoption of Internet banking. Discussion on the items of this factor is
provided in tbe next section of this chapter.
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Perceptions on 'Risk and Privacy' made this factor the second most important
encouragement factor for Thai cornumers. This issue is generally seen as a great
concern to participants in electronic activities. The level of risk is an important issue
from a. consumer's perspective in the adoption of an innovation (Cooper, 1997), as
the innovation will not be adopted unless it is safe, particularly in regard to financial
products and service.'!. 'Risk and Privacy' in this study included the reputation !llld
size of banks, the use of a security guaranteeing logo, incomplete trnnsaction risk and
the presence of a privacy statement. After the Asian financial crisis, Thai cornumers
became more conservative in their financial mattern and placed greater emphasis on a
bank's reputation. Particular to e-conunerce are the Importance of a security·
guaranteeing logo and privacy statement because these can help ease customers'
concerns and increase their confidence to participate in the service. At present, all
Internet banks in Thailand have a security seal and a privacy statement presented on
Uteir Webs. Fewer incomplete tmnsnction risks can also increase customers'
confidence and encourage them to adopt Internet banking services.
The study supports the findings of Tan & Teo (2000) and Polatoglu (2001) that Ute
perceived 'Risk and Privacy' associated with Internet banking is a major potential
concern for the adoption oflntemet banking. For participants in this study, who were
educated and had attained a high level of Internet experience, 'Risk and Privacy' was
of relatively high concern. II appears that Ute more users are aware of the Internet,
the higher nre their perceptions of risks. This was confirmed by Fink (1999) in a
survey of final year university students, that is future businll.'ls leaders, on the
perceptions ofe-eommerce and perceived concerns and risks. Fink's findings
indicated that business students believed that the capabilities of e-eommerce were
currently not fully achieved, mainly because of the high lllvels of concern about the
potential risks.
Issues in relation to •Adoption' were found to be the least important among the
fncilitntorn in the Thai environment, In this study, adoption refers to Internet
accessibility, trialability, acceptable tenns and conditions and documentary evidence.
It should be noted that, with the exception of Internet accessibility, these items were
common for all users. For instance, terms and conditions are stMdard for all banking
applications, while ability to try and obtaining documPntary evidence are provided
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for all specific transactions and are available to all. Differences occur in the area of
Internet accessibility because this also depends on the capability of the user's
ec...Jputer and that of the Internet Service Provider. 'Adoption' therefore appeared to
be relatively insignificant for potential service adopters. This means that is~:1es such

as tenns and conditions which should be considered before engaging in any service,
are not highly considered by Thai consumers possibly not until they become a
problem.
A perceived behavioural control factor, nEllllely 'EKtema! Environment', was
recognized as the most significant impediment factor in the adoption of Internet
banking in Thailand by the participants of this study. The lack of'Extemal
Environment' support, such as Internet infrastructure, can discourage adoption since
it will make Internet banking services impractical and useless, thereby, causing the
discontinuation of the intention to adopt Being the most importnnt impediment, a
more comprehensive discussion on this factor is provided in a following section of
this chapter.
'Personal Preference' which is also an attitudinal factor, was found to be the second
most importnnt factor that discouraged the adoption of Internet banking in Thailand.
It refers to the preference ofindividuals in terms of self-service or being served,
satisfaction with current bank services, technophohia,and congruence with life style.
Participants in this study were working people in Bangkok who were busy, time
poor, wei! -educated, with Internet experience but not much Internet banking
experience. It can be assumed that they would haven relatively modem life style and
be familiar with new technological devices. New technologies, like the Internet, e·
mail communication, mobile phones and pager:s, have inCl'Cased in popularity within
the Thai community due to their convenience and speed. Hence, personal preference

was found to be quite neutral in affecting the adoption oflntemet banking services in
Thailand.
[tis interesting that 'Culture' as a subjective nonn had little effect on the adoption of
In,temet banking services in Thailand. National cultures in this study included
collectivism, socialization, personal relationships, and uncertainty avoidance, which
generally influence most business activities. Thai people tend to maintain the
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characteristic of extended families nnd peJSOnal relationships brought about by th.e
older generation's impact upon th.e next generation. This can be seen by lont:-tenn
relationships between f11milies nnd banks. Traditionally, most Thai merchants go to a
bank be<:ause ofth.eir long relationshipsnnd with. th.e expectation of future business
tmnsactions, nnd not just for current services. This also ha.s llll impact on th.e personal
banking behaviour ofth.e younger generation.
One possible reason for th.e reduced importance of the Thai culture effects on
Internet banking adoption is that th.e participants who were working people in
Bangkok werenlreadyinfluenced by Western culture. This would make them
consider how Internet banking services work and see what the benefits are, rather
than following what th.e previous generation may have thought Furthermore, a.s the
participants were well-educated, had gained modernte to strong financial status and
were experienced in using the Internet, their confidence in the interactiog with.
computers would have been relatively high.

5.4

Key inOucnces on Adoption: 'Features of the Web Site', 'Perceived
Usefulness' and 'External Environment'

As indicated earlier, th.e key eneoumgement factors influencing the adoption of
Internet banking by Thai conswners were'Features ofth.e Web Site' and 'Perceived
Usefulness'. These two factors were both. significant and nut statistically
significantly different from each other. Thus these two factms affected th.e adoption
of internet banking by Thai consumers 10 th.e same extent 'External Environment'
was found to be th.e key impediment factor. Figure 5.2 illustrates the key items in
each ofth.ese factors ranked by mean score. It shows how certain items within
'Features ofth.e Web Site' and 'External Environment' are grouped together because
tbere was no statistically significant difference between them.
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5.4.1

Features of the Web site

It seems logical that the factor 'Features oflhc Web Site' was the most important in

the ndoption oflntemet banking since the Web is the media that the service is

delivered through. This finding was consistent with Jayowardhena nnd Foley (2000)
who found that user satisfaction was dependent on Web site feature~ 'such as speed of

download, content and design, internctivity, navigation and security.Jn the current
study, among the 'Features of the Web Site' items, 'reliability' ofm:cess was seen as
the most important item, followed by 'ease of use', 'quick response' and sufficient
'security evidence' respectively.
Good accessibility enhances the reliabilityoflntemet banking and encourages
putential and existing bank customers to participate in the service. This is supported
by the resean:h ofSuganthi & Suganthi (200\) where the failure oflntemet
transactions is frequently attributed ton lack of reliability in electronic transactions,
resulting in a reduction in its usefulness. Reliability can also make the service
superior to tmditional banking channels. That is to say, "the door is never closed",
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enabling customers to perform banking trnnsaotions in their own time and place,
regardless oflmnks' working hours. Reliability is linked to the ability of customers'
Internet Service Provider (JSP) but this was not explored in this study,
The second most important item found in this factor was 'ease of use'. Generally, the
complexity of an innovation discourages the willingness !<1 adopt it (Rogers, 1983;
Tan & Teo, 2000; Suganthi & Suganthi, 2001). This appenred relevant to Thai
people who like convenience. A well designed site, together with excellent
navigation and a site index, influences user satisfaction since these features make it
easy and fast for the user to arrive at the desired location on the Web (Jayawardhena
& Foley, 2000). Thus, ease of use or user friendliness in respect to accessing Web

pages is essential to the adoption of this new service. According to the complexity
issue in Rogers' (1983) Innovation Diffusion Theory, new ideas that arc simpler to
understand will be adopted more rapidly than the ones that require the adopter to
develop new skills and understanding. Internet banking is no exception.
'Quick response' was the next most important item because it is what a bank
customer expects when comparing this new service with traditional banking
channels. Quick response of bank's Web site is regarded as a virtual queue when
performing banking transactions. A short virtual queue emphasises the value of
Internet banking services and encournges adoption. This i~ consistent with
Jayawnrdhena {2000, cited in Broderick & Vachirapompuk 2002) who found that
user satisfaction was dependent oo Website features espe-cially download speed and
interactivity. Therefore, problems with poor interactivity, poor navigational
possibilities and slowness would most likely lead customers to give up and express
negative sentiments.
'Security evidence' wus seen as the !east important item within the 'Features of the
Web Site' factor. As the Wallis Report (1997, cited in Sathye 1999, p.326) stated that
"if security is improved, households will conduct their financial transactions over the
Internet". Indeed, Internet banking will not be adopted unless it is considered snfe
and secure by customers. Although tiJcre have been advances in preventing the
interception ofinformation by encrypting sensitive infonnation, potential fraud is
still a dilemma. This is reflected in the study of Australian's Internet banking
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attitudes by Sathye (1999). The study revealed that security concerns were the
important reason for the slow growth oflntemet banking in Australia. Similarly, in
Thailand, it would also affect the uptake of internet banking services but to a lesser
degree than the iwm discussed above.

5,4.2 Perceived U!Cfulnes!

'Perceived Usefulness' for Internet brutki.ng adoption included the following items:
'infonnntion availability', 'convenience', 'time saving' and 'low cost'. It is obvious
that users will adopt an itmovation when they are aware of its advantages (fomatzky
& Klien, 1982; Rogers, 1983; Holak & Lehmann, 1990). Within the 'Perceived

Usefulness' factor, 'time saving' was found to be the most significant item, followed
by 'low cost', 'convenience', and 'infonnation' availability respectively.
People today are busier and more time-poor than ever before. Time is becoming
more important fbr Thai people, especially in Bangkok, because of their hurried
lifestyle which is partly attributable to the poor traffic infrastructure. This can be
seen from the increase in the adoption ofnew technology such as mobile phones and
the Internet gcnemlly within the Bangkok community due to their convenience and
speed. Similarly, effective banking products and servkes, delivered 24 hours per day,
7 days per week, will attract people who are time-poor and seeking to overcome the
limitations of time and place. That is to say, instead of using their time visiting a
bank branch and waiting in a service queue, customers who use Internet banking
services can arrange their time more effectively.
'Low cost' was the next most important item in this factor. In the context oflntemet
banking, there are two types of costs involved: Internet cost and bank charges
(Sathyc, 1999). Internet costs tends to ploy a less important role compared to bank
charges since Internet banking participants do not get the Internet just because they
want to do online banking (Valdez, 2001). On the other hand, bank chorges are
considered by customers because they directly affect the customer's decision on how
to do banking transactions. Since Internet technology can significantly reduce
operoting costs, bank charges from transactions perfonned through Internet banking
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tend to be cheaper thnn those performed by other means. Furthermore, to attract
customers, Internet bank charges may be deliberately cheap. For exnmple, there is
cunently no joining fee or annual fee fbr Internet banking in Thai!nnd. Another cost
that customers cnn reduce is transport cost incurred when traveling ton bank. The
findings of this study therefore support the Singapore survey by Tan & Teo {2000)
which found that Internet banking services are most likely adopted if they are free of
charge.
'Convenience' was anotlter important item in the 'Perceived Usefulness' factor.
Rather than going ton bank branch, customers can conduct their banking transactions
at their own place and in their own time. Because a wide range of banking services is
provided on the Internet, customers are able to perform their banking activities as
they would at the bank branch. With advances in technology, customers can now
conduct advanced functions such as ordering cheque books online, stopping payment
and even arrange their payments in advance by weeks or months in the 'schedule
payment mode' of online services. The online funds transfer function across banks is
another convenience. As these services cannot be performed over the bank counter,
Internet banking services make banking transactions more convenient than before,
and should result in a greater adoption oflntemet banking in Thailand.
'Information availability' was the least significant item for Thai consumers for the
'Perceived Usefulness' factor. Tii.ii wide range of information, both financial and
non-financial, provided on the Web is nn attractive feature because customers can
access the information quickly at any time and place, rather than by visiting a bank
branch. Accurate nod diverse information can be acquired at just 'one click' via the
Internet. In addition, the bank can enhance the value of customer relationships
through cross-selling nod tailoring their products to increase their customers'
satisfaction. Electronic mail from the bank to customers is also to customers' benefit
as they receive customised and confidential information quickly and directly.
Although a vnriety ofinfonnation is available on Web, Thai consumers however
viewed this usefulness us the least influence for their Internet banking adoption. One
possible reason is that they prefer obtaining information through asking mther than
by having to do online searching by themselves.
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5.4.3 External environment

The study revealed the 'External Environment' ns the most important impediment to
Internet banking adoption in Thailand. it appears that the current 'External
Environment' does not encourage Thai consumers to adopt online banking services.
The 'External Environment' in this study included the absence of clear 'government'
support, absence of industty 'regulator' support, lack of 'collaboration', and
deficiency in 'infrastructure'. Within the 'External Environment', it was found that
the lack of'coltaboration' and deficiency in 'infrastructure' discouraged Thai
consumers more than the other two items.
'Collaboration' between Internet banks or with other service providers such as
merchants adds value to Internet banking services as it can create diversity in
products and services which is a key feature of e-commerce. Bank customers can
gain extra benefits from services offered by other service providers when joining
Internet banking services. The Jack of collaborators therefore discourages adoption
because the users will be limited to their own bank's services. An eKarllp!e of
collaboration betwelln Internet banks is funds transfer across banks which is
curren!ly only offered by one bank in Thailand, namely the Knsikom Bank. Pic.
Moreover, as this function cannot currently be performed over the bank counter, the
success of Internet bank collabomtion will Bllrll~l Thai co-nsumers to Internet banking
services. In addition, banks can also form strategic alliances with other banks to
overcome current product or service deficiencies or to seek new market
opportunities.
An example of the col!aboration between Internet banks and non-bank. service
providers is Electronic Bill Presentment and Payments (EBPP}. Although bill
payment can be done by other channels, such as ATMs and telephone banking, EBPP
u\lows Internet banking customers to pay bills on time and to schedule their
payments. This cannot be done with traditional branch banking services. In addition,
collaboration with Internet Service Providers supports marketing promotion (e.g. free
Internet dial-up accnss for newly registered Internet bank customers}. Free Internet
access is an attractive way to incrensc a bank's customer bnse and it allows the bank
to cooperate with the ISP if customers have problems with access. The lack of
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collaboration between banks lll!d other providers therefore deters customers from
changing their current banking behaviours and adopting Internet banking services.
Deficiency in 'infrastructure' was another important item discouraging the adoption
of Internet banking services for Thai conswners. A perceived deficiency makes it
difficult for potential users to access banks and will discourage them from adopting
this innovation. Availability oflntemet access is a prerequisite for Internet banking
adoption (Sathye, 1999). In the contel't of Thai Internet banking, the necessary
technological support required for conducting banking transactions on the Internet is
currently lacking. This therefore has become a key impediment when considering the
adoption of the services. As mentioned earlier in the thesis, there has been an attempt
by the Thai government via the Ministry of Information & Communication
Technology to promote computer and Internet literacy and to deregulate the
telecommunication industry. This, however, has not yet been effectively achieved.
The study revealed that the absence of clear 'g::.vemment' support and absence of
industcy 'regulator' support also discouraged Internet banking adoption but to a
lesser degree. One possible explanation is that the importance of the government
sector is not realised by the Thai consumers. This is despite the government trying
hard to assure the legal protection, rights and responsibilities of the participants.
Furthermore, Thai consumers may not currently expect direct support from
government, particularly as the eountry is in the early stages of service adoption.
This is because, according to the Asian Develop Bank (ADB) (2001), the privaie
sector, rather than government, plays a lead role in business activities of developing

countries like Thailand. However, this may vary depending on !he ''e-readiness" of
the count!)' at a particular time. For example, in Singapore, government support was
found to be importlll!t in the adoption oflntemet banking. Since the technology for
providing Internet banking services was already in place, government support was
recognised by Singaporeans, nnd !his in tum encouraged the adoption oflntemet
banking (fan & Teo, 2000). In Thailand, however, the dispersion of computer
hardwnre and the deregulation of the telecommunication industry are still at an early
stage.
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Similarly, support from the banking industry regulator has been lacking in Thailand.
As noted previously, the deregulation strategy followed by the Bank of Thailand

(BOl) is an important issue in developing the banking industry including Internet
banking services. However, due to the slow rate of improvement in the Thai
bureaucracy, e~pecially with regard to technology, there is an absence of support
from BOT. Although BOT has supported the growth of electronic commerce by
being a payment service provider, by monitoring the electronic commerce system
and by governing electronic commerce (Jaruwattanachai, 2000), it has not focused
much on its retail electronic banking activities. No published infonnation on Internet
banking services is provided by BOT for bank consumers to make them confident
about adopting this service.

5.5

Moderating Factors

Moderating tilctors were investigated to see how they affected the relationship
between encouragement and impediment factors (the independent variables) and the
adoption of Interne• banking (the dependent variable). In this study, moderators refer
to the respondent's gender, age, educational [eve], income level, Internet experience
and Internet banking experience. Figure 5,3 illustrates the impact of statistically
significant moderating factors on each encouragement and impediment factor that
influenced Internet banking adoption.
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With the exception of the respondents' age, all moderators hod a statistically
significant impact on the factors influencing the adoption of Internet brutking in
Thailand as shown in Figure 5.3. While income impacted on all encouragement a.1d
impediment factors except 'Personal Preference', gender influenced only 'Personal
Preference' and 'Risk and Privacy'. Furthennore, while the Internet experience of the
respondents related to all encouragement factors, it had an impact on only one
impediment, namely 'External Environment'.lntemet banking experience had no
relation to lillY encoumgemelll factor, but was linked to two impediments namely
'Extemal Environment' !llld 'Personal Preference'. Level of education influenced
'Features of the Web Site', 'Risk and Privacy' and 'Persa.na! Preference'. Tho
relationships of these moderating factors Ia. the encouragement and impediment
factors are discwsed below.
5.5.1

Gender

Genders influenced the adoption oflntemet brutking services differently. It had an
impact on the areas of'Risk and Privacy' and 'Personal Preference' only. 'Risk and
Privacy' refers to reputation and size of the bank, logo of security guaranteeing party,
incomplete transaction risk occurrence and personal privacy protection. It seems that
males and females have different attitudes towards

'Ri~k

and Privacy'. The scores

from males on the 'Risk and Privacy' were higher than those for females (see Table
4.16). That is to say, the importance of 'Risk and Privacy' in the adoption of internet
banking was greater for Thai males than for Thai females. One possible explanation
is that males have greater 'in depth' computer knowledge and may be more aware of
the problems of computer security.
The study revealed that 'Personal Preference' was also of greater concern to males
(Table 4.16). 'Personal Preference' in the study referred to the preference between
self-service or being served, satisfaction with current bank services, technophobia
and congruence with life style. Since Internet banking is based on the tcclmology
adoption, it requires some changes in adopters' current preferences. Thus, it is
essential for them to change their attitudes towards this innovation in order to
participate. The required changes in 'Personal Preference' were found to be more
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significant for Thai mules than for Thai females. One possible explanation is that
females tend to be influenced easier than males, and thus resulting in being more
open to clumge their preferences.

5.5.2 Age

A respondent's age had no significant effect on any of the encouragement or
impediment factorn in Internet banking adoption. This may have been due to Internet
banking relating to a valuable asset, i.e. cash, which is importnnt to all ages. Previous
research (Sathr., 1999; Tan & Teo, 2000; Polatoglu, 2001; Kmjaluoto eta\., 2002)
found that age did have an impact on the adoption of internet banking and concluded
that Internet banking customers were mostly young adults. This study found that
there was no significant impact ofusern' age on the adoption oflntemet banking.
However, it should be remembered that 92% participants were of a young age,
namely 20-39 ye!ll1l, which is the age group which is most attracted to Internet
banking in other studies.

5.5.3 Education

With regard to respondents' cducationalle':els, this moderator affected three factors:
'Features of the Web Site', 'Risk and Privacy', and 'Personal Preference', which are
all attitudinal factors. Since Internet adoption is based on computer and Internet
technology, it is necessary for an adopter to possess knowledge of Internet
technology and functions of Web-based activities and this knowledge will depend on
the educational level of users. The 'Features of the Web Site' included the reliability
of internet access, ease of use, security evidence and quick response. Generally,
more highly educated people felt that the features of the services were easier to use
than those who had lower education. In this study, the 'Features of the Web Site' and
educational level had a consistent positive relationship. That is, the higher the
education of the participants, the more important the 'Features of the Web Site'.
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'Risk lind Privacy' concerns were also affected by the levels of education of
participants. Generally, it is likely that the higher the education obtained, the lower
the risk perceived and the more confidence lind trust held in the services. A reason
for this is trust requires learning (Fink, 2000). Trust was defined by Mayer eta\.
(! 995, cited in Fink 2000, p. 712) as ''!be willingness of a party to be vulnerable to

the actions of another party based on the expectation that the other will perfonn a
particulnr action important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or
control the other party". That is, education creates and establishes adequate levels of
trust. However, this study found that the educational level related consistently to the
'Risk and Privacy', That is, the higher educated the users, the more important the
'Risk and Privacy' factor in Internet banking adoption.
'Personal Preferenc::' was f01,L1d to be another factor influenced by education. The
results showed that the levels of education related negatively to 'Personal
Preference'. This means that the higher educational level attained, the less important
the concept of'Personal Preference' when adopting lntcmet banking. This could be a
reflection of the fact that highly educated people tend to have more opportunities to
experience new products or services than less educated people. Therefore, it is likely
that more highly educated people are more open to changing their preferences.

5.5.4 Income

Income differences were found to be the most significant characteristic to impact on
the adoption of Internet banking in Thailand. As shown in Figure 5.3, with the
exception of'Personal Preference', income differences affected all encouragement
and impediment factors. This finding is in line with previous research ofKa.rjaluoto
(2002) who found that income was an important variable affecting online banking

behaviour in Finland, As Internet banking services requin: occess to the Internet and
computer hardware, income is a basic requirement to afford such resources. In this
study, difletent income levels impacted differently on customers' perceptions ofthe
service as discussed below.
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Higher income elllllers tend to be more highly educated, therefore they are likely to
have more computer knowledge and experience in Web-based activities and would
consider the importance of'Features of the Web Site' when adopting Internet
banking services. As a consequence, 'Features on the Web Site' scores varied
positively with Ute increase In income; Ute higher the income earned, the higher this
influence was rated.
The study found similarly that different levels of income significantly impacted on
and varied positively with the 'Perceived Usefulness' of adopting Internet banking
services. As people who earn high incomes are likely to be busy and time-poor, they
are more likely to choose activities based on time·SIIving. Internet banking provides
numerous potential advantages such as convenience in time and place, W1d
information being available at just one click. People wha are busy can enjay these
benefits conveniently at a relatively low cost to them.
'Adoption' was found ta be influenced by income levels also in a consistent positive
manner. As explained earlier, higher income earners tend to also be more highly
educated, therefore, they perceive the availability of adoption features, i.e. Internet
accessibility, ability to try, acceptable tenns and conditions and documentary
evidence, important. Lower income earners may be more patient to adoption issues
and thus rate it ]ower.
Another important factor that income has an impact on is 'Risk and Privacy' which
refers to the bank's reputation and size, the presence of a logo of security
guaranteeing from a third party, minimising incomplete transaction risk and personal
privacy. As mentioned previously, higher income earners tend to be higher educated
people, and thus, they are likely to be more confident with Internet activities. Again,
it was found that the higher the incame ofpllTiicipants, the greater the importance
placed on 'Risk and Privacy'.
In tenns of impediments, income hilS !111 effect on 'External Environment' (i.e.
government, industrial regulator, collaboration, infrastructure) and 'Culture' (i.e.
group-orientation, socialisation, personal relationships and uncertainty avoidance).
As the higher incame earners are likely to have a higher level of education, one
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would l!Esume that they have more knowledge and information on the importance
and benefits of the 'Extemnl Environment' and understand that Internet banking will
not function without a suitable environment. Thus, a lack of'Extemal Environment'
support is an important di:couragement.lt is apparent that income differences had a
consistent positive impact on 'External Environment'. That is to say, the higher the
earnings, the higher the concern for 'External Environment' during Internet banking
adoption.
However, it was foWid that income level has a consistent negative impact on
'Culture'. That is, the more the participEIIIts earned, the lower they rotecj.lhis
discouragement factor. One possible explanation is that higher earners tend to be
busy and time-poor; they are therefore more likely to choose their banking chEIIIIlcls
based on time-saving, rather than n concern for face-to-face interaction and
socialization. Interestingly, income wns the only significant moderator impacting on
'Culture'.

5.5.5 Internet experience

Internet experience is generally recognised liE another important moderating factor in
encouraging the adoption oflntemet banking. Previous litcmture suggests that prior
experience of technologies impacts on consumer beliefs and attitudes towards related
systems and technology (Arndt etal., 1985; DeLone, 1988; Levin & Gordon, 1989;
lgbarin eta\., 1995). Similarly, Hirschman (198()) suggesl.'l that prior experience with
n product cll!Es (i.e. the Internet) may lead to greater acceptability of new products
(i.e. Internet banking).lo other words, the tendency of consumers to accept or reject
change depends upon their experience with related technologies.
Experience with the Internet enables the user to identify well-designed 'Features of
the Web Site'. The study found that the more Internet experience users had, the more
they mted 'Features ofthe Web Site' highly.lntemet experience was also found to
influence 'Perceived Usefulness'. This is because 11 good understanding of
technology gained from Internet experience allows users to better appreciate the
11dded value brought about by technological improvement (Krujaluoto et al., 2()02).
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Therefore, experienced Internet users have a more positive perception ofthe benefits
of the lnterneL
Although the Internet has potential 'Risk and Privacy' pwblems, some degree of risk
can be reduced by users' experiences. This is because a relationship, cnlled the
'knowledge-based trust relationship', is established between both parties after they
learn more about each other (Lewicki & Blll1ker, 1996). Experience of the Internet
will enable adopters to limit their risk by considering the reputation of the service
provider, and the 'security brand' seals which are features that enhance the
perception of less risk. However, in this study it is apparent that the more Internet
experience users have, the more importance they attribute to 'Risk and Privacy'. One
possible explanation is that experience with the Internet in Thailand is not
sufficiently high to ameliorate the significance of'Risk and Privacy' when
considering Internet banking.
'Adoption' was another factor affected by participatis' Internet experience.
Experiences users appear to be able to recognise the importance of issues for service
adoption, e.g. accessibility, trial ability, acceptable terms and conditions and
documentary evidence. Therefore, the high Internet experienced users are more
likely to view the adoption issues as an important concern.
The study also revealed that users with different Internet experience viewed
'External Environment' as a factor that impacted on their adoption of Internet
banking, That is, the greater the experience with the Internet, the more significant the
'External Environment' when adopting Internet banking. This is because users gain
more knowledge and information on the importance and benefits of the 'External
Environment' from their prior experiences in Internet which then can apply to
Internet banking services.

5.5.6 Internet llnnklng experience

The study revealed that Internet banking experience itself had little impact on its
adoption. Only two impediments, i.e. 'External Environment' and 'Personal
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Preference' were influenced by Internet banking experience. While Internet
experience related positively with 'External Environment', Internet banking
experience related negatively with this factor. That is, respondents who had no or
little experience in Internet banking did not recognise the lack of support in the
'External Environment' whereas the 'External Environment' was rated low by those
with high levels of Internet banking experience. It appears that experienced Internet
banking users nrc currently satisfied with the services and felt that the 'External
Environment' has little effect. By contrast, the less experienced Internet banking
users potentially require more support from the environment before they decide to
use Internet banking.
'Personal Preference' WIIS also negatively affected by Internet banking experience.
That is, participants who had no Internet banking experience viewed this factor as
greatly impeding the service; on the other band, those who were experienced with the
service viewed this factor as impeding less. One explanation is that once an adopter

has experienced the service, he/she will have developed a personal positive attitude
towards it.

5.6

Correlations between Factors

Statistical analyses in the fonn of correlations were conducted (sw Chapter4} to
establish the relationships between factors. A diagrammatic view of the correlations
between the seven factors is presented in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Correlations between Factors

As shown in Figure 5.4, correlations can be summarised as follows: no correlations,
negative correlations and positive correlations.

5.6.1

No correlations

There were two areas where no correlations between factors were found. First, there
was no correlation between the impediment factor 'Personal Preference' and all
encouragement factors. Even though 'Personal Preference' and all the
encouragement factors were attitudinal factors, they were not related. In other words,
a positive rating of an encouragement factor does not necessarily result in a positive
or negative rating of 'Personal Preference'. Secondly, there was no correlation
between the encouragement factor 'Risk and Privacy' and the impediment factor
'Culture'. Again, movement in one does not correspond with a movement in the
others.
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5.6.2 Negative (Ortelations
Correlations between encouragement factors and 'Culture' were found to be
negative. While 'Culture' was identified as a discouragement, having a negativ~
influence on adopting Internet banking services, encouragement factors have a
positive influence on the adoption of Internet banking. The negative correlation
between these two is therefore a movement in the same direction. That is, increases
in encouragement factors will decrease the discouragement oflhe 'Culture' factor.
AB Internet banking is a personal banking activity, an intention to adopt the services

is dependent on the individual's abilities and information provided by bank, rather
than on peers or family groups. Thus, if encouragement factors are found to be
appropriate, consumers would adoptlntemet banking by ignoring their current
subjective norms, the element that make up Thai 'Culture'. The potential adopters
would make a trade-off between their altitudes to encouragement factors and their
existing beliefs. For example, they would perfonn online banking transactions if the
provision of encoumgem('Jlt factors were appropriate, despite the reduced face-toface contact with bank personnel.

5.6.3 Positive correlations

While all encouragement factors were negatively associated with the implldiment
'Culture', they were associated positively with 'External Environment'. This means
that even though encouragement factors were perceived as appropriate by the
consumers, Internet banking would not be adopted if they found that the 'ExtemEII
Environment' wns inappropriate. For instance, adopters would not conduct lntcmet
banking transactions if the infrastructure did not support the adoption.
Diagrammatic views ofthe correlations between encouragement factors and between
impediment fnctors are presented in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 respectively.
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Figure 5.5 shows the associations between encouragement factors that were positive
and statistically significant. As previously established, 'Features of the Web Site' and
'Perceived Usefulness' were regarded as the most important ones among
encouragement factors, folbwed by 'Risk and Privacy' and 'Adoption' respectively.
CotTelations indicate that as consumers regard a particular factor as an important
encouragement factor, they are nlso likely to regard !he other factors shown in Figure
5.5 important as welL Since these are factors that Internet banks are able to control, if
Internet banks can improve customers' attitudes towards any of these factors, the
significance of the other factors to the potential adopter would therefore also
stutisticnlly increase.
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Figure 5.6: Correlations \!<:tween lmJICdiment Factors

In tenns of the associations between impediment factors, these were positive and
statistically significant as shown In Figure 5.6. The 'External Environment' was
regarded as the most important discouragement in Internet banking adoption
followed by 'Personal Preference' and 'Culture'. The associations indicate that as
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consumers rcgnrd a pnrticulnr category important as an impediment factor, they are
also likely to regard the other categories important. As these impediments were not
able to be controlled by the banks, Internet banks would have to develop strategies
such as collaborating with other to limit these impediments.

5.7

Summary

In this chapter, data analysed in the previous chapter were discussed and put into
context of Thailand. Participants in this study were office workers from large
organizations in Bangkok, who were mostly young adults of moderate to strong
financial status, well-educated and experienced Internet users. The results of the
sllldy showed that they regarded the key encouragement factors for Internet banking
adoption to be attitudinal factors under the control of banks, namely 'Featnrcs of the
Web Site' and 'Perceived Uscf\Jlncss'. Based on these key factors, 'reliability' as to
access to the Web site and 'time saving' were the key items in encouraging the
adoption of Internet banking by Thai consumers. The main reason of this is the busy
life of Bangkok people, making them seek services that provide these features.
With regard to the impediment factors, the 'E)(temnl Environment' was found to
have the most influen~e on adoption. Within this impediment factor, 'collaboration'
and 'infrastructure' were found the key discoumgemelt items for Thai consumers
considering adopting the service. After the financial crisis in 1997, Thai people are
more conservative in their banking activities, and therefore, deficiency in
infrastructure and lack of collaborators will reduce Thai consumers' confidence in
dealing with Intemet activities.
In relation to moderators,diffimmces in income levels and Internet e)(periences
significantly impacted on the encouragement and impediment factors. It was
apparent that, the higher the income, the more important these factors became with
the c)[ception of'Culture'. Similarly, the greater the Internet eltperience, the more
important the factors (i.e. 'Features of the Web Site', 'Perceived Usef\J!ness', 'Risk
and Privacy', 'Adoption' and 'External Environment'). In terms of respondents'
education, it wns found that educational levels are positively influencing the factors;
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the higher education they atlllined, the greater the importance attached to flwtors,
with the exception of'Persona! Preference'.

The next chapter will present the results of a discussion of these findings with current
Internet banks in Thailand. Discussions with those banks will provide insights into
the services and enable recommendation to be made to enhance the Internet banking
services in Thailand.
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CHAPTER SIX

INTERVIEWS WITH mAl BANKS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1

Background

Chapter 5 discussed the findings from the questioMuire survey carried out in
Thailand. It was foiU!d that two encouragement factors and one impediment factor
were of more importance than the others. These key factors together with key
moderating factors were presented to three commercial banks who are currently
offering Internet banking services in Thail1111d. Discussions with these banks were
aimed at confirming the study's findings with their experiences as well as acquiring
their knowledge in respect of these findings.
The format of this chapter is as follows. The first section presents the interview
process. The process includes a rationale for the selection of participating banks and
the interview procedure. Second, findings on banks' responses are presented. The
perceptions of the banks towards the survey findings at a factor level as well as at the
item level are discussed. The next section comments on whether the banks' cliJTenl
respomes are adequate for improving Internet banking services. Finally,
recommendations from the study are established in terms of 'supplier push' and
'market pull' as well as targeting the right customer groups for internet banking
services.

6.2

Interview Process

As mentioned in Chapter I, one of the main objectives of this study was to determine

the significant factors that affect the adoption of Internet banking by Thai consumers,
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so that the results of the study can be used by Thai banks to improve their Internet
banking services. To achieve this, the survey's findings were interpreted and
pres~nted

to commercial banks in Thailand. Discussions of the findings were

conducted by interviewing key personnel responsible for electronic banking channels
in those hanks. The structured Interviews were conducted in order to confinn the
findings established in the survey. According to Drew eta\. (1996) "an Interview can
be highly structured or completely open-ended, depending on the purpose of the
interview, the researcher's familiarity with and knowledge about the setting. and the
exploratory or confirmatory nature of the stuoiy" (p.l73).
From the seven Internet banks in Thailand (see Table 2.5), three banks were selected
to participate in this study. In this study, a small number of interviews was conducted

because this is not the main research which was the questionnaire survey. According
to Remenyi eta!. (1998), a small number in case study research of two to three may
be sufficient. The selection of these tluee banks is based on the fact that they are
early adopters oflntemet banking. While two of them are large-sized banks and the
other is a small bank.
For two of the banks, the researcher had a personal contact which helped to facilitate
the interview initiation. For the other bank, the researcher had no personal
connection and therefore the bank was contacted by formal correspondence.
Approval to conduct the interviews was obtained from the university's ethics
committee and consent letters were provided by the interviewees. They were
informed that they could withdraw from the interview at any time. To maintain
confidentiality, the names of these banks are not identified in the study and
represented as 'Bank A', 'Bank B' and 'Bank C'. Table 6.1 summarises the
characteristics of these three banks.
Table 6.1: Background of Banks Interviewed
Bank A
BankB
Banke

''""

Contact

Size

Large

Personal
Formot
Personal

""'
Small
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Due to the limitation of time, geography and funds, telephone interviews were
undertnken {Sekaran, 2003). A self-introduction and a request for participation in the
interview were conducted ahead oflime via electronic mail. The approximate length
of the interview was advised to the banks in order to organise a convenient time. This
would reduce the nonresponse problem and increase their cooperation {Seknran,
2003). Once the approval was obtained from the banks, n brief outline of the survey
findings and interview questions were sent to the assigned bank personnel a week
before the interview was conducted.
Interviews were conducted with a senior person in each bank in May and June 20()3.
They typically carried titles such as First Vice President of the E-Business
Department and Senior Vice President ofE-Businass Depwtment. The interviews
were carried out in the Thai language and the data from the interviews was translated
into English by the researcher, The interview started with an overview of the key
research findings fol!owed by the question whether or not banks agreed with these
findings. Participants were able to elaborate and explain their current situation in
response to the study's findings. Experiences of the banks regarding the
characteristics of their customers were also discussed. Each interview took
approximately one hour.

6.3

Bank Responses to Sunrey Findings

The interview discussions are summarised in Table 6.2 below. A discussion is
provided follow the table below.
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Disogrcc

A"''
A . .,
A"''
A . .,

Income
Internet e~~pericnoo
Internet banking experience

6.3.1

Encouragement factors

Among the encouragement factora influencing the adoption oflntemet banking in
Thailand, the study revealed that 'Features of the Web Site' and 'Perceived
Usefulness' were regarded as the most important. 'Features of the Web Site' referred
to 'reliability' of access, 'ease ofuse', 'quick response' and 'security evidence'.
'Perceived Usefulness' included 'time saving', 'low cost', 'convenience' and
'information availability', Discussions with the three Internet banks found that they
all agreed with this finding with the following additional comments.
According to Bank A, the other encouragement factors are also importanL These are
'Risk and Privacy' and 'Adoption'. An example of this is the provision of
documentary evidence in Internet banking services. Several potential adopters had
asked the bank for evidence to ensure their trunsactions were performed. Bank B
argued that although security evidence is a part of the 'Features of the Web Site', it is
likely that security is of lesser concern to potential adopters since they expect that the
Internet banks provides 11 standard security system for the services. Bank C however
emphasized that security for their Internet banking services is an important concern
for potential adopters.
It is interesting that Bank 8 and Bank C have different perceptions oftl1e security
issue. The former experienced that customers do not view it as significant and
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expected it as a stnndnrd that the bank 'must' provide security while the lat!er felt
that their potential ndopters were always concerned. One possible explanation is the
different size of these two banks. Bank B is one of the largest banks, whereas Bank C
is one of the smalle.~t. It may be that a small size is associated with insufficient
resource to ensure good security.

6.3.2 Impediment facton

Among !he impediment factors, 'External Environment' Wl!S found as the most
significant impeding factor for Thai consumers. Within 'External Environment', the
lack of'collabomtion' and deficiency in 'infrastructure', werestaticall} more
significnnt than the Jack of clear support from the Thai 'government' nnd the lack of
support from the industry 'regulator'. All three banks agreed that the 'External
Environment' significantly discouroged the adoption of Internet banking in Thaillllld
despite several attempts by the current Thai goverrunent to facilitate the electronic
environment.
Specifically, from the perspective ofBank A, the deficiency oflnternet
'infntstructure' was the greatest impediment. This can be seen from the low
penetrnion mte oflntcrnet ~~<!option in Thailand, compared to that of neighbouring
countries such as Malaysia and Singapore, resulting in a low number oflntemet
banking customers. For Bank B, the 'External Environment' was nlso the greatest
impediment for Internet banking adoption because it impacted on all ad'Jpt•:rs while
the other impediment factors, i.e. 'Personal Preference' wJd 'Culture', were related to
personal characteristics such as age, lifestyle, etc. Bank C commented on the
importance of the 'Extcmnl Environment' in terms of the !ow quality of the current
Internet infrastructure resulting in customers' insecurity in dealing with t:,e Internet,
particularly for financial products and services.
Difference among the three banks occurs between their perceptions towards the
industry regulator, the Bank of Thailand (Bon. While Bank A and Bank C
expressed that the support from the BOT was not evident, Bank B's experience was
that the support from BOT w~ helpful. One possible explanation is that the BOT hns
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only recently become effective 5ince Bank A and Bank C established this 5ervice
before Bank B.
Another difference is their perceptions towards 'Culture'. While Bank A and Bank B
viewed that it is likely that 'Culture' does not impact on Internet banking adoption,
Bank C was of the opinion that it does. Bank C stated that it is not easy to convince
existing customers to shift online since they prefer to visit a bank branch and have a
face-to-face conversation with bank tellers. Again, one possible explanation is that
Bank C is a small bank which tends to have a close relationship with their customers.

6.3.3 Moderating fadoi'll

Modemting factors influencing Internet banking adoption in this study reli:rred to
age, gender, education, income, Internet experience and Internet banking experience
of participants. It was fonnd that, with the exception of age, all modemtors
significantly imp.1cted on Internet banking adoption in Thailand. By contrast,
discussions with the three banks revenled that they were of the opinion that age is a
significant modemting factor for Thai consumers and that there is no difference in
the adoption from a gender perspective. That is, banks found young adults are more
likely to be lntemet banking adopters and males and females am likely to be Internet
adopters to the same extent
Bank A and Bank B further commented that income was nls() an influence on
adoption because Internet banking is very suitable for managing funds. People with
higher income5 are more likely to u5e Internet banking than people with less income.
On the other hand, Bank C viewed the education level as a significant factor for the
reason that Internet banking requires knowledge in computer and Internet software.
From the above, it can be concluded that the three banks have different perceptions
on the moderating factors influencing the adoption of Internet banking. One possible
reason is that they were established at different times, and their organisational
cultures, reputations and sizes had Jed to different perceptions. As a result, banks usc
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different strategies to Internet bllllking adoption items within the factors as discussed
in the next section.

6.4

Current Bank Strategies

Strategies adopted by the three banks for the key encourogement and impediment
factors are summarised in Table 6.3. They will be discussed after the table.
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Table 6.3: Strategies by the Three [ntemet Banks

centor
Monitor rtgul&rly

non·

,;

...n
;,
l'llbllclse low <Mt

channel

With b1111ks

• In= co!loborato" for
bitt paymen~ Internet
Service Providers,
entortalnm<11t prnvld"'
• AUemptto co!loborote
with othor bonks to

In= eo!lnbor.otor.l for
biU ~"')'mOnt lntemo<
Service l'nlvidetS.
entcrtnlnment prnvldor.l
Attempt to co!lo~orato
wl!h other bonks to
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• lnorcoso cellob<mttors for
b!ll poymont, lntemo<
Service rruvldm,
entenolrnlCnt provldm
• Attempt to celi1b<mtte
with other bonk• to

6,4.1

FeatlmlS of the Web site

6.4.1.1 Reliability
Regular monitoring of the Web site is the key activity performed by BMk A in order
to maintain customers' ability to access the services at any time. Most of the
monitoring procedure is performed by hank staff, rather than using end-to-end
software due to the high investment cost. In addition, customer feedback obtained

from tile hank's call center is also used to explore causes of access problems. For
Bank B, monitoring ofaccess is conducted by technical means and verified with their
call center. Furthermore, greater bandwidth to facilitate accessibility and usage are
prioritised for e:<ternal users in addition to the prohibition of inappropriate access by
internal users. Since Bank Cis a small bank, no specific monitoring is canied out.
The bank docs however respond to customers' feedback received by their call center.
6.4.1.2 Eosc of use
Bank A carried out simple analysis of Web site usage, such as the number of clicks
for each step in different transactions, before the service was launched. Moreover,
the hank's call center is responsible for responding to basic inquiries and resolving
problems of usage. Similarly, Bank B conducted a survey to ensure clear instmctions
to customers and ense of use for all steps before the services were launched.

Bru~k

C

ran a prototype test fora!! steps in each function to ensure ease of use before going
life with the final system. They recently conducted a survey to gather comments on
their Web before mllving to the next stage, which the bank called the 'secllnd phase'.
The results of the survey required only changes to the Web page layout.
6.4,1.3 Quick response
Manual monitllring is regularly conducted by Bank A to ensure quick response of the
Web site. E:<lllllples of such procedure include a checking of disconnection problems
during services and measuring the time for each step performed by customers. Bank
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B implemented a policy of server redundancy to ensure quick response of their
services. Usage traffic management is also installed to provide better response to
transactions for e:demal users ahead of internal uo;ers. Customers' feedback obtained
from the call center is a major source for Bank C to react to problems in response
times, The bank also recently upgraded their software and focused on redundEIIIcyto
improve their servers' responsiveness.
6.4.1.4 Security evidence
Bank A described their security under a "security system" caption on the first page of
their Web site. The information is presented boUt in technical tenus (e.g. firewall
system, data encryption, Secure Socket Layer, etc.) and non·technical terms which
are associated witlt instructions for using Internet banking services safely. Bank B
claimed that they are using standard security system but have not focused on this
issue in order not to attract the attention of hackers. The bank claimed that, based on
their experience, potential adopters are not too concerned with this matter as they
expect the bank's security system to be consistent across the industry. Bank C
provides non-technical security tenus and statements like "international security
standard" for users, in addition to the technical security infonnation on the Web site.

6.4.2 Perceived usefulness
6.4.2.1 Time saving
Monitoring of the time used to carry out online banking is conducted regularly by
Bank A. Monitoring includes disconnection times and time needed to perfonn
transactions. This is aimed to ensure customers save time in performing banking
transactions and they can do so at a time convenient to them. Similarly, Bank B also
ensures the time saving !br customers by monitoring the time used for each function.
In order to provide greater security for customers, some functions require an e-maU

)

confinnation after execution. However, the bank claimed that this function does not
take a long time and is not regarded by customers as an inCQnvenience. Bank C
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monitors time used for online transaction from customers' feedback received by their
call center.
6.4.2.2 Low cost
Bank A sets their transaction charges for Internet banking services at a low price.
They are able to do this because of the reduction in their operation oosts. An exlllllple
of this is the charge on funds trnnsferred through the bank's clearing house. This
transaction costs customers approximately 0.05% of the funds, oompared to 0.10%
when performed over the counter. Similarly, Bank C also sets free-of-charge or
cheaper bank charge for transactions performed via the IniemeL For example,
overseas funds transfer is charged at Baht 350 per transaction on the Internet,
compared to Baht 550 per transaction at the branch. In contrast, Bank B set their
transaction fees for Internet banking services only marginally less than for those
conducted over the counter and because they aim to pm,·ide Internet banking
services as merely an alternative banking channel, rather than promoting the service
through a low fee structure.
6.4.2.3 Convenience
ConV<lnient bllllking ntlltly time, anywhere, is genernlly uce<:pted to b~ one of the key
attractors by Internet banking adopters. Although all transactions performed at the
bank branch, except for cllSh withdrawals, are now able to be conducted online, it
was found that not all of them can be performed at all times via Internet. An example
of this is the funds transfer function of Bank A which can be conducted between 6.00
a.m. and 11.01) p.m. However, the Bank argued that this does not cause any
inconvenience to their customers since, from their experience, customers mostly use
the services between 9.00 a.m. and 10.00 a.m. and the usage declines during the day.
It was mentioned that an expliD5ion of service time on the Internet is being
considered by the bank.
Similarly, Bank B accepted that only some transactions such as online npplying for
new banking services and viewing of account balances, are ab!e to be conducted at
any time; other functions are cnly able to be performed between 6.00 a.m. and 10.00
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p.m. For Bank C, since the bank is 11 small bank and offeTS limited services, it cnn
provide about 90% of Internet bankingat24 hours a day. In addition, funds transfer
is limited to the customer's own accounts with no pre-registration required because it
is already included in their customer information base. This increases customers'
convenience compared to other Internet banks who require a pre-registration for all
funds transfer transactions, even between a customer's own nceounts. This
requirement was claimed by other banks as a greater security provision for
customers.
6,4,2.4Information availability
Bank A and Bank Chad a greater variety ofinfonnation including non-financial
infonnation on their Web Sites. For example, Bank A provides infonnation about
education and enjoyment, whereas Bank C provides daily news on their Web sites.
Moreover, Bank C found that their target customers are people who have a modem
life style which requires entertainment infonnation. They therefore cooperate with
one of the big entertainment companies in Thailand to provide entertainment
information to attract potential Thai adopters. All of the infonnation presented on
Bank B's Web site is related to bank and financial business.

6.4.3

External environment

6.4.3.1 Collaboration
Collaboration among banks was based on commercial grounds aimed at competing
rather than providing mutual benefits for the industry itself. The reason for this is
that, only half of commercial banks in Thailand can offer the Internet banking
service at present, cnusing a problem in sharing the costs incurred. In addition, funds
transfers across banks are more comp!icnted than those via ATMs. For instance, it
requires the development of related programs in order to share information from
different banking systems. Currently, only one bank can offer funds transfer across
bank for their customers. Bank B experienced that collabQration among the
commercial banks needed a middle party like the Bank of Thailand. Both Bank A
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and Bank C agreed that collaboration with other organisations such as merchants for
bill paying should be developed continuously.
6.4.3.21nfra~tructure

All three banks agreed that the deficiency in the Thai infrastructure was the most
significant barrier to Internet banking adoption. Bank A conunented that the
deficiency causes the usage of the Internet to be limited and not to be nationwide.
Moreover, while the penetration rote oflntemet adoption is a fundamental factor for
the growth of electronic !ransa.ctions including Internet bnnldng, the Internet
penetration rate of Thailand is still very !ow compared to countries in the region such
ns Singapore or Malaysia. This slow penetration rate is a contributing factor to the
slow growth oflntemet banking in Thailand.
The Thai government, through the Communication Authority of Thailand, is
currently attempting to reduce the Internet access service from the eKisting level of
Baht IS- 20 per hour. However, there hns been debate about its success. For
instance, the initiative is limited to access to Thai Web sites only. Furthermore, Bank
C pointed out that there has been no attention given by the government to the quality
of the Internet in this project, especially regarding security. This lack ofallenlion
may result in a negative outcome for Internet m:tivities, particularly Internet banking
services. AI present, Bank A and Bank Care cooperating with some Internet Service
Providers in order to provide free Internet access for their new customers.
6.4.3,3 Government
Government support generally relates to aU the services tllat constitute commerce on
the Internet, rather than specifically to Internet banking services. The establishment
ofthe Ministry of Information & Communication Technology charged to be
responsible for the growth oflntemet usage is an eKnmple. The Ministry recently
launched two special projects: I million personal computers at a cheaper price (more
than SO% below market price) and a reduced fee for Internet access. Bank A
commented that as the main use of the Internet in Thailand is for communication,
searching, entertairunent and enjoyment, such as games and music downloads, rather
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than knowledge and learning or conducting online activities, education in Internet
usage is essential. There are several projects that Bank A has carried out to support
learning, for example, the promotion of electronic banking for youth. Likewise, Bank
B also has a policy to encourage Thai people to use the Internet by highlighting the
advantages of ele<:tronic commerce, while Bank C provides various information on
their Web site to encourage the use of the electronic media.
6.4.3.4 Regulator

All banks agreed that the industry regulator, the Bank of Thailand (BOT), is quite
flexible in supporting online banking services, compared to previous banking
products and services. The BOT has revised the notification requirements for
commercial banks on their use of the Internet for commercial banking business and
expanded the areas of permissible usage of the Internet for undertaking banking
business. Once the permission is granted, the use of Internet in other permissible
activities can be performed without reapplication.
However, the banks interviewed had different attitudes to the BOT. While Bank A
and Bank C stated that they have to initiate support from tlle industrial regulator,
Bank B is satisfied with the support it is receiving fl'Om the regulator. This maybe
because of tho different times these three banks began to offer their Internet banking
services.

6.4.4

Moderators

In respond to important moderating factors, Bank A is focusing on the right customer

target group who they identified as young working people with high incomes.
Analysis of custcmers' needs is also performed to better serve their customers. Bank
B aims to persuade their current customers to shift online and promotes Internet
banking service as an alternative banking channeL Bank Cis attempting to increase
customers' awareness of Internet banking services by educating their existing
customers when they visit the bank branch. Moreover, the bank monitors existing
online C\1~\omers' usage history records to improve their services. In addition, Bank
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A and Bank C agreed that Thai consumers prefer incentives. The two banks therefore
offer free Internet access as 1\11 inducement for new customers. The strategies are
summarised in Table 6.4.
Table 6.4: Current Customer Stmtegi-::s of Ute three Bllllks
Ow A

• Right target
• K!low cUS!omers' need
• Provide incentives

6.5

'""'

• Persuade current bank
customers to shift online
• Promote lnlcmct banking
as an alternative banking
channel

'""c

•lnmase customers'
awan:ness orlntcmet
banking sorvlces
• Provide cheap Internet
banking smices
• Monitor cu!ilomcrs' "'"!:"
hlstozy to Increase
customer satisFaction.
o Provide incentivcs

Discussion

The fol!owing discussions are provided lo assess whelher or not current bank
strategies arc sufficient to achieve the migration of traditional bank customers to
online customers. With regard to 'Features of the Web Site', a!! banks are aware of
the requirements and customers' pereeptions towards the features. The major source
for this information comes from theireal! centers. By monitoring customers'
feedback via call centers, information is mainly from existing customers who hnve
gained n level oflntemet banking experience. Information about potential adopters'
attitude however is not being captured eJCtensively. Banks need to understand that
existing experienced usern wtd potential adopters have different attitudes towards
Internet banking. Therefore, banks should explore potential adopters' perceptions
periodica!ly to encourage them to move to Internet banking, Althcugh security
concerns arc viewed differently by the banks, they currently provide both technical
and non-technicnl infonnation about security to assure customers dealing with
Internet banking services,
Internet banking offers many potential advantages to both banks and customers. The
important thing is how to educate bank consumers aboutlhcse advantages and
persuade them to adopt Internet banking services. Currently, Thai Internet banks
provide information about 'Perceived Usefulness' on the Web sites and in brochures
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available at bank branches and sometimes at exhibitions. However, it is unclear
whether or not this message has been widely conveyed to Thai banking consumers.
Another concern is the continued attaclunent to over·the...counter bank services by
Thai consumers, causing an ignorance of the numerous advantages oflntemet
banking services. Hence, details of how the services work and their usefulness have
to be conveyed clearly, widely and practically to increase Internet banking adoption.
For example, infonnation of\ower bank charges has not been promoted strongly to
consumers, particulnrly in the comparison to those for counter services.
Responses from Thai Internet banks to the 'External Environment' indicated a lack
of proactive strategies. One possible explanation is they feel that the environment is
not under their control. However, there are some encournging developments in
Thailand with which banks should be engaging. The gov~Jmment is committed to
facilitate a reasonable cost oflntemet access to its people because it will be more
attractive to them when the te;:hnology becomes cheaper. In addition, the attempt to
deregulate the telecommunications industry will allow greater diffusion of Internet
usage in Thailand because of resulting lower access costs:. Therefore, instead of
waiting for the results of these attempts to occur in the neKt few years, Internet banks
should already now support the government in order to enhance Internet diffusion for
their potential customers. Otherwise, a digitnl divide will emerge and become an
obstacle for lhe ~doplion oflntemet banking services and cause the traditional bank
customers to remain attnched to off-line banking channels.

6.6

Recommendations for Banks

As previously discussed, in this study encouragement factors are those that are able
to be controlled by banks while impediment factors are those that are not able to be
controlled. The study revealed that 'Features of the Web Site' and 'Perceived
Usefuln~Jss'

were the most significant factors in encouraging Internet banking

adoption, and 'Ell:temal Environment' was the most significant factor to impede
Internet banking adoption in Thailand. It is essential for banks to facilitate
encouragement and restrict impediment factors. Therefore, in addition to the direct
'push' from Internet banks (in respect of the encouragement factors), indirect
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persuasion should be carried out as a 'pull' mechanism (in respect of the impediment
factors).

6.6.1

"Push" strategies for encouragement facton

Awareness of Internet banking services is essential in the early adoption stages. As
Internet banking services are still new in Thailand, effective presentations using all
forms of media advertising such as leaflets, brochures, Web pages, etc., will be
useful to introduce the services to a wider audience and educate potential customers
about the benefits oflntemet banking. To access more potential adopters,
information about Internet banking should be provided by bank tellers and bank
assistunts at branches. The information should include references to 'time saving',
'convenience' at anywhere any time, '!ow costs', and 'information availability'. In
addition, banks should design their Web sites as effective delivery channels and offer
information beyond banking services.
It is essential to provide a well-designed l\1\d user-friendly Web site to attn:ct
potential adopters' attention. The customer should not be required to expend a lot of
effort or time, or undergo too great a change in behaviour, to adopt Internet banking
services. Information and instructions on the Web should be provided in both Thai
and English in order to make the adopter comfortable. Wide publicity underscoring
the benefits and ease of use b)" demonstrating Internet banking services should be
provided. This could be implemented by providing personal computers at bank
branches a~.companied by good documentation and bank assistance. Regular
surveying of customers' responses EUid opinions of the services should be conducted
to ensure continuous improvement.
Reliability of access when needed is one of the key encouragement factors. Although
this 'reliability' partly depends on customers' networks, which were excluded from
the study, Internet banks can enhance accessibility by coopernting with !SPs to
provide good quality Internet access, Bank should also separate internal and external
uses and give priority to external uses. While reliability is a key element from a
customer's pernpective, so is the security system. It must be enhanced continuously
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to guarantee integrity of online transactions as this will build customer confidence.
Security provisions should be posted on banks' Web sites clearly and understandably
to create customer confidence and improve the trustworthiness reputation of banks.
Security information should be provided in non-technical tenus, and be accompanied
by standard security statements.
A perception of quality service will increase the bank's image for good ~ervices,
accumcy and effectiveness. Failure ofexe<:ution not only causes dissatisfaction and
uncertainty to the customer, but also makes the whole Internet banking process more
complex and less comprehensible. Offering incentives is another effe<:tive strategy to
encourage Internet banking adoption by Thai consumers so is the provision of access
to Internet banking in public places such as shopping centers and bank branches
since most Timi people spend much of their free time in shopping centers on the
weekend and bank br;mches can now be found on almost every single street.

In summary, recommendations for "supplier push" strategies are as fo!low:s:

I.

Bui!d customers' recognition of internet banking
•

Emphasise the advantages of Internet banking services, i.e. time
saving, low cost services, convenience and

•
2.

inform~tion

availability

Provide various types ofinfonnation both financial and non·financiol

Attract customers to the Web site
•

Provide a we!l-designed and user-friendly Web site

•

Provide infonnation in both Thai and English languages

•

Provide demonstrations in public places, e.g. bank branches,
department stores, etc.

•

Provide both electronic and documentwy demonstrations of online
services

•

Regularly survey customers' responses to Internet banking procedures
and further develop the Web site

3.

Attrnct customers by ease ofaccess
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•

Regularly monitor customers' access

• Implement traffic management systems for internal and external users
• Coordinate services with Internet SeNice Providers
4. Build customers' confidence
• Present the security used in both technical and non-technical terms
• Outline the procedure and information on how to cope with problems
if they occur
• Provide instructions on how to use Internet banking services safely
5. Uther slr'lltegies
• Offer incentives such as free Internet access dial-up, frequent user
benefits, member rewards, etc.
• Provide free ncccss to banks' networks in bank brnnches or public
places, e.g. Jhopping centers, etc.

6.6.2 "Pull" !lrateglcs fo;· impediment factor

Bank should develop Internet &ffusion stmtegies by adopting "pull" strategies.
ln~reru;ed diffusion

will increase the numlx:r of internet bankingudopters since tl!ey

are likely to come from the Internet population. furthermore, support from the
government and the industry regulator will positively affect Internet banking services
by increasing the confidence of the adopters.
Effective cooperntion nmong banks has to be developed. The value of internet
banking is increased by linking one activity with an,)ther both within banks and with
outside suppliers, channels and customers (Porter, 2001}. Furthermore, Internet
banks shovld collaborate with Internet Service Providers because it will enable banks
to better control quality of services ns well as enhance adopters' accessibility. In
addition, a high quality Internet infrastructure should be provided siuce il is one of
the primary requirements for fnt<:met usage.
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Support from the government and industry regulator should be effective to increase
the growth oflntemet banking services. The Thai government should be encouraged
to initiate suitable steps to remove legal and regulatory barriers to e-commcrce in
general and Internet banking in particular. In addition to lobbying the Thai
government and the BankofThailand, banks should also proactively participate in
improving Internet services in order to increase online banking. For ei(lllllple,
electronic laws should be promoted by the banks in order to reduce customers'
perceptions of risks. Current cooperation bas been for commereinl purposes, rather

than for mutual benefit of the industry. This may need the industry regulator, i.e. the
Bank of Thailand, to act as the central authority to improve the eKternal environment.
In summary, recomn •ndations for 'market pull' strategies are as follows:
I. Increase s~rvice value by collaboration
• Collaborate with Internet Service Providers
• Offer free Internet access
• Expand banking service across banks
• Increase linkages to suppliers and merchants
2. Be proactive
• Support the government to enact electronic commerce laws
• Work with the industrial regulator
• Provide edue>~tion on the uses of the Internet and Internet banking

6.6.3 Moderating factors

All banks agreed that employed people with high purchasing power are their main
target. Internet banks should focus on this group as the fir:st priority in their attempt
to shift them online. This requires extensive analyses of customers' needs and the
provision of customised services that are of value to them.
In summ!ll)', recomi'lendations for moderating factors are as follows:
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I, Target right customers
• Persuade people in good positions and appropriate income to adopt the
services
2. Provide value to customers
• Monitor the historical bank usage of customers to know their needs
• Provide customised services to customers

6.7

Integration with Study Findings

Table 6.5 shows the recommendations made in previous discussion and compares
these with the current slnl\egies employed by the three Intern~! banks us established
earlier.
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Table 6.5: Comparison of Recommendations and Banks' Current Slrntcgies
Recommendmlons
Bulld customers' recognition
• Emphnslse advantages of Internet
banking serviens
• Provide various types oF!nformatlon
Attract customers to the Web site
o Provide n w.U...:lesigned r:.:KI userfriendly Web site
• Provide infomtlltion In both Thai Md
English languages
• Provide demonstrations In public places
• Provide both electronic and documenlll!y
demonstrations of online services
Attract customern by ease ofaooess
• Regularly monitor customers' access
• lmplcment traffic management systems
for internal !!IId cxtemal uscrn
Build customers' confidence
• Present the security used in bolh
technical and non·technicol terms
• Outline the procedure and Information on
how to cope with problems if !hey occur
• Provide instroctlons on how to usc the
services safely
Other strategies
• Offer incentives
• Provide free access to bonks' networks In
bank brunches or public places
Increase l<lrvlec vallle by collabomtlon
• Collol>orote with Internet Service
Providm
• E•pand banking services aero" bonks
• Increase linkages to suppltcrs
Prooctivc porticipote
• Suppon the government to enact
cle<tRmtc commerce laws
• Work with the industl")' regulator
• Provide education on !he use of lntemot
and Internet banking
Torget customers
• Pcrs_uadelhe right p<ople to adopt the
serv1ces
Customised l<lrvice
• Monitor historiool bank services uses
• Provide customised services
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As seen from the above table, the three banks are in agreement with the study's
recommendations to varying degrees as summarised below.
I.

Recommendations thnlall bunks have implemented.
• Emphasise advao.tagesofinternet banking service
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•

2.

Provide a well-designed and user-friendly Web site

•

Provide information in both Thai and English languages

•

Regularly monitor customers' access

•

Increase linkage to suppliers

•

Work with the industrial regulator

•

Provide education on the use of Internet and Internet banking

•

Persuade right people to adopt the services

Recommendations that two out of the three banks implemented.
•

Provide various types ofinfonnation

•

Present the security used in both technical and non-technical terms

•

Offer incentives

•

Collaborate with Internet Service Providers

•

Monitor the historical bank usage

3. Recommendations that one out of the three banks implemented.
• Provide both electronic Wld documentruy demonstrations of online
services
• Implement traffic mWJagement systems for internal and external users
• Provide instructions on how to use the services safely
• ExpWld banking services across banks
• Provide customised services
4. Recommendations that none of the three banks implemented.
• Provide demonstrations in public places
• Outline the procedure and infonnation on how to cope with problems
if they occur
• Provide free access to banks' networks in bank branches or public
places
• Support the government to enact electronic commerce law
It is necessary for Internet banks to consider the above findings in their quest to
enhm1ce their Internet banking services in Thailand. By adopting the full set of
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recomm~nded

strategies they would be able to encourage potential adopters to adopt

Internet banking services as well as reduce the potential impediments of the service.

6.8

Summary

This chapter presented the discussion of the survey findings with three Internet banks
in Thailand. Selection of the participating banks was based on the researcher's
relationships with the banks as well as convenience access to the banks. Discussions
were conducted by telephone interviews each lasting approximately one hour.
Appointments were made with assigned bank personnel and a brief summary of the
questionnaire survey findings was sent to the banks before the interviews were
conducted.
The results of the discussions found that the banks largely agreed with the study's
findings. That is, 'Features of the Web Site' and 'Perceived Usefulness' nre the most
significant encouragement factors, whereas, 'External Environment' is the most
impediment factor for adopting the Internet banking in Thailand. However, because
of different resource and management's perspective, they responded to these factors
differently. For exiUTlple, while monitoring is the main It · that the banks used, the
frequency of monitoring is different. In addition. while some banks concentrate to
atlract potential customers by low cost services, other may "push" Internet banking
liS

an alternative channel for customers. Security is another issue that the banks

respond to differently.
Comments on the adequacy of banks' stmtegies to improve Internet banking services
in Thailand were made. As n result, a summary of recommendations focusing on
both "supplier push" and "market pull" are presented. In addition, recommendations
were made in respect of moderating factors which concerned the types of consumers
that may ndopt Internet banking services.
In the following chapter, the conclusions of this study will be discussed. They relate
to providing the answers to the research questions shown in Chapter I and enable the
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revision of the theoretical framework outlined in Chapter 2. Limitations and
recommendations for future research will also be offered.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

7.1

Background

The provio!l'l chapter provided the discussion of the survey findings with key Internet
banks in Thailm~d. The study is now able to develop conclusions regarding tl1e
study's findings on the encouragement and impediment factors regarded as important
for tl1e adoption oflntemet banking in Thailand. A revised theoretical model of
Internet bm~king adoption by Thai consumers will be presented. The usefulness of
this model will be discw;sed in the context of the research and Thai banks. This
chapter will also identify m~d evaluate the limitations of the study. Final!y, directions
for further research arising from the work completed will be provided.

7.2

Coneluslons

In this section, conclusions in relation to the research questions presented in Chapte•
I are provided after a brief overview of the study.

7.2.1

Overview o£thc study

An initial theoretical model Wllll developed from a literature survey of innovation
adoption. This model was based on !be Decomposed Theory of Planned Behaviour
by Taylor & Todd (1995) and the Innovation Diffusion Theory by Rogers (1983) as

explained in Chapter 2. Potential factors influencing the adoption oflntemet banking
in Thailand were identified and hypotheses were developed which led to the research
methodology of the study, discussed in Chapter 3.
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The study was based on the premise that consumers' perspectives have a greater
impact on Internet banking services than those of banks who are the service
providers. Data was therefore collected from potential Thai consumers of Internet
banking services by using a questionnaire survey. As shown in Chapter 4, data was
analysed using quantitative analysis techniques to examine statistically significant
differences between factors that encourage and impede the adoption. Correlations
between encouragement and impediment factors and between the factors within
encouragement and impediments were also produced. Moderating factors were
investigated in relation to their effect on the encouragement and impediment factors.
Results from this analysis were discussed in the context of Thai consumers in
Chapter 5.
The study's key findings were presented to a group oflntemet banks in Thailand to
establish their concuJTence as presented. The banks' responses to the key findings
were discussed in Chapter 6. This final step in the research provides answers to the
research questions presented ln Chapter I. That is, conclusions can be drawn on the
significant factors that encourage, impede and moderate the adoption oflntemct
banking by Thai consumers and the strategies that can be recommended to banks to
improve !Ius service in Thailand.
The research itself was ~ompleWd satisfactorily. First, the response mtc was htgh
(84%) which resulted in 506 valid questionnaires being collected for data ann!y::is.
Second, validity and reliability tests indicated that confidence can be placed in the
data collected. Third, the application of statistical measures resulted in the
identification ofim(XIrtant facilitators, impediments and mOOerators. FtrthennNe,
good co-operation was received from Thai banks in the quest to discuss the findings
with them.

7.2.2 Most slgnifi~ant Influencing fa~tors

As indicated earlier, the study is based on the Decomposed Planned Behaviour
(Taylor & Todd, 1995) and the Innovation Diffusion Theory (Rogers, 1983). Based
on the fonner, the intention and thereby the adoption of internet banking by Thai
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conswners is encouraged by ottitudinal factors and impeded by a perceived
behavioural control factor, but not by subjective nonns (i.e. tlte 'Cu!~ure' factor). The
attitudinal factors that appear to encourage the adoption of Internet banking in
Thailand most are 'Features of the Web Site' and 'Perceived Usefulness', while the
most significant impediment to adoption is n perceived behnvioural control, namely
'External Envirorunent'. The llpplicntionofTilylor & Todd's (1983) theory for the
potential adoption of Internet banking in Thailand is provided in Figure 7,I.
Atlitudeto
0
0

features cflhe Web Site
Pen:elvcd US<:Iiltnes.~
Pcrcolvod Behavioural

""~'

• Extemol Environment

~

v

lntc:uion to Adopl
Internet Bonking
Services

__,

Adoption of
Internet Blllll<lng
Services by Thai
consumer.;

figure 7.!: Application oFD«omposed Planned Beboviour Theory to
Internet Bonking Adoption in Tholland

Within the 'Features of the Web Site', 'reliability' in tenus of the accessibility to the
bank's Web site when needed is regarded as the key item in encouraging Internet
banking adoption. 'Time saving' is found to be the greatest enccuragement item in
'Perceived Usefulness', whereas, lack of'col!aboration' and deficiency irt
'infrastructure' are the most significant impediment items in 'External Environment'.
In relation to the Innovation Diffusion Theory, Rogers (1983) iderttified the relative
advantages, compatibility, complexity, trialnbility and observability as influencing
innovation ndoption.ln this study, only relative advantages (identified as 'Perceived
Usefulness') and complexity ('ease of use', an item of'Features of the Web Site')
were found to be significant in adopting Internet banking as shown in Figure 7.2.

Anrlbutes of !nno~ation
Rate of Adoption cf!ntemet
Bnnkiog Services by Thai
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• RelativeadvaniBges
• Complexity

Flgun: 1:J.: Application orthe Innovation Diffusion Theory to
Internet Banking Adoption In Thailand
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The significant moderating factors influencing the adoption oflnternet banking by
Thai consumers are gender, educational level, income, Internet experience and
Internet banking experience, but not age. However, it was found that !he stand out
moderators are income and Internet experience as !hey each affect the most
significant encouragement and impediment factors. They affect both 'Features of the
Web Site' and 'Perceived Usefulness', while education only impacts on 'Features of
the Web Site'. With regard to the key impediment factor, 'External Environment', it
was found that there are three significant moderators: income, Internet experience
and Intemet banking experience. Overall, therefore, income and Internet experience
are the most significant moderating factors for the adoption of Internet banking in
Thniland.
The revised theoretical model for the adoption of Internet banking by Thai
conswners showing the significant research variables is shown in Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.3: Revised Theoret leal Model for the Adoption of Internet Banking in Thailand
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In conclusion, in response to the first three reseacch questions raised in Chapter I,
this study found that
I.

'Features of the Web Site' wtd 'Perceived Usefulness' are factors

encouraging the adoption of Internet bllllking in ThailWld.
2.

'Extemlll Environment' is the factor impeding the adoption oflntemet

banking in Thai\Wld.

3.

'Income' Wld 'Internet experience' are the factors moderating the

adoption of Internet banking in Thailand.

7.2.3

Banking strategies

In response to the fourth reseacch question shown in Chapter I, "What strategies
should Thai banks ru.iopt to facilitate Intelflel hankingT', both supplier "push" wtd
mlll'ket "pull' strategies need to be implemented. As identified in Chapter2 ofthe
st~tdy,

because encouragement factors are factors that banks can control, Internet

banks should focus on increasing consumers' positive perceptions of Internet
banking, thereby increasing the rote ofservice adoption. The supplier "push"
strategies rccommertded to Thai banks are as follows:
•

Build customers' recognition of Interne\ banking. For example, the
advantages oflntemet banking and other types of useful information on
Internet banking services should be published and widely disseminated in
Thailand.

•

Attract customers by 'ease of use' Web features. A well-designed and
user-friendly Web site should be provided to attract potential customers.
T.:xt should be provided in multiple languages for users' convenience.
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•

Demonstrntion of the services should be provided, both in public places
nnd online. In addition, customer feedback surveys should be performed
regularly to furlhetdevelop the user friendliness of the Web site.

•

Attract customers by 'ease of access' Web features. The ability of
customers to access the Web site should be regularly monitored. This can
be done through internalnnd extemallntemet trnffic management.
Cooperation with Internet service providers is another way to facilitate
customers' access.

•

Build customers' confidence by Web site valid;ty. Gullllll1tees ofs~urity
should be presented in both technical aud non·t~hnical terms. Basic
instruction to use the Internet safely should be provided to potential
adopters to ensure that they can deal with the services safely.

•

Others suggestions. For example, incentives should be offered to attract
customers such as offering nn initial trial period at no charge. Provision
of banks' networks could also be provided in _public places or at high
traffic bank branches and preferably at no cost.

Potential impediments to Internet banking adoption should be reduced although they
cannot be directly controlled by banks. Banks should attempt to influence the
Internet banking market in order to enhance this service in Thailand. Market "pull"
strategies nre therefore required to increase the rate of adoption.
•

Increase service values by collaboraticm. Co!labomtion with other banks
and service providers should be increased. TILe succ(l!ls in getting
coopcmtion from these participants will increase the value of the services
wtd thereby the adoption of Internet banking services.

•

Improve Internet banking technology. Without a suitable technological
infrastructure nnd adequate Internet bMdwidth, Internet bMking will not
function. In addition to lobbying the Thai government,lntemet banks
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should proactively participate with others in improving the Internet
infrastructure. They should also encourage Thai consumers to extend
their use of the lntemet to htternet banking.
It is important for banks to target the potential Internet banking customers in
particular. The study's findings of the impact of moderating factors should enable
banks to focus on particular types of consumers who are most likely to adopt Internet
banking services. For example,
•

Consumers who rated 'Features of the Web Sit.::' highly were well·
educated and had high incomes and high Internet experience. Therefore,
by improving 'Features of the Web Site' in the area of access reliaL.Iity
of access, ease of use, quick responses and security evidence presence,
banks are more likclj to encourage these valuable consumers to tllke up
Internet banking services.

•

Consumers who rntcd 'Perceived Usefulness' •tighly were those with
high incomes and high Internet experience. Hence, by increasing
consumers' awareness oflnternet banking usefulness, i.e. time saving,
low cost, convenience and infonnation availabl!ity, these valuable
conswncrs are most likely the consumers who would adopt Internet
bnnkir.e services.

•

Consumers who rnted 'External Environment' highly were those with
high incomes, high Internet experience and high Internet banking
ClCpericnce. As a result, by overcoming the deficiencies of 'External
Environment' in tenns ofinfrastrocture and coHaboration, these
consumers are most likely to adopt Internet banking services.

By accepting and implementing the above suggestions, ba.nks are more likely to
succeed in stimulating the growth oflntemet banking, resulting in shifting the
traditional bank customer base to one that uses banking services online.
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7.3

Usefulness of Study

In addition to providing WISWers to \bur research question!> outlined in the previous
section, the study offers some broad uses as follows.
Previous researeh has mainly focused on innovati••n adoption in the contc.d o~North
America and Europe and to some extent other developed countries such as
Singapore. This study extends the research on IT adoption to a developing country. It
does this by applying two well-known theories (IDT lind DPBl) in un environment
that differ! from those of developed nations. Ttu.ilnnd is different from North
America, Europe nnd otiler developed countries in areas such as computer literacy,
:he maturity of technology use and infrastructure, culture, etc. The study's findings
on potential factorn influencing Internet bnnking adoption in Thailnnd may provide
useful insights for othcrdcvcloping countries in this geographic region.
The study is one of few that have applied adoption theories in an Internet
environment. Since e-comm nee creel c.> new opportunities and contributes tv
economic develcopment, the emergence .1flntemet technology has a potential to
significnntly impact on industry including the bnnking sector. For example, Internet
banking offers a new banking channel to bank consumers to pcrfonn their banking
transactions from outside bank branches. The study provides a be tier understanding
of how con•mu~i'S may adopt this new te\:hnology through the use of lOT and DPBT.
By dcing so, it is able to provide explanbtions of the key variables that affect the
adoptio11 of Internet banking by Thai consumers.
In addition to !he above, the study is useful in the speci!k research domain. It was
successful in establishing key factors in the adoption of Internet banking in Thailand.
Internet banks can use this knowledge in their quest to increase their online
customers. Non·lntemet banks cnn colUlider their abilities and roadinel;s based on
these findings before moving into the Internet banking arena.

7,4

Limitatians
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While the research wns meticulously designed and the data collected indicated n high
degree oftelinbility, potential criticisms can be identified in the following manner.
In tenns of the methodology, there nrc n number of limitations. First, there is n
concern regarding the sampling of both participating organisations and individuals.
Although the selection ofpllrlicipating organisations were based on stratified
sampling from established buo;inesses in Bangkok at a certain time, a sample based
on convenience access to those specific businesses and individuals was used. The
sample chosen in the study was therefore not purely random. Furthennore, the survey
focused on office workers in large organisations and may not be representative of all
bank consumers in Thailand. Caution should therefore be taken wben general ising
the findings oftbis study.
Second, the study concentmted on Thai consumers who currently bnve lntemet
access. However, it ts believed that Internet banking adopters are likely to be internet
users. The results may not be generalisa.ble to all potential adopterr including nonInternet users. Hence, there is a need to replicate this study with such users as
outlined in the next section.
Pr~vious

research and literature in tbe same topic have concentrnted on North

America, Europe and to some eKtent otbcrdeveloped countries &nd bave used the
English language. There is an initial obscurity when applying such studies to
developing countries which have unique cultural values IUld their own languages. To
recognize th)~, the study translated the questionnaire from English to Thai. However,
because or the newness of the research topic to Thailand, the tenninology used in the
ljUCstionnaire is nut as well accepted or developed as could be expected in l:inglishspeaking countries.lt is expected that over time relevant tenns and phrases will
become more standnrdi.I'Cd.
There is the possibility that independent variables do not cover all the factors tlmt
could influence the adoption oflntemet banking. Other possible variables that could
be identified are self-efficar.y and inaccessibil;l~ ., the Internet. As a result, the
measures >Jfthe inde!)endent variables may not be sufficient to capture all the effects
on the dependent variables. Measurement of the dependent vnria~les themselves also
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may fail to capture all the variance caused by the independent variables ofthe study.
However, this is the nature of this type of research.

7.5

Directions for Future Research

The study captured data from potential Internet banking adopters and confirmed the
findings wit.i Internet blinks which are the service providers. The combination of this
data collected can be justified. However, there are some issues that should be dealt
with to fill the aforementioned gaps of this study.
This resCIII'ch has shown the key factors influencing the adoption oflntemet banking
in Thailand by gathering data from Thai consum~:s who were office workers in
Bangkok nnd had Internet accessibility. The reasons for this restriction to Thai
consumers in Bangkok were eKplaim.d in Chapter 3. Future research should be
therefore directed towards irnprovi:!g this deficiency. An extension of the survey to
Thai consumers in other provinces should be conducted to better represent Thai
consumers' perceptions towards Internet banking adoption. This will account for
differences in culture, infrastructure, etc.
In addition to the cxwnination of office workers' perceptions in large organisations,
future research should be eKtended to consumers in other types of organisation and
other careers. For example, workers in small and medium organisations or the public
sector, unemploy~J or self-employed workers as well as consumers who are studen~
should be surveyed. The resu!l.'l of such a study may establish different
encoUlllgement nnd impediment ,actors as well as different moderators from those
found in this study.

Although In\ernet users arc more like!y to be Intenlet :.Oanking eu"\omers, future
research should consider taking aecount of non-Internet users or non-Internet access
bank constuners. The difference betwe.::n Intern~\ users and non-Internet users enn
explain the potential Internet banking adopters' self-efficacy which was cKcluded
from this study. Investigation in the future should again address the notion of the
Internet experience nnd its role in promoting and
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enhancin~

Interr : l:anking

S<!rviees. The comparison oflntemet and non-Internet users' perceptions or Internet
access and non-Internet access bank consumers' perceptions towards the adoption of
Internet banking services will enable banks to consider the widest possible range of
potential online customers.
Another factor in this research was the extent of experience possessed by potential
Internet banking adopters. As Internet banking customers experience th;.: services,
their knowledge of the service grows. Different levels of Internet banking
experiences would lead to different attitudes toward the services. Future research
should investigate the relatiom;hips between users' attitudes towards adoption and
the level of their service experiences. These relationships would provide an
understanding of internet banking afiluent users' and early adopters' and late
adopters' perceptions towards the services. Banks would be able to improve their
services to attract greater variety customers than they are now able to do.
Since Internet banking services are relatively nfW in Thailand, this study has not
measured behaviour and attitudes of current Il"itemet banking customers. A
longitudinal r.tudy should therefore be conducted or,,;e the number oflntemet
banking users has reached n critical mass. A~ the Internet banking environment
changes over time. results of such research would provide different perceptions
across the development oflntemet banking services in Thailand and provide more
insights into this new way of doing banking.
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THE QUESTIONNAIRE
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DETERMINANTS OF INTERNET BANKING ADOPTION IN
THAILAND
Aim of this study

The purpose of the study is todc!ennincthe significant f~c!ors !hat affect the adoption of
lntemet banking by Thai consumers. The value of the data collected is to provide insight and
guidance for banks on how to improve Internet banking services relevant to the Thai
environment.
Nature oft/tis research

This is an anonymous questionnaire. Please ensure thn! you do not write your name, or any
other comments that will make you identifiable. You are assured lhat the information obtHincd
will be kept CONFIDENTIAL. The data collected will be analyzed so that only aggregates will
be taken into account to establish findings ond conclusions arising from the study. Only
aggregates will be shown in publications !hot rna) arise from this study. By completing the
questionnaire, you nre consenting to take part in this research. As such you should first read this
Disclosure Statement carefully as it explains fully the intention orthis project. HoWiwer, you
may withdraw fr~m this study at any time, without penalty.
To complete /Iris questionnaire

The questionnaire is rdatively short and should take about 15·20 minutes to compl~tc.lt is
important that each question is rend carefully and tl1at all questions are answered.
To retum tills questiomtolre

Please return the complited questionnaire to the person who distributes this questionnaire in the
attached envelope in tl1e ncKt two weeks.
Offer from tills study

Upon request, those who participate in the sllldy will receive a free copy of!lte result. The name
and addreii which you o tionally supply will be immediately separated from the questionnaire.

Thank you for your co-operation and assistance.
This re~enrch is a part of Doctorate Business Administration (Information Syst•ms) course at
Edith Cowan University, Churchlands, Perth, Westcm Australia 6018. If you have any question,
please contact the candidate, Bussakom Janrwachimthanakul on 66-9-691-5854 or bye-mail at
bus ... koj@ho[moil.com, Any questions concerning the project entitled Dctenninants of Internet
adoption for Banking inn Thailand can be directed 10 Dr. DicterFink of School of MIS on 61-89273-8726 or by c-mail.lfyou have any concerns about the project or would like to talk 10 an
independent person, you may contact Professor Janice Bum on 61-8-9273-8718.
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Instructions to complete the questionnaire
To complete the questions, pleose;
I. Answer all question,, Our tests depend on the relationsllips between different answers.

2. For each item, please tick (V) only one box that best describes the infonnation.
3. Work rapidly. Rely on first impressions.

Section 1 -Personal inrormation
1.1 What is your gender'/

o Male

0

Female

1.2 Whatoge group arc you In?
0

0
0

Less lhll!l 20 year-s
30-39yenrs
More than 49 years

D 20 • 29 years
40-49yeors

D

1.3 Wh•t is your edutationallevcl?
0

Voootion or lower

0

o Master degree

o

Bachelor degree
Dootoral degree

1.4 Which ofthe following categories describes best the actlvitios o fyour orgoniZlltion?

"

c
c
c

AgriMturc, forest!)', hWiting and fishing
Mnnufacturing
Construction

0
0
0

c
c

Trnnsportntion, Stor.oge, CommMicotions
Sen/Ices

0
0

Mining and quarrying
Electric, Gos & Wmer
Retailing, Wholesale. Restnuron~
Hotel
Finnnce, Insurance, Real Estate
Othcrs

What Is your mnge of monlhly income (lhlrt)'l

c
0
0

Less than IS,OOO
30,001-50,000
70,00 I - 90,000

0
0

15,001-30,000
SO,OOI -70,000
More than 90,000

0
0

1 -2 yem
More than 3 yoors

0
0

L<ss !han I yenr
More than 2 years

D

1.6 How long have you used the Internet?
0
0

'·'

Less th•n I yenr
2-3~=

How long have you used lnlcmet bonking?
0

c

Not USed
l-2 years

1.8 Whot types of Interne! banking services have you used (con be more 1hon one choice)?
0
0

Not uS«) any service
Acllon/nccount control

o
0
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View-only
Applying for new bonking service

Section 2- Attitude towards Internet bunking
The adoption internet blinking in this study refers to your intention tu perform an action
or exercise account control, rather than only viewing the balance of accounts. Examples
of the action or account control include fund transferring, bill payment, cheque
stopping, and online purchase of cheque books.
This section requires you to express your attitude towards Internet banking. Please
indicate each enccuragement or discouragement by making u tick (..J) on one box for
each of the questions, see example below.
Example

Encouragement
No
Maximum
Encouragement--Encouragement
\) Availabilityofawidcrangeofinfarmatianisanly []
"one click" away,

[I

.J/J

II]

[I

~ ~

The[] on !he first scale of encouragement means !he factor does not encourage you to
be an Internet banking customer; whether this factor exists, it does not affect you to be
an Internet banking customer.
The[] on the last scale of encouragement means the factor highly encourage you to be
an Internet banking customer.
Discourag~rnent

No
Maximum
Discouragement --·-Discouragement
2) Being required to perform self·scrvice Internet
banking indepondent from a bonk teller.

[]

[I

The [j] on the first scale of discouragement means the factor does not discourage you to
be an Internet banking customer; whether this factor exists, you may or may not be an
Internet banking customer.
The[] on the last scale of discouragement means the factor highly discourage you to be
an Internet banking customer.

\84

A. To what extent of encouragement that each of the following factors would make to
you becoming an Internet banking customer.

No
Mnximum
Encouragcm ent -Encouragement
2.1 How would the following usefulness encourage you to be an Internet banking
customer:

.,
.,
,,
d)

Avallabilily ofa wide range of Information Is only[]
"one click" away.

~

l!l

!]

~

~

Convenient access to bunking services through the[]
computer nt any
IIIII<:.

Iii Ill l!l

!]

>I

~

Ill

Increasing the effective use oftirne, for example,
by not having to wait it ~ne.

Ill

Iii

l!l

!]

~

~

Reducing banking costs, such as reduced bank
charges and trnnsportotion cost.

Ill

Iii Ill l!l

!]

~

~

~

2.2 How would the following factors encourage you to adopt Internet bnnking:

.,

Ill

~

Ill

l!l

!]

>I

~

b) Being able to trial doing banking transaction online[]

~

Ill

l!l

!]

~

~

Ill

~

Ill

l!l

!]

~

~

~

~

Ill

l!l

!]

~

~

Your ability to acce,. the lntcmet at any time at
work and at home.

before registering for the service.

,,

The banks providing condition• ond terms of
service aoo:ptable to you.

d) Documcnta<y evidence is providod for all

trnnsoctlons performed online.

)85

No
Encaurag~mcnt

Ma:timum
--Encouragement

2.3 How would the following features of the bank's Web site encourage you become

an Internet banking customer:

•l

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

The bonk's Web site e~ecutcs transac!lons quickly []
and efficiently.

~

~

~

~

m

~

The bank's Web site ~ao be access<d when needed.[)

24hou!Siday, 7 days/week.

"
,,

,,

The bank's Web design and navigation makes it

romfortablc to conduct a transaction.

There Is evidonce lhat cum:nt seeurily provided
by bank Web site is sufficient.

2.4 How would the following rillk and privacy factors of the bank's Web site
encourage you become an Internet banking customer;

•l

~

~

~

~

m

~

~

~

~

~

~

m

~

Tt ~re is an absence of problems during performing [0
an online banking trnnsaction,

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

m

~

The reputation and size of bank provides""'""'""" [)

of Internet banking integrily.

b)

,,

,,

The bank's Web site dUploys the logo of on
independent socurily guiUallleeing party.

A privacy sta~ment on bank's Web page
guarantees priwoy oFpcrsonol data.

"'

B. To what extent of discourngcmcnt of each of the following factors would make to
you becoming nn Internet bonking customer.

No
Maximum
Discouragement --Discouragement
2.5 How would the following personal prdercnce.~ discoumge you become nn Internet
banking customer:

.,

[]

[]

Ill

[]

~

~

~

[]

[]

Ill

[]

Ill

~

~

Being required to !IJI out and usc a new
tcchnclagy·based product.

[]

[]

Ill

[]

Ill

Ill

~

Being required to integrate Internet banking with
my lifesl)'le and working environment.

[]

[]

Ill

[]

Ill

~

~

Being ~uired to perform self-service Internet
banking independent from a bank teller.

b) Being able to be satisfied by the quality cfmy
current bank branch service.

,,
"

2.6 How would the following external environment factors discourage you be<:omc nn

Internet bnnk)ng customer:

Ill

[]

Ill

[]

Ill

~

~

Absence of an industry regulator such as the Blink
of Thailand for Internet bonking.

[]

[]

Ill []

~

~

~

Lack of ctlllaborators or all!unces in Internet
banking to cooperate and expnnd se!""'lceo.

[]

[]

[]

[]

Ill

~

~

Deficiency in Intern<! infmstrucrure and facilities
such as bandwidlb.

[]

[]

Ill

[]

Ill Ill

~

•l Absence of clear government support for
conducting online business lnl.nsactions.

"
,,

.,
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No
Maximum
Discouragement ---Discouragement
2.7 How would the following culture factors discourage you become nr1 !ntemcl
banking customer:

,,

HaYing few fri<nds or coll011gucs lhat conduct
lntemot banking.

b) Lessening offace-to·face conlact with banks.

,,
"

Giving up p<rsonal relationships whcri dealing
with banks.

m

~

OJ

~

~

~

~

m

~

OJ

~

~

~

~

m

~

OJ

~

Ill

~

~

OJ

OJ

Ill Ill

~

~

ChMging the way to cstabltsh contact wllh bonks. []

'"

Section 3- Contact detail

**Optional injarmatlon **

If you wish to receive a free copy of the report detailing the survey results, please
write your name and address in the space provided below (or attach your business
card).

Address

FIIX No.

E-mail address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Would you be prepared to be interviewed as part of this research:
D

Yes

PhoneNo
Convenient day and t i m e ' - - - - - - - - - - -

0

No

Thank you very mucli for your participation.
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Perceived Usefulness

lnfa11T1atlon
cumula~ve

Percent

~

Valid

1
2
3
4

'6
'Total

Valid Percent

"""'"'11,9'·'
'"
14.6
26.5

,.'"

'"
14.6

71
122

14.0

14.0

~0.5

2~.1

2~.1

64.6

15.4
20.0

15.4
20.0

100.0

32

"
~~!

6.3

6.3

""·

''"

Histogram

rnfcrmaUon
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ao.o

Perceived Usefulness

Convenleno;e
OJmulatille

Valid

'

'
;

4

s

•

7
Total

l'requeocv

Valid Percent

40

4.7
7.9

'"" """"'·'4.7
"'
"
U.3
"'

:::"

'·' """"''·''·'

12.1

12.1
22.3

19.4

19.4
30.0

~~~:~

100.0

Histogram

Dev = 1.67

506.00
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16.2.
2B.3

50.6
70.0

100.0

Perceived Usefulness

Time ~;av!ng

I~
Valid

1

OJmu!atlve

"'

" '"'"""'·'6.7

'3

34

4

37

'

'"

'
'"'"
7

Valid Pett:ent

"'·'

11

""""'

"4.7

7.3
17.8

6.7
7.3

18.8

17.8

36.6

10.

21.5

21.5

~

;~~

,:~:~

1:~:~

HHI.O

Hl5togram

llme saving
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11.5

..

Perceived Usefulness

OlmulaHve
Va~d

'
3'

"
•'

'Tot;!l

·~

""
""
"'"''"

.

'"""'3.0

'·''·'

13.4
17.8

U.>
33.0
100.0

Vi! lid Percent

,. ""'"'
'·'
'·'
"·'
3.0

3.0

13.2

13.4
17.8
22.5
33.0
100.0
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44.5
67.0
100.0

Adoption

Valid

'
'3

'
''
;

Toli!l

-"
20

"'"''"
'"'~:

Ao;cesslb1Uty
OJmulatlve

Peroont

Valid Peromt

'·"
'·''·"
12.5
20.0
20.4

1~~.B
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•••

''··""
'·'

12.5

14.4
26.9

20.0
20.4
l2.B

67.2
100.0

,00"

Accessibility

Percent

'·'

45.8

Adoption

Valid

,_, __
'
"'"
'
''
5
"'
'""
•7

..
70

Total

•

Trialablllty

~~·

V~lld

Percent

cumufatlve

'·'5.9 """"'·'

'·'5.9

12.3
25.7

13.4
23.3

13.4
23.3

49.0

24.9

24.9
12.3

86.2

13.8

100.0

12.3
13.8

,

Trialablllty
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73.9

Adoption

Conditions
Cu:mula~ve

Yalid

'
'<
2

s

,
6

Total

'

~

"
'"""
,;:"
30

~~·

•••
9.9

Valid Percent

•••
9.9

Percent

•••
9.9

14.0

14.0

23.9

"·'

28.3

18.0
15.4

18.0
15.4

52.2
70.2
85.6

1~::6

1~6:6

Hlstograno

Conditions
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100.0

Adoption

D~~<;Umentarv

OJmulaHve
Valid

'
'3

,'
''

Total

'

00

""

39

"'
"
"'

:~

~=·

Valid Percent

'·''·''·'

'·''·'
'·'
16,0
t3.a
20.0

16.0
13.8
20.0

1::~

~~~:~

Histogram

Doa.Jmentary
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!'en:ent

'·'

12.5

20.2
36.2
50.0
70.0
100.0

Features of the Web Site

Reliability

Valid

'
''
',

''
"""

cumulative

I""'"""~
IS

"""'"''·'
""" '·''·"
"

.

:

'""'"
'·'
''·'·"

Valk! Percent
M

10.9
19.2
17.4

10.9
19.2

,!~:~

~~:~

17.4

Reliability
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M

13.0
23.9
~3.1

60.5
100.0

Features of the Web Site

Perceived ease of use
00

Valid

''
''
5

''

Total

"
"""'"
'"'"'

17

~~·

Valid Percent

'·'

'·'

2A
5.9

2A
5.9

14.6

H.6

21.7
21.1

21.7
21,1

30.0

30.0

Histogram
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cumulative
Percent
2.2
5.5

12.5

.....
27.1

'"'

100.0

Features of the Web Site

Valid

,'
3

4
5

'

'

Total

I"'

Comulatlve
Per~:ent

""+<
""
'"'"

Valid Perte11t

5.3
6.3

'·'

15.0
16.0
12.8
35.8

11.7

'·'

20.4
35".4

15.0
15.0
12.8
35.8

Security
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Per~:ent

5.3
6.3

5.3

51.4
64.2
100.0

features of the Web Site

Quick response
FreQUeiiCV

Valid

'
''
4

,
6
7

Total

""
,.,""
~

70

_._,,--

.

Percent

Volld Percent

7.8

7.8

'·'8.7

'·'8.7

13.8
19,0
1B.B
31.6

13.8

Hlstograrr.

Quid<. response
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7.8
8.>
16.8
30.6

19.0

~9.6

lB.B

68.4
100.0

31.6
100.0

a.a

OJmulaHve
Percent

Risk and Privacy

Reputation

Valid

1
2

'4
5

,'
Total

" 17
26

~~·

Valid Pen:ent

"'

"'5.1
•••

5.1

""
lOS

•••
15,2
21.5

15.2
24.3
21.5

~:

l~~:~

100.0

121

24.3

215

211

CUmulative
Percent

"'0.5

15.4
30.6

54.9
76.5
100.0

Risk and Privacy

Security logo

Frenu ncv
Valid

'2
'
''

'7

Total

""
'"'"
65

80

'"'

Percent

..,

Valid Percent

'·''·'

13.0

13.0

18.6

18.6

'·'

2o.9
15.8
20A
0 .

212

Percent

<.2
11.3

24.3
42.9

w.•

63.6

15.8
20.4

79.6
100.0

'"

SeaJrlty logo

Cl.lmula~ve

Risk and Privacy

Problems

Valid

lrreo~

'2
2

•
5
6

'

Totill

U.mulaUve

Percent

20

<.0

"52
"
"'"

6.5
10.3
15.6
16.6
18.0
29.1
100.

..
00

vatrd Percent

<.O
6.5
10.3
15.6
16.6
18.0

29.1

'"·0.

Problems
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"~'<.0
10.5
20.8
36.4
53.0
70.9
100.0

Risk nnd Privacy

Privacy
Cumulative

Villld

'

2
3
1

s

•
7

Total

14

""
"
~~~

""""''·'

Valld Percent

11.3

11.3

20.6

18.6
14.4

59.3
73.7
100.0

'·' """"''·''·'
'·'
20.2

'·'

102

20.2

91

18.6

'"

tci~}

~0.7

~~~}
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Personal Preference

Self-service
f

Valid

'
'3
'
'6
'

T~l

68

"""'
"""'

""'"'

Valid Percent

13.4
17.6
14.0

CUmulaUve
Percent
13.4
31.0

13.4
17.6
14.0
18,6
17.6

18.6
17.6

6,3

6.?

12.5

12.5
0

"

45.1

63.6
81.2
87.5
100.0

Hlstogrom

= 3.8

self-service
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Personal Preference

Bran~h

-·

OJmulatlve
~

Valid

'
'
'4

,

•'

Total

""n
'"'"49
5~9

~~·

Valid Percent

'·'

'·'
'"
'·'
1~~:{

11.7

11.7

15.2

15.2

21.1

24.5
21.1

'·'

11.7

Branch

216

'·'

17.8

33.0
575
70.7

00.3
100.0

Personal Preference

Techno phobia
OJm••I~Uve

Valid

'
'
,''
6

'

Tot!l

' "'"

"us"'"
""
"
"

Percent
11.9

Valid Percent

15.0
16A

22.7
14.4
10.7

"'

100.

Histogram

Tedinophobla
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Percent

11.9
15.0
16.4
22.7
14.4
10.7

11.9
26.9
43.3
66.0

'""'

100.0

BM
91.1

Personal Preference

Valid

'
'
'<

,
,
6

To!ill

--N""
""""
"
~~:

Compatible
OJmulattve

14.4
10.1

Vatld Percent
11.9
19.2
16.2
21.5
14.4
10.1

10~·~

'"~·~

""""'

11.9
19.2
16.2

21.5

Histogrnm

Compotlb!e

218

Percent
11.9
31.0
47.2
68.8
83.2
93.3
100.0

External Environment

Government
Valid

1

'
'
'5
6

'

Total

I"'

cumulative
~

.,"
m
"'

11<

65
65

~·

Percent

Valid Percent

'·''·'
"·'

'·''·'

17,0
,,1

17.0
,,1

12.6

22.5
12.8

1~~:~

1~~:a

Government
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Percent

'·'

12.6
29.6
51.8
74.3
87,2
100.0

External Environment

Regulator
CUmulative
Valid

'

2
3

"5
'

7
Total

'

~·21

"''"
'"
"""
.::

Percent

Valid Percent

"·'

"·'
0.9

14,6
24.7
ll.S
13A

~~~:~

0.9

14.6
24.7
22.5
13.4
11.7
100,0

Regulator

220

"='

"·'

13.0
27.7
~.4

74.9

"·'

100.0

External Environment

Collaboration

Valid

''

'
's
6

7

"'"'

' "

""
"''".."
70

.~·06

-"'"'

vand Percent

6.9
13.8

6.9
13.8

20.6
22.1
16.6
16.6

20.6

cumulative

'·' """"''10.3"'

u.,

16.6
16.6

Collaboration

221

...,
21.1

66.8

""

100.0

External Environment

Infrastructure
CUmulatllle
Valid

'

'

2

3

'6
6

'
Total

Percent

~

"
'"U9"
""
38

Valid Percent

3.2

3.2

'·'

'·'
""
"·"
14.6
20.8

14.6
20.8

n.>

16.2
14.2

16.2
14.2

Infrastructure
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'"'"''10.73.2
25.3

46.0
69.6

as.o
100.0

Culture

Group"llrlentatlgn

Valid

1

' " 104

~~·
20,6

Valid Percent

m

22.1
19.2

22.1

'3
4
5

•'

Total

,
""
97

15

20.6

17.8
12,3

19.2
17.8
12.3

5.1
3.0

5.1
3.0

10

00

Histogram

Group-ortenta~on
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-·

C1.1mulatlve
20.6
42,7
61.9

"·'

91.9
97.0
100.0

Culture

Sodallsatlon
cumul~tlve
~

Valid
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